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INTRODUCING 
LOTUS SMARTSUITE 

FOR OS/ 2 

For the first time, there's one 

box that will let you turn loose the 

full 32-bit power of OS/ 2.* 

The new Lotus" SmartSuite™ 

for OS/ 2 is a veritable all-star team 

~f!'illl'T 
PROPOSAL 

05/2 users now nave a native, 32-bit version of 
tfle award-winning Ami Pro 3.0 for Windows.™ 

of desktop applications The 1-2-3* 

spreadsheet is The World's Most 

Popular Spreadsheet™ Ami Pro* 

is the industry's top-rated word 

processor. Freelance Graphics* has 

set the standard for presentation 

software. And ce:Mail™ is far and 

away the leader for electronic mail. 

All in one box. 

Lotus. 
Working Together" 

E 
F ......... 
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All are native 32-bit applications 

that fully exploit the advantages of 

a ... 
.C~• - . ,~ ..... 

- --
--

cc-Mail is so powerful and easy, anyone can 
become an e-mail expert in minutes. 

the OS/ 2 platform. All support 

multitasking and multithreading so 

you can perform several tasks at 

once. And with full support of the 

object-oriented Workplace Shell, 

you'll see the kind of improvements 

in performance and productivity 

that OS/ 2 was built to deliver. 

SmartSuite has also set a high 

standard for integration. All appli

cations share a common interface, 

including Smartlcons," so when you 

know one. you know them all. All 

are integrated to easily share data, 

formats and processes. You can 

even create live hot links from one 

application to another. All are mail

enabled. And all have cross-platform 

capabilities, so all your work from 

other platforms is secure. 

BUY LOTUS 
SMARTSUITE FOR OS/ 2 
AND GET OS/ 2 2.1 FREE 

The OS/ 2 operating environ

ment was built so you could work 

smarter and faster than ever before. 

And the four leading applications in 

Lotus SmartSuite were built from 

the ground up for OS/ 2 

In fact you can be off and run

ning with OS/ 2 2.1 with one step. 

For a limited time.' when you buy 

Lotus SmartSuite for OS/ 2 or a 

SmartSuite for OS/ 2 upgrade, 

you'll get OS/ 2 2.1 FREE. 

Call Softmart today at 1-800-

328-1319 to take .... ...... 
-''"'~ 

advantage of this --

special SmartSuite 

offer for only $429. 

Softmart Product 

Code (U.S.) ISLOTl71 (3.5). 

1983 - 1993 

ilillltnart" 
We Sell Productivity 

Machines Corporation Lotus. J-2-3, Ami Pro, Smartlcons and Freelance Graphics are registered trademarks. and SmartSuite and The World's Most Popular Spreadsheet are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation 
dows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Softmart is a registered service mark of Sohmarl Inc 
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Announcing • 

a weekly fax newsletter 
from the editord of OS/2 Prof &1t1ional 

ow start every work week with 

the most up-to-the minute news 

in the fast-paced OS/ 2 world: 

product ships and slips 

► key personnel changes 

developing market strategies 

► strategic shifts 

Executives and experts will find the 

report waiting on their desks every 

Monday morning. Attractively 

designed, OS/2 Week is two to four 

faxed pages of cutting edge industry 

news. Concise. Sharply written. No fat. 

Just the facts decisionmakers 

Designed to meet the needs of: 

Information technology executives 

Marketing and advertising specialists 

2 0 S2 Professional December 1993 

need to compete and survive in a 

rapidly expanding market. 

No one can deliver the inside scoops 

on the OS/ 2 market like the staff of 

OS/2 Professional. Now that insider 

information is at your fingertips-with 

0S/2 Week. 

Fifty weeks of 0S/2 Week-at the 

charter subscriber rate of $200-is the 

best computer intelligence bargain 

around. Subscribe now and don't miss 

another issue. 

All subscriptions are for individual eyes 
only and may not be copied or ref axed. 

Strategic planners 

► Developers 

► Cutting-edge expert users 



Title ___________________________ _ 

Company ________________________ _ 

FAX ________________________ _ 

Address _________________________ _ 

City, State, Zip ____________________ _ 

Voice Phone ________________________ _ 

Billing information 

D VISA D MasterCard D Check D Please bill me $ ___ Amount 

Card Number ____________ Exp. Date _______ _ 

Signature __________________________ _ 

Please check the appropriate box below: 
D Marketing/Advertising D Operations 

D Developer/Engineer 

D Sales 

□ MIS 

D Managerial 

D News Media 

D Other ____ _ 

You mayf a..~ thM form to 

(JOI) ~ 2 
Or mail to: OS/2 WEEK, 
172 Ro!Lin,1 A11enue 
Rock11ifle, MD 20852. 
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' Apex Data has the \most 
complete range 1_OJ modem~ in 
the industry for the IBMr,t • ·· 
ThinkPad~ We offer data x 
speeds of 14,400/14,400, 
9600/9600 & 2400/9600 for 
most models. MNP 2-5, 10 anil 
AutoSync are standard. · 

• The first mo~ m products to1 
ThinkPad Proven - a seal to 
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:--. "· · ~,}warranted and supported to 
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line of meimiryupgrades for 
IBM (and other leading ~ 

tllllll.-n~otebook computers):- With our 
modem and memory products 
your applications will 'fly. - ·~ - '"" IBM's on site,service is ,, , 

· available, foratfApex~ 
products. So, even whe1'ffl! ·, ,... 
are on the road, help is ·"" 
available with a minimum of 
delay, by the world's largest 
computer company. 

ThinkPad 
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Call: 

800-678-01 UP 
Fax 214-620-9626 

1603 LBJ Freeway, Suite 200 ■ Dallas, Texas 75234 

I Digital audio & video enabled 
I Accepts GIF, BMP TIF & others 
I The ONLY 32-bit screen saver with 

Full Screen Keyboard Monitoring 
(For DOS, OS/2 & Win-OS/2 sessions) 

one UP 
Corporation 
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NEW FIBER OPTIC 

FOR THE DESKTOP 

U nder OS/ 2 2.x, this new, fast 

input device allows you to 

take advantage of all the new PEN 

software on a desktop PC. 

Frustrated because you can't sign 

your name with a mouse? 

This new PEN lets you make 

notes , select icons, drag and 

drop ... eve1ything the mouse does 

and more. Runs with IBM's PEN for 

OS/ 2 to create gesturing, quicker 

edits of documents, and fast target 

selection for quick operation of 

your computer. Finally, click and 

go is a reality. 

GET YOUR DESK BACK. 
Increase speed and accuracy and 

save desk space at the same time. 

One reason Pens are so easy to use 

is that they don't clutter up your 

desk with wires , pads and hard

ware. You don 't need any desk 

space for the Pen. The Pen stores 

neatly on the side of your monitor 

in a convenient holder. 

WHAT COULD BE EASIER? 
How much easier can pointing 

your finger be? Just hold the Pen in 

WARP SPEED has developed a NEW fiber-optic pen for 
any computer running 0S/2 

CURSOR, CURSOR, WHERE'S 
THE CURSOR? This game just 

became obsolete. You no longer 

need to go on a mouse hunt to find 

your cursor. Just ignore the cursor 

and touch the pen to the target

the cursor just found you, instantly. 

This happens so incredibly fast 

your hand and tap the tip at any CRT computer screen- your 

computer executes the command and you're om A mouse sim

ply cannot keep up! 

Pens have been running desktop PC's in many industries 

such as medical, airline, etc., for more than 20 years. They are 

fast becoming the choice for Point of Sale, Order Entry, 

Invento1y Management etc., as Voice Technology and Touch 

Screens are still too expensive and unreliable. WARP SPEED 

has been a leader in Pen technology serving these industrial 

markets for over 10 years. 

you'll think the cursor is invisibly attached to the Pen. 

JUST PLUG AND GO. The WARP SPEED Pen for OS/ 2 

comes complete with an adapter card (ISI or MCA), a high 

quality Stainless Steel pen and a Diskette with the OS/ 2 driver 

and calibration software. 

RISK FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER. Make the jump to 

a WARP SPEED Pen for OS/ 2, try it for 30 days. If you don't 

agree that the Pen is far superior to the mouse, simply return it 

to us in its original box, and we will refund your money, 

NO QUESTIONS ASKED. 

SAVE 
$50.00 

Call TOLL FREE (800) 87 4-4315 to order your PEN for OS/2 
and save $50.00 off the retail price. For a limited time only, the 
price is just $149.99. Use your credit card or mail a check to 

WARP SPEED, 1086 Mechem Drive, Ruidoso, NM 88345. Circle#166 
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PUBLISHER ' S MEMO 

OS/2-S0lving the MIS Dilemma 

M 
any corporate IS managers are rightly confused by the 

psychological and marketing OS warfare now under

way. After waiting for what seems forever for a mes

sianic NT to turn desktop W mdows users into 32-bit preemptive 

multitaskers, there is widespread disappointment. NT is not a slim 

and fast operating system that will transform the average desk

top. Sure, it's too resource-demanding and not sufficiently back

ward compatible. It's easy to upgrade your personal system to 

16MB RAM and a spare 100MB of disk space. But try multi

plying that cost by the fleet of computers your company operates. 

Right about now, MIS America is thoroughly confused-not 

just about 32-bit operating systems, but also its next hardware 

platform move. There are millions of286 and 386 users waiting 

for a faster and more capable system. Let's face it, plenty of 

employees are using what should be doorstops and boat 

anchors-8086s and worse to write memos and crunch numbers. 

(Even our office has a hand-me-down monochrome AT for the 

receptionist.) Delayed purchases will soon burst into a wave of 

hardware modernization. But does your company replace exist

ing machines with cheap 486s, or invest in Pentium-style 

machines (which are just souped up 386s), or wait until late 1994 

to buy into the RISC-based PowerPC? 

OS/2 goes along way toward solving all these quandaries. It is 

the next step on a path that began some years ago, and it will reli

ably lead your company into the end of this century: DOS to 

Windows to OS/2. Taligent technology enhances·your operat

ing system en route to its personality within the Workplace OS 

and ultimately to the true object-oriented computing environ

ment. Traveling that path also allows your company to function 

across a hardware spectrum: from the simple desktop to the 

grandest enterprise systems, including the multi-personalitied 

Power PC RISC machines scheduled to appear late next year. 

Stand back from the hype. Remember, what counts is not your 

company's operating system but rather the system that allows 

your company to operate. The goal is productivity, not the range 

war between Microsoft and IBM. All the evangelism and en

thusiasm, and all the bigotry and bashing, won't save your butt 

if your mission-critical operations falter or if your competition 

uses a technology lever to pole vault past you. 

That's why OS/2's promise is the answer to the MIS dilemma. 

OS/2 connects your past and your present to the future. It will 

run your simplest DOS programs, today's most productive Win

dows applications, and the most robust 32-bit fully featured OS/2 

solutions. No operating system preserves your company's prior, 

current, and future investment like OS/2. 

Ironically, persuasive proof can be seen in what many consid

er to be an OS/2 failure first reported in OS/2 Week: WordPer

fect's withdrawal ofits word processor from OS/2 following their 

year-end fix of version 5.2. Think again, that's not a failure for 

OS/2, but a comment on WordPerfect's financial situation. 

WordPerfect is redirecting its development in 6.0 for Windows 

to offer OS/2 Workplace Shell features for its own reasons. That 

reform means very little disruption for users at OS/2 sites. Those 

working with the old DOS and Windows version have long been 

able to use WordPerfect in OS/2's DOS or Windows sessions 

with all the familiar commands-but faster and more produc

tively under OS/2. Those who migrated to the 5.2 port-over

looking the bugginess and performance problems of the program 

itself-will continue to use 5.2 and will undoubtedly upgrade to 

a hybrid 6.0. No OS adjustment is necessary. Users can follow 

WordPerfect through these changes because OS/2 allows all the 

backward compatibility and forward interoperability necessary. 

Your company maintains its standardization. 

Once your boat anchors are replaced with either Power PCs or 

Intel-based SMP machines, OS/2 will both support the Intel

based box and function as a major personality within the Work

place OS. Moreover, OS/2's inherent connectivity options make 

OS/2 the meeting place for nearly all of your company's enter

prise needs. OS/2 Profassionalwill continue to document the haz

ard signs and shortcuts your 

company will encounter a

long that path. Next year will 

be the year for OS/2. The 

installed base, currently in 

excess of3 million, may dou

ble. With Ferengi (OS/2 for 

Windows), the numbers may 

exceed that.You'll want to be 

there. And we'll be with you. 

Edwin Black 
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INGRES. 
The complete OS/2 solution. 
Now ava ilable on OS/2 - The ASK INGRES Intelligent Database. The 

ve ry same database that has proved so popular with blue chip 

organizations and high-end professional users in commerce, industry 

and Government. 

Fully featured, fully portable, fully scalable. 

The ASK ING RES Intelligent Database is a lead ing edge, intelligent, 

relational database, ideally uited to client/server applications. ASK 

INGRES supporcs all major desktop and UNIX networking standards 

as well as IBM SNA, enabling communication with DB2 and IMS. 

The ASK INGRES Intelligent Database is complemented by a range of 

professiona l-standa rd rap id app lica ti o n development tools. 

ASK/Windows4G L - portable, objec t -ori ented, fully fe atured and 

10 OS2 Professional December 1993 

GUI-based - combines intuitive use r fri endliness with unparalleled 

power and functionality. ASK/VisionPro packs equal ly impressive 

performance into charac ter-based app lication development and 

includes such fe atures as automatic code generat ion. Users can also 

access the database using ASK/Query and Reporting tools or tools from 

industry-leading software vendors. In add ition, users have the pick of 

a n eve r- grow ing numbe r o f third -pa rt y ASK IN GRES-based 

applications. 

For a free INGRES OS/2 Solutions Kit, please call l -(800)-446-4737 

or l -(5 10)- 769-1400 (outside North America). 

~ 
~ ASK Group 
Circle #155 



How to contact OS/2 Professional 

Letters to the editor must be addressed: Input, OS/2 
Professional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852. All 
letters must be signed on letterhead, no more than two 
typed, double-spaced pages. Diskette files accepted. All 
letters must be accompanied by a daytime phone number 
for verification, become the property of OS/2 Professional, 
and will be edited for size, content, and clarity. Diskettes 
will not be returned. Letters may also be faxed or e-mailed 
to the address below. Please do not ask for technical help 
from Input. 

General correspondence, such as inquiries and technical 
questions, must be addressed: Dept. C, OS/2 Professional, 
172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852. 

To contact us by Fax: (301) 770-7062. 

To contact us by E-mail: 

OS/2 Professional 
MCI-Mail: 560-3615 
Internet: os2pro@mcimail.com 

Bradley D. Kliewer: 
MCI-Mail: 470-2447 
Internet: bkliewer@mcimail.com 
CompuServe: 70262,2724 
BIX: bkliewer 

All unsolicited software, diskettes, hardware samples, eval
uation units, and manuscripts are sent at the risk of the 
sender and OS/2 Professional assumes no responsibility for 
their receipt, storage or return. 

How to subscribe to OS/2 Professional 

Subscriptions for 12 monthly issues are $30 in the United 
States, $45 in Canada and Mexico, and $75 airmail to 
other countries. Subscriptions may be paid by check or 
money order, Visa or MasterCard, or billing to a corporate 
address. 

BY E-MAIL. For fastest service, subscription requests 
may be submitted electronically to the OS/2 Professional 
MCI mail box (560-3615 or os2pro@mcimail.com). 
Electronic requests must be preformatted using the 
OS2PRO.EXE program. The program and documenta
tion are available as OS2PRO.ZIP thsough File Asea 15 
of the CompuServe OS2USER forum (GO OS2USER). 
The file may also be found on OS/2 BBS systems such as 
the OS/2 Shareware BBS at (703) 385-4325. 

By phone: Call (301) 770-4 OS2 and use our automated 
telephone subscription program. 

By FAX. Fax subscription requests w/o cover sheet on a 
single page to (612) 823-0151. Your request must be on 
corporate letterhead and include billing and/or credit card 
information plus a signature and title. Address your 
request to "New Subscriptions." 

By mail. Send $30 check or money order, corporate 
billing, or credit card information to New Subscriptions, 
OS/2 Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave., So., Minneapolis, 
MN 55407. 

Back issues: Back issues, while supplies last, can be pur
chased for S7 each by sending check or money order and 
specifying the issue requested. We cannot accept corporate 
billing or credit card charges unless the back issue request 
is part of a new subscription. 

Administrative, Editorial & Production Offices: Edwin 
Black, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Alan S. Kay, 
Executive Editor, Margaret M. Dutcher, Assistant 
Publisher, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852, 
Phone: (301) 770-3333, FAX: (301) 770-7062. 

Editor's Office: Bradley D. Kliewer, Editor, 4604 
Chicago Ave., So., Minneapolis, MN 55407, Phone: 
(612) 823-2657, FAX: (612) 823-7945, MCI Mail: 
470-2447. 

Advertising Sales: Richard B. Dubin, Advertising Sales 
Director, Pinnacle Place, Suite 205, Albany, NY 12203, 
Phone: (5 18) 489-4034, FAX: (518) 489-4045. 

Kelly A. Lindner, Advertising Representative, 172 
Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852, Phone: (301) 770-
3333, FAX: (301) 770-7062. 
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Oh yes SD r·too!. .. 
... joins the platform of choice. 

,sell - I 
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External PARALLEL PORTab/e PERIPHERALS™ . . -•~----Add the power of SCSI devices to laptops, notebooks and desktops with 
Easy installation no hassle and no adapter attachment to the printer port. 
All SDI peripherals are attached to / 

FROM PC TO PRINTER 
the printer port eliminating installation 
hassle. All products provided with easy to • • ~,., .... 'f"'-'' '=- .,. ,' • 

install user friendly software and manuals. IL •-·• 
,.. ~ DAISY CHAIN UPTO SEVEN DEVICES Retain uninterrupted printer access 

Additional printer port is provided to have 
concurrent access to the printer. 

Software 

100% portability 
Self contained power supply, battery 
(optional) and carry-on handle gives 
complete portability between home, office 
and customer site. 
Multiple devices 
Wide range of storage devices: CD-ROM, hard 
disk, removable hard disk, magneto-optical, 
tape and DAT backup and high capacity 
floppy. Multiple device access through optional 
daisy chaining of up to seven devices. 

All SDI devices are bundled with menu-driven, 
easy to install OS/2 2.0 device drivers, format
ting utilities and extensive tape backup sofrware 
featuring background backup, DAT quick file 
access and unattended time-scheduled backups. 
Sofrware drivers for DOS, UNIX/XENIX are 
also available. 
Warranty and technical support 
All SDI products are backed up with one year 
parts and labor warranty, comprehensive 
documentation, and our unparallel technical 
support is just a phone call away. 

For further information please call 

1-800-USA-SDl-1 
I , l::J I 
STORAGE DEVICES inc 

6800 Orangethorpe Ave., 
Buena Park, California 90620 
Tel: (714) 562 5500 Fax: (714) 562 5505 
Circle #168 



Cache kudos 
I think you have a great magazine. The 
Code Cache and REXX Programming 
features are especially appreciated. Long 
live OS/2 and your great magazine! 
Car/Goode 
Newtown, Connecticut 

Search for a lost reader 
I read the letter from Leila S. Gaines in 
San Mateo, California [Input, October]. 
If you have Leila contact me I will, at 
my own expense, go and install the 
OS/2 for her if she will agree to use it. 
James Robertson 
Mill Valley, California 

{Editor's Note: Leila, if you're out there, 

it's pretty hard to find you! Get in touch 
with us if you're interested in Mr. 
Robertson's offer.} 

Reader tips 
I am writing regarding the Input 
letter from Marvin Feuerstein about 
FaxWorks [October]. While the 
default cover sheet for FaxWorks does 
contain the company's name in a large, 
bold font, I found it relatively easy to 
change the cover sheet to one I 
designed (using Paintbrush) that con
tains my company's logo instead. IfMr. 
Feuerstein does not like the FaxWorks 
cover, he should change it. He may not 
be happy with the fact the product 
ships that way, but since it can be 
changed it's not a major drawback. 

I enjoy reading your magazine and 
find many of the articles interesting and 
helpful. Keep up the good work! 
Virgi,nia Milewski 
Itasca, Illinois 

I, too, was outraged when I discovered 
that SofNet expected me to advertise 
their product each time I send a fax. 
There is a solution, however, and it is 
called Fax/PM. This program is pretty 
well matched with FaxWorks in terms 
of performance and utility. Fax/PM is 
available from American TeleRep in 
South Windsor, Connecticut. 

Comments, criticisms and observations 

I write this letter not because I have 
any financial interest in Fax/PM but 
because I think that SofNet should be 
pilloried for their arrogance: We are 
customers, not billboards! We have 
paid for software, not the obligation to 
carry SofNet's advertising. 

Lastly, OS/2 Prefessional is good: 
Keep going! Just one thing: While the 
articles comparing OS/2 and NT have 
been very useful, all those remarks 
about NT being virtually on its 
deathbed sound like a lot of whistling 
in the dark. Microsoft will doubtless 
eventually lick NT into shape while its 
formidable marketing machine buys 
time. OS/2 may be better, but IBM has 
its work cut out. 
Nicholas Avery 
Rockville, Maryland 

Keep a low profile 
Once again I see why journalists have 
so little credibility in our country. Your 
article "In the Fast Lane with OS/2" 
[September 1993] completely misrepre
sents the status of OS/2 at WPPSS. On 
page 42 you state, 'WPPSS runs 1,400 
PCs throughout the plant, most of 
them operating OS/2 2.0. Although 
'there are a few die-hard Windows 
users that I may never get to convert,' 
... " On page 42 you also state, "The 
plant now runs 350 licensed copies of 
2.0 ... " The second statement is nearly 
correct. Instead of saying "runs 350," it 
should say "owns 350." In fact, there are 
numerous people, myself included, who 
own OS/2 2.0 but who have removed it 
from their computers. We probably 
"run" about 300 copies. 

Now if the second statement is 
essentially correct, then the first state
ment is either incorrect or we are in 
serious violation of our license agree
ments. Based on your own article it is 
clear that the first statement is incorrect. 

The decision to use OS/2 in the 
Supply System was made by our 
Information Organization without talk
ing to users. Contrary to the message 
presented in the article, numerous orga-

nizations (e.g., O!iality Assurance and 
Engineering) have elected to forego 
support on their software rather than 
use OS/2. In fact, since the decision 
was made by Information to "standard
ize" on OS/2, the company as a whole 
has bought about two copies of 
Windows for every copy of OS/2. We 
presently run about 50 percent 
Windows, 25 percent OS/2, and 25 
percent straight DOS. There are far 
more than "a few die-hard Windows 
users" as the article states. 

The reasons so many of us have 
rejected OS/2 are threefold: (1) there is 
a steep learning curve (contrary to what 
the article implies), (2) there are steep 
hardware requirements, and (3) there at 
least has been (and is expected again in 
the future) a Windows software com
patibility problem. 
Wallace Davis 
Washington Public Power Supply System 
Richland, Washington 

{Anne Longsworth replies: Many employ
ees of WPPSS do continue to use Windows. 
However, according to Rich Bresnahan, 
director of communications at the Wash

ington utility, "OS/2 is our official operat
ing system of choice." In support of that 
statement, WPPSS has, since September, 
increased its licensed copies of OS/2 to more 
than 400--a figure which nonetheless 
remains well below ha![ of 1,400. My 
apologies far the mis-statement.} 

Critical reversal 
Last February I wrote a very critical let
ter to you. I was amazed when you 
printed it. You not only printed my let
ter but declared a new policy of not 
abusing Windows and its adherents. I 
was impressed when subsequent issues 
showed that you really meant it. I must 
congratulate you on both your admis
sion and on your follow through. 

I may still disagree with you, but now 
it's on content and not on tone. I have 
to read everything since I can no longer 
dismiss it as random whining. Now 

continued on page 91 
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or 
DCF/2-DI 

Let's face it, the price for OS/ 2's additional 
power is disk space-anywhere from 20 to 50 
megabytes depending on system options and 
available memory. The DCF/ 2 can reduce this 
space requirement so that even small-disk laptop 
computers can enjoy the 32-hit multitasking power of OS/ 2. 

More than just simple compression. The DCF/ 2 offers OS/ 2 users 
an externalized facility guaranteed to grow with your OS/2 desktop. 
You can control what type of compression is performed on individ
ual files by specifying multiple Virtual Disk Units (VDUs). You con
trol how and when a disk file is compressed by where you store it. 

HIS? 
FOR OS/2 

) 

( 

x'ri. QG 
Increase your disk capacity by 35% to 70% 

Supports FAT & HPFS $129.95 

Proportional Software Corporation 
1717 Linden Lake Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80524 
Tel. (303) 484-2665 • Fax (303) 484-2670 
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OS/2 2.2 in 1994 
While most of us are just 
recovering from this year's 
Comdex, IBM is already look-
ing a year ahead to the 1994 
event at which it plans to re-
lease OS/2 version 2.2, accord-
ing to a report in OS/2 Week. 

The new OS/2 version will 
go into beta release early in 
1994. Since 2.2 will feature 
support for symmetrical 
multi-processing computers, 
some IBM planners are won-
dering whether two different 
packages may be needed, one 
for uniprocessor users and one 
for SMP users. 

IBM is not waiting for 2.2 
before unveiling SMP support 
under OS/2. A stand-alone 
product, OS/2 Symmetrical 
Multiprocessing, will go into 
beta this month. IBM hopes 
its SMP software will be pre-
loaded into SMP machines 
being developed by Compaq, 
AST, and Everex. 

Edwin Black 

OS/2 touchdown 
The second annual IBM 
OS/2 Fiesta Bowl will 

be held on January 1, 
1994, at the Arizona 
State University Sun 
Devil Stadium. The 
top two ranking college foot-
ball teams will surely be 
inspired to score by the four 
30-second OS/2 advertise-
ments as the game is national-
ly televised on NBC. This 
year IBM marketing is ready 
for the event and they hope to 
make a genuine market in-
road. IBM will bring in top 
executives as well as OS/2 cus-
tomers for the sellout game, 

• &> 

PIECES 
News and trivialities, important and obscure 

the OS/2 Fiesta Bowl Parade, not any more than I'm con- In his new position, which 
and the Fiesta Bowl New cerned about anything else." begins this month, Cannavino 
Year's Eve Ball. At press time Sources close to Gerstner will report directly to Lou 
the two play-off teams had insist that T aligent was always Gerstner. The race is on for 
not yet been determined. We pegged to begin showing a Cannavino's successor at the 
can't wait to see if this year the return on investment in the old Personal Systems group-
players will once again display rnid-90s and is still on target. ing. You guessed it: PSP pres-
those barely discernible OS/2 Those sources insist that Tali- ident Lee Reiswig is among 
stickers on their helmets. gent is still considered an the ofi mentioned. 

Anne Longsworth indispensable route between Anne Longsworth 
OS/2 and IBM's long term 

Still thinking object-oriented strategy. Novel bug 
For such a hot product, the Moreover, Taligent is OS/2 Professional 
ThinkPad is having a hard already licensing new tech- has discovered a 
time gaining momentum. nology to OS/2. Those rare but frustrating 
First came production delays who predict T aligent is bug within OS/2 2.1 
with the active color matrix dead may find themselves 
screen. Now the most recent "Pink-faced." 

that has been causing 

hurdle is a delay in production 
a series of problems 

Edwin Black ___., to users and has 
of the 500 model because of 
battery problems. ThinkPads Talk to us 

cropped up stubbornly in 

do not come pre-loaded with Since establishing OS/2 Pro-
installations ofNovell Net-
Ware for OS/2. OS/2 unless specifically order- fessional's presence on-line 

The bug manifests itself ed through IBM's 800 line. through BIX, the lines have 
when executable programs 

Anne Longsworth been jumping. This month 
os2.pro/tips hit the Hot Top-

with duplicate names (except 

Taligent lives! ics list as one of the top 20 
for the extension) are present 

Rumors that IBM's CEO most active conversations. To 
on the disk. OS/2 apparently 

Louis Gerstner has placed get on, dial (800) 695-4882, 
executes the first one it finds, 

Taligent on a cost-cutting "hit type BIX, then, at the name 
rather than the OS/2 specific 

list" are unfounded, key prompt, type BIX.s2pr. 
executable. 

IBM executives tell 
Ossie Rollins 

For NetWare installers, 

OS/2 Week. IBM is this means when you attempt 

reportedly spending Jumpin' Jim to run the install program, 

some $4 million per James Cannavino, currently OS/2 runs the DOS 

month on the project. But senior vice president and INSTALL.COM rather than 

the executives say that Tali- group executive for PSP, has INSTALL.CMD. Since the 

gent is still vital to IBM's been named senior vice presi- DOS version of the NetWare 

overall long term strategy and dent of strategy and develop- INST ALL file will not func-

no effort is being made to can- ment replacing retiring tion under OS/2, the installa-

eel the program. Bernard Puckett. Insiders say tion process crashes. 

Indeed, just after an article the promotion is quite a coup. The best work-around is to 

in USA Today appeared claim- This is the third title change use unique names for each 

ing Gerstner was said to be for Cannavino in the past OS, or to type the full file 

very concerned about Tali- month or so, but the first offi- name of the executable (for 

gent, Gerstner rebuffed the cial transfer of responsibility. example INST ALL.CMD). 

notion to an associate, Cannavino has been with OS/2 Professionalhas noti-

remarking, "Of course I'm IBM since 1963 when he fied Novell of the problem. 

concerned about T aligent, but started as a customer engineer. Wayne Rash 
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BYTES & PIECES 

WAOLversion 1.1. Close the Settings noteb9ok. with version 5.2, WordPerfect 
H;ere's how to do it: Install Now you should be able tp Corporation is taking lumps 

I 
WAOL 1.1 in WIN-OS/2 start over WAOL from ilie on the OS/2 sectio,ns ofCoq:i-
Ful(Screen. (br reinstall it program object you just creyited. puServe and the OS/2 Profe's-
there if you already have it There's an OS/2 foru~ on 

I > 

sional conference on BIX. 
installed in a DOS partition.) W AOL. The forum leader is Company insiders say, howev-

Pro driver Once you've done that sue- PA Aud. She says that if you er, that the adverse reaction 

The guy who roomed by cessfully, you can also run prefer, you can also migrate from the OS/2 was not greater 

assistant publisher Margaret W AOL seamlessly from the WAOL to the desktop after than they expected. 

Dutcher on the Beltway OS/2 desktop by creating an installing it in WIN-OS/2. WordPerfect remains com-

made quite an impression. WAOL program icon. Open If you have problems, call rnitted to several other OS/2 

His license plate read "OS/2 the Templates folder and drag America Online at (800) 827- projects. The decision to rede-

PRO." Hey, if you're out the Program icon onto the 6364. You can also call that fine platform development 

there, call us. And how' d you desktop. The system will open number to get a free copy of strategy affects "all client 

like to sell those plates? the Settings notebook to the the software. applications," says Rich Run-

Ossie Rollins 
Program page. Enter the Marlene Semple ning, who headed up the 
drive, path, and WAOL.EXE company's OS/2 team. "How-

Getting online in the first box, then the drive WordPerfect ever, WordPerfect will con-
If you've crashed and burned and path in the Working redefines OS/2 tinue to support OS/2 server 
trying to run the first release Directory box. Go to the next strategy applications such as Word-
of America Online with Win- page (Session), click WIN- Weeks after its announcement Perfect Office, Message Serv-
dows under OS/2 2.1, you OS/2 Settings, and click WIN that development for Word- er and gateways." ♦ 
might want to try again with 3.1 Enhanced Compatibility. Perfect for OS/2 would stop 

Need To Simulate/Train Your OS/2 Applications? 
Introducing CCW for OS/2 

A powerful computer-based training development tool 

■ · Exact simulation of OS/2, Mainframe and DOS-Based 
applications . 

' ' ' 

■ Captures actual OS/2 screen components directly from 
the application 

■ Provided FREE* with custom development project 

■ Used for over two years to meet customers1 needs 

Putting Performance Support At Your Fingertips 

55 State Street ■ East Bloomfield, New York 14443 
Tel: 800-964-6299 ■ Fax: 800-934-6299 
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C ustom CBT Developers 
For Over a Decade 

* Must meet minimum project amount 



Al'C h<1s u,011 more alt'<1rds t 
Ul'S 1'£'/ldors combined .. . inclt, 
co11scc11tiue I.AN Times Reader' 
Au,,irds. 

B::ick-UPS~ ,· Uninterruptible 
Power Supplies are powerful 
set ver protection you can't af
ford to be without. No more 

NetWare do;wntime. No more dataloss. 
Tested and JuH smooth. power at "1 price 
App_roved th~t will keep,you in the black. 

More than 1,000,000 customers now count 
on Back-UPS for unmatched reliability. When 

,._.,._.1~1~ 
Model Application Sugg. List 

BK250 
BK400 
BK450 
BK600 

BK900 

BK1250 

LAN nodes, internet hardware, POS 
Desktop 486, 386 systems, servers 
Tower 486, 386 systems, servers 
Heavily configured systems, CAD/ 
CAM workstations 
Multiple systems, longer runtime 
applications 
Multiple systems, LAN hubs, 
small minis, telecom equipment 

$139 
$229 
$279 

$399 
$599 

$799 

Back-UPS 

9 0 0 

Ai'C ---
combined with PowerChute auto shutdown 

· software (sold separately), Back-UPS can even 
· initiate an 1utomatic, imattended' server shut
~own during an extended power·outage and 
prepare your LAN tq reboot a\jtomatically 
when utilllj}' power returns. PowerChute is 
now available for all popular operating sys
tems, including Windows NT. 

Best of all, Back-UPS are so 
cost-effective, you can add reli

:::;; . ability to your entire LAN by 
MICROSOFT protecting database servers, print 
f~~-servers and communication serv-

ers too. In addition, you can in
crease system fault tolerance by protecting 
internet hardware, including routers, bridges, 
repeaters, concentrators and hubs. 

If you already have aging UPS's installed, 
you can trade them in for Back-UPS under 
our Trade-UPS program! So call for your free 
handbook today. Or better yet, buy a Back
UPS 600, 900, or 1250 and for a limited 
time we'll give you PowerChute Software 
FREE! 

Circle #175 

FREE PowerChute® software ... 
1 with the purchase of a Bac~-UPS 

DYES, I've purchased a Back-UPS 600,900 or 
1250 and have enclosed this coupon and a copy of 
my invoice. I'd like PowerChute for (check one) 

0 Novell O 0S2, LAN Manager, LAN Server 
0 Unix/Xenix O AppleShare 
0 HP-UX O DEC V AXNMS □ Windows 

D NO, I haven' t purchased a Back-UPS yet, 
but I would like to receive a free Power Protection 
Handbook. 
Name: ......... ... .... ..... ... ....... .................................... .... ... .. . 

Title ................... ... .......... ...... .. ................................ ..... .. . 
Company: ... ....... .... ....... ...... .... ... ..... ..................... .. ... ..... . 
Address: ........................................... ... ...... .... ................. . 
Phone: ...... ................. ............................... ........ .............. . 

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION I 

APCEUR~P9cg):0~22:i~! £ l-7~1631 I 
LM-tERICAFAX:401-788-2716/Com?JSCrvc:GOAPCSUPPORT I 

' Original coupons only. Offer expires 2/1/94, coupons must be received by 
2/15/94. This offer applies to Back-UPS purchased between 10/1/93 and I 
2/1/94, an invoice that falls between these dates ~ust accompany coupon. Lmrt 

1 _one per site. Quantities designated for this offer are hmrted. Not valid in COfljUncbon 1 L withanyotheroffer. _ _ _ _ _ _J 
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ARCADIA: THE EASIEST OS/2 APPLICATION 
- -

11 ''A PIM with a twist: 
Ready! 
forOS/2 This one's for OS/2'' 

- PC Magazine, September 28, 1993 

The Arcadia Workplace Companion is a personal information manager (PIM) designed 
specifically for the 08/2 2. l's 32-bit Workplace Shell environment. It exploits all of the 
powerful capabilities provided by 08/2 to deliver an integrated set of productivity 
tools. Its object-oriented design is so intuitive ... that you can learn it in an 
extremely short period of time. 

Here is what Arcadia's customers are 
saying: 

• "Love the product." 
• "Keep up the good work." 
• "Overall - very impressive." 
• "Exactly what I've been looking for ... and more!" 
• "Having everything in a compact package is nice." 
• "I was afraid to switch and I was wrong. Arcadia is great!" 
• "Well designed and thought out. I'll show it to other OS I 2 users." 

CLOCK/CALENDAR 
This module is the focal point of Arcadia Workplace 
Companion. The Clock/Calendar shows the current dote 
ond time and provides the launching pod for all of the 
other modules. 

APPOINTMENT BOOK 
The Appointment Book is an ideal way to schedule 
your doy' s events. Appointments may have notes and 
alarms attached to them and you con even launch 
applications at specified times. 

TO-DO LIST 
The To-Do List is a convenient way to manage imme
diate or long-range tasks. To-Do List items may be pri
oritized by number or date. You can even add 
appointments to the To-Do List by simply dragging 
them from the Appointment Book. 

* Call for the list of qualified competing 
PIM products. 
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Limited-time Offer! 

s4995 * c°u;;;~::e 
Offer expires on 1/31/94 

$14995 Suggested retail price 
for new users 

For more information or 
to order, call Arcadia's dealer: 

Indelible Blue, Inc. 
1-800-776-8284 

Ask about special pricing for OS/2 bundle: #AR3 

jt Arcadia ....-1 Technologies 
~ Inc. 

735 West Duarle Road, Suit.e 207 
Arcadia, California 91007 

Arcadia Workplace Companion is a trademark of Arcadia Technologies 
OS/2 and OS/2 Ready! are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation 
CompuServe is a registered trademark of CompuServe, Inc. 
PC Magazine is a trademark of Ziff-Davis Publishing Company 
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TELEPHONE/ADDRESS 
BOOK 

The Telephone/Address Book is a convenient way 
to store the names, numbers, and addresses of all 
of your important contacts. You can even specify 
notes and custom information about each person in 
your Phone Book. 

A built-in phone dialer is linked directly to 
sophisticated call tracking facilities. When you place 
a coll, the number is automatically dialed ond you 
con log the call' s information. 

CONTACT LIST 
The Contact List helps you keep track of important 
contacts, relatives and friends. A subset of the 
Phone Book, you con use the Contact List to gather 
all of the people that you contact frequently. Its 
compact size lets you keep it open without taking 
up o lot of space on your desktop. 

NOTEPAD 
The Notepad module is a free-form notebook thot 
allows you to store almost any type of information 
you desire. One or more pages con be inserted any
where in the Notepad. Each page may contain either 
text or graphics. 

(818)446-6945 (Voice) 

(818)447-4212 (Fax) 

75600,1105 (CompuServe) 



ZACHMANN'S VIEW 

The Road to Chicago 
BY WILLIAM F. ZACHMANN 

T 
here are lots of good reasons for pre-release alpha or beta 

test programs. Not every such test program, however, is 

done solely for the reasons officially stated. 

Microsoft's "Microsoft Chicago Preliminary Release

August 1993" test program (or the 'Windows 4.0 alpha," aka 

Chicago pre-beta beta) is one such example. It was released for 

not very good reasons; worse, it didn't even do a very good job 

accomplishing those goals. 

To understand why is also to understand that the window of 

opportunity for OS/2 is open much wider, and will likely stay open 

much longer, than one might have 

thought only a few months ago. In fact, 

the Chicago pre-beta beta may very well 

be the best thing that has happened for 

OS/2 since the release ofMicrosoft Win

dows NT 3.1. 

Good reasons for pre-release test pro

grams include being able to get feedback 

on details of the product, to identify bugs 

so that they can be fixed, and, in the case 

of systems products, to give independent 

software vendors an advance look at a soft

ware platform they may wish to use for 

applications development. 

All of the above are no doubt among the 

reasons for last August's Chicago pre-beta 

beta. But they weren't the only, and not 

even necessarily the primary, reasons. Another was to try to slow 

the growing momentum for OS/2. 

Originally, that wasn't supposed to be necessary. Microsoft's 

original plan to dominate the computer world by controlling the 

operating system platforms on which the application systems of 

the '90s would be written assumed that IBM wouldn't be able to 

field a viable 32-bit OS/2 2.x product in the first place. And, in 

the odd chance it did, Windows NT was supposed to stop OS/2 

dead in its tracks. 

What Microsoft first described, back in the spring of 1991, as 

'WIN32 for DOS" (now "Chicago") wasn't meant to do battle 

against OS/2 2.x at all. Windows NT, which was planned to run 

several applications well on any 386SX or higher system with no 

more than 8MB of memory, was supposed to administer a swift 

coup de grace towhateverwas left of OS/2 2.xlong before 'WIN32 

for DOS" saw the light of day. 

The low-end implementation of WI 32 for DOS was in

stead intended to mop up the remaining low-end systems left over 

after Windows NT had captured the top third ( or at least top quar

ter) of desktop systems and all but locked up the server market. 

WIN32 for DOS was simply to be the way Microsoft would lever

age NT's smashing success onto the remaining two-thirds ofless 

capable office and home systems. 

Once it became clear, however, that 

NT's bloated memory requirements 

would not only keep it from being the 

desktop OS/2 killer it was meant to be, but 

prevent it from being a serious competitor 

on the general office desktop at all, 

WIN32 for DOS-now "Chicago"

began to take on a new and more urgent 

significance for Microsoft. 

As long as OS/2 2.0 did not really deliv

er a better Windows than Windows 3.1, 

and Twas still coming real soon now as 

the OS/2 killer the industry had been led 

to expect, time was on the side of 

Microsoft and Windows Everywhere. 

Once OS/2 2.1 and Windows NT 3.1 

shipped, however, time switched sides. 

NT' s underwhelming debut and O S/2 2.1' s ability finally to deliv

er on the promise of a "better Windows than Windows" tilted the 

scales in OS/2's favor. 

Press coverage for NT started to turn sour over the summer. 

Major OS/2 applications began to appear from big players like 

Lotus and WordPerfect. Computer stores that only months 

before weren't interested in OS/2 not only started to carry it, but 

started to sell it briskly. Meanwhile, copies of NT languished on 

the shelves. Software developers started to wonder whether 

Microsoft's coattails were as secure a ride as they'd been led to 

believe. 

That's the background against which Microsoft introduced the 

Chicago "alpha" late in August. Microsoft needed to do some-
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Chart Your Course 
Two years ago, Ariel Design was one of the 

first PC vendors to sell 486DX-50EISA 

systems in the direct channel. 

In August 1992, Ariel was first to ship 

VESA standard local bus systems. And last 
December, Ariel introduced customized 

OS/2 systems. 

Now Ariel delivers exceptional performance 

in customized OS/2 workstations - with 

Pentium Technology - call for details. 

Winning Perfonnance 
It is this commitment to excellence, 

performance and value that has propelled 
Ariel Design to the forefront with award 

winning systems and outstanding reviews. 

Ariel's systems are regularly reviewed in PC 

Magazine; PC Computing; Byte 

Magazine and PC World to name a few. 

In October 1992, Ariel 

won a PC Magazines 
Editors' Choice award. 

And in June 1993, Ariel 

once again was 

part of PC 

Computing's Top 

200 Computer 

Products. 

- ' . I I I 
I I . ' ---

Customize Now! 
Ariel offers you a selection of high quality 

components: choice video cards; monitors; 

hard drives; CD ROMs; tape drives; 

motherboards and caching controllers. 

Ariel will configure a workstation to your 

design - test it completely for hardware and 

operating system compatibility. Ariel's 

technical sales staff is prepared to service 

your special orders or configurations - just 

call now: 

Mon-Fri 9-6 p.m. EST 

800-842-7435 

0' Awanl Winning 
Systems. IBM OS/2 
and SCSI Specialists. 

30-Day Money Back 
Guarantee on Systems. 

One Year Warranty 
Parts and Labor. 

Expert Toll Free 
Technical Support. 

00 Ariel Design, Inc. H COMPUTER SOLUTIONS 
7 West End Way, Norwell, MA 02061 

617/982-8800 FAX: 617/982-9095 Mon - Fri 9 - 6 p.m. 

GREAT V ALLIES ON 
PERFORMANCE DRNEN 
EPA ENERGY STAR 
COMPLIANT SvmMS! 

9 

• 

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include shipping. The Intel Inside Logo is a trademark or Intel Corp:>ration. 
IBM and OS/2 are registered crademarksof lhe International Business Machine Corp. Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks 
oflheir respective companies. Call for details on guarantee and warranty. 
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OS/2 Workstations 
486DX2-66EVO $5495 

AMI Enterprise Ill, 256k Cache, IBM OS/2 2.1 
8 Bay Tower Case, 300 Watt PS 

~ 16 Meg 70ns RAM - -
1.2 and 1.44 MB TEAC FDD A\11 
1.0 Gig Fujitsu SCSI Hard Drive 
AMI EISA/SCSI Caching Controller, 
386SX-16/4 Mb RAM 
Texel 3028 SCSI CD ROM 
Diamond StealthPro 2Mb VRAM 
ViewSonic 15 NI Color VGA 
MS Mouse, 2-S Ports, 1-P Port 
Keytronics I 0 I Keyboard 

486DX2-66VO $3695 
AMI Super Voyager VLB II, 256k Cache 
6 Bay Tower Case, 250 Watt PS 
8 Meg 70ns RAM, 1MB OS/2 2.1 
1.2 and 1.44 MB TEA( FDD 

520 MB f ujitsu SCSI Hard Drive '"":#'_\' 
Texel 3028 SCSI CD ROM 
Buslogic 4455 VLB/SCSI 
Diamond Speedstar ProVLB 
CTX 15" NI Color I 024 VGA 
MS Mouse, 2-S Ports, 1-P Port 
Keytronics IO I Keyboard 

486DX2-66EPO $2195 
EPA Energy Star Compliant VLB, 
256k Cache, P24t Support 
Desktop Case, 220 Watt PS • 
8 Meg 70ns RAM e- .• • ::i ::i 
Tseng Labs W32i VLB 
Graphics Controllers 2MB 
I. 44 Meg TEAC 
245 Meg Hard Drive 
14" NI SVGA Monitor 
Keytronics IO I Keyboard, MS Mouse 
IBM OS/2 2.1 
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thing-------anything--to try to regain the momentum that was slip

ping away from it. 

The problem, though, is that what Microsoft had in hand was 

nowhere close to the OS/2 killer that was required. The Chica

go alpha turned out to be nothing like the envisioned 32-bit, 

robust, fully preemptive, dynamically scheduled, multitasking, 

multithreaded operating system that would support both 16-bit 

DOS and Windows 3.1 applications and new WIN32 applications. 

Instead, it is little more than a hacked-up version of DOS and 

Windows for Workgroups. Layered on top is a new GUI that 

looks like a pretty but limited-function imitation of the OS/2 

Workplace Shell. While Chicago was immediately hyped by 

some of the trade weeklies as if it already had all the capabilities 

promised for it, in fact, it had nothing of the sort. 

The Chicago alpha, for example, has no reliable support for 

multithreaded WIN32 applications, does no more multitasking 

than Windows for W orkgroups does, is missing large chunks of 

promised functionality, and offers little more as a user interface 

than a new "pretty face" with far less functionally than the OS/2 

Workplace Shell. 

Last summer's Chicago pre-beta beta makes it abundantly 

clear that Microsoft has a very long way to go before it is a fin

ished product; it will take until atleastlate 1994. And unless major 

changes are made, the finished product will not be seriously com

petitive with a "real" operating system like OS/2-or, for that 

matter, NT itself Moreover, making those major changes will 

delay shipping even longer, well into 1995. 

It was rushed out, not even half-baked, primarily to try to fore

stall defections by software vendors impatient with the failure of 

NT to provide a volume platform for WIN32 applications. It was 

meant to show them that Microsoft has, in Chicago, a viable way 

to create a large base for WIN32 applications after all. 

What it shows, however, is that Microsoft has nothing of the 

sort, and that OS/2 will go unchallenged, at least until nearly the 

end of 1994, by any Microsoft alternative capable of providing a 

truly robust 32-bit operating system that will run on the desktop 

systems users actually have. 

The more closely software developers look at what is really 

there in the Chicago betas, the more obvious that will be to them. 

You can confidently expect that more and more of them will turn 

to OS/2 as a result. After all, isn't a bird in hand far better than 

one in the bush? ♦ 
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Q&A 
A straight-talk interview on topics of professional concern 

The Year in Review with 

JOHN SOYRING 

A year ago, OS/2 Professional editors Edwin Black 

and Bradley Kliewer interviewed IBM's John 

Soyring on the state ofOS/2. As IBM PSP's director 

of software development, Soyring has his finger on the 

pulse of OS/2. At the time of the first interview, OS/2 

was just selling its two millionth copy. Now, a year later, 

OS/2's installed base worldwide has surpassed the four 

million mark. Black and Kliewer caught up with 

Soyring on Octoberl 8 at the OS/2 Professional Inter

change in Palm Springs. Together, they looked back 

on 1993-the failures and successes. An edited tran

script follows. 

Edwin Black: About a year ago we sat together and dis
cussed the prospects for OS/2. At that time, OS/2 2.0 was 
just hitting its two millionth copy at Comdex. Now it's just 
about a year later. How far has OS/2 come? 

John Soyring: We've had a very exciting, hectic, and very busy 
year, as you well know, Edwin. You and your entire staff not only 
followed, but, in many cases, led us around to where we should 
be going. First, I look at our successes. As director of software 
development programs, I am of course viewing the year from 
the perspective of the software development worldwide. Let's 
look at the leading indicators-one by one. First off, since last 
year, when you and I first talked, there has been huge growth in 
the number of developers who have joined our Developer's Assis
tance Program. 

What kind of numbers are you talking about? 

Tripling. Tripling a huge base. But we don't release those num

bers-we haven't released them to anyone, and we have no inten

tions to. 

It's not six guys and now it's 18, is it? 

Photos: Vickie Lewis 

Oh no, there are thousands. 

Five digits? 

Yes. To give you an idea: we had 1,500 join in a single day. That 
gives you the order of magnitude that we're talking about. Now 
it's free to join, just call our telephone number, ( 407) 982-6402, 

or on CompuServe type GO OS2DAP. But these are still real big 
numbers. 

Does that mean our readers are going to see 1,500 new 
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apps one day soon? 

They certainly might. But what is also really encouraging is con
ferences such as the OS/2 Professional Interchange held in Palm 

Springs and the 13 other similar conferences that IBM and oth
ers held worldwide during 1993. Attendance has just been fan

tastic. As you know we turned people away at the doors in March 

at Phoenix, had huge turnouts in Orlando in August, and your 
conference was a tremendous success in October. That's also what 

we saw in the Far East and in Europe in the fall. But there's a 

point here. We charge for all of these. It means that developers 

are spending their time and money to come to these conferences 

in large numbers. That's another leading indicator that develop

ers are allocating their time and resources to the development of 

OS/2 and OS/2-related applications. 

Just what do OS/2 application developers need? 

After they learn about the products and obtain education at con

ferences such as the O S/2 Professional Interchange, the first thing 

they need is to buy the tools to start developing. And OS/2-relat

ed tools vendors are indeed experiencing record sales and profit 

successes. At your own conference you gave Watcom Interna

tional an award for its VX-REXX: product. Watcom tells me they 

can't even get their sales reps to come to a celebration party be
cause they are so busy talcing orders late at night for the product. 

What are some other success stories for OS/ 2-related 
tools? 

Intelligent Environments is seeing record profits with their 

OS/2-related tools. Digitalk is having tremendous success with 

SmallTalk and Parts. Borland's C++ is selling well. IBM's own 

C++ is selling very well. S9 in addition to the conferences, pro

grammers are putting down their money to buy application devel~ 

opment tools. 
In the publishing industry, take a look at what happened to 

OS/2 Professional's growth during the year. Developers were buy
ing the magazine to get information and respond to tools adver

tising. I suspect a large percent of your subscribers are developers. 

About 25,000. 

Next leading indicator: developers are advertising their products. 
I think you and others have seen a growth in advertising. And 

sales are going up. So we're seeing huge investments of time and 

money in OS/2 and OS/2-related applications. 

How's the market for applications? 

Have applications delivered? There are some very good applica

tions. Others are ports that people appreciate but are not very 
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much distinguished from their DOS and Windows cousins. I 

mean they perform the same function and there are other appli

cations shipping with a subset of the functions. Many of these 

vendors wanted a product in the OS/2 market and they got it out 
there quickly. But they could not or chose to not put all the func

tions in. So we see a mixture of applications. Admittedly, ifit was 

an ideal world, we'd see extremely strong applications across the 

entire spectrum that I've just described. However, compare OS/2 

with other operating systems such as Windows when it was first 

introduced. The first generation of Windows applications had 

mixed results. Some were very good. Some were "me too" appli

cations. And some were actually less functional or less competi

tive than their DOS counterparts. But what happened to the next 
generation? Very competitive applications came out. 

What is helping OS/2 developers become more competi
tive? 

To make developers even more competitive there is VX-REXX, 

VisiPro/REXX, the Intelligent Environments Application 

Manager, Digitalk Parts, and many others. The second ones who 

did quick ports, we're working with them now to exploit the 
underlying OS/2 technology. They've gone through the learn

ing, they've gotten the look of OS/2, and now I think you're go

ing to see new applications emerging during the next 12 months. 

I'm very excited about them and I hope that when they appear 
on the market that the consumers will be excited too. 

So part of it is learning the new programming paradigms? 

Very much so. The programming ofOS/2 is so much different 

than the programming of DOS or Windows or even Unix that 

many programmers have to learn an additional set of concepts in 

programming. Particularly in the area of multi threading and tak

ing advantage of object technologies, there is a fairly large learn
ing curve to ascend and a lot of developers have now moved that 
far. 

So that's why we're just starting to see some of the appli
cations using SOM and drag-and-drop features. 

Right. Exactly. 

You've discussed some highlights. What were the weak 
points of '93? 

Probably one of the weaker points during 1993 is that the growth 
in the number of the people in our Developer's Assistance Pro
gram was so phenomenally high that our ability to support them 

actually weakened. The number of people we had supporting 

developers simply didn't grow as fast as the number of develop

ers. It has put stress on our organization. 
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What does it take for you to support a developer? 

We have basically two types of people in our worldwide Devel
oper's Assistance Program. Developer reps are the evangelists 

who pound the pavement, identify people with potentially great 

applications, explain to them what our programs are, and then 

deliver the technical and marketing information. The others are 

support people who put these programs in place. 

It's a lot of phone calls and labor-intensive activity, isn't it? 

It's very labor-intensive. So during 1994 we expect to take more 

advantage of the electronic delivery technology that is available, 
just as you are with the fax delivery of your weekly newsletter OS/2 

Week that keeps your sub-

scribers up to speed on the 

state ofOS/2. 

How many developer 
reps do you have? Four 
digits? 

On a worldwide basis? A 

fairly large number, but 

not four digits. 

Does each developer 
rep have to service 10 
developers? One hun
dred? Three hundred? 

Well, it varies because the 

80/20 rule clearly applies 

in this industry. A small 

number of vendors ship the vast majority of the applications and 

we certainly spend a lot of time with them. But there are also thou
sands of small companies with innovative products and we need 

to support them as well. 

Now how does that little guy get your attention? 

We can't afford to have one-on-one support for tens of thousands 
of software companies worldwide. So we have to be able to deliv
er technical support, information, and other types of support cost
effectively, usually by electronic means. 

Let's look back on 1993. Start in January with the OS/2-Win
dows Conference in San Jose attached to Software Devel
opment. Success or failure? 

A success from the Software Development '93 side. The number 
of developers was large, OS/2 had the largest presence of any ven
dor, and in fact that was one instance in which 1,500 developers 
signed up in a single day. 
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The other half of that coin says that the OS/2-Windows Con
ference was hardly a success because Miller Freeman had 
to abandon the name and switch to Business Software 
Solutions. 

I think Miller Freeman, like the whole industry, is doing much 

more than just Windows and OS/2. Even we have another pro

ject called the Workplace OS that will be based on RISC and 

Intel. We have DOS still sellingverywell. I think perhaps Miller 

Freeman was broadening their perspective for the business users 

to the technology, and it's not just Windows and OS/2. 

Phoenix, February 27. People still remember the first OS/2 
Technical Interchange, held in Phoenix. Success or failure? 

A tremendous success. 
Ironically, we received 
criticisms that people 
wanted a longer confer
ence. So at the Orlando 
conference, we expanded 
to four and a half days. In 
1993, we actually put on 
14 of these conferences 
worldwide. The quality of 
them all has been 
extremely high. We make 
sure we bring in the top 
notch speakers as you did 
with the OS/2 Profes
sional Interchange con-
ference. 

March 28, 12 noon-OS/2 2.1 does not ship. Success or fail
ure? And the impact? 

Certainly we would have liked OS/2 2.1 to ship earlier. A lot of 

people were beta testing-potentially 300,000 people were using 

OS/2 2.1 at all the sites. They told us that they loved it, but there 

were still some bugs left that we had to fix. That's why we took 

until mid-June to actually make it available to retail shelves. Our 

top priority has been and continues to be quality over meeting 

schedules. Now, what impact does that have? The delay did have 

an adverse impact because if people know the better product is 
out there, then why buy the current product? So April and May 

sales of the OS/2 2.0 went down. 

Down to 10,000 per month? 

I don't have the specific numbers. But the ISV s who would expect 

to ship at that time experienced cash flow pressure because their 

sales are directly correlated to the OS/2 2.1 sales. However, they 
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also saw a huge spike in June going up in the opposite direction. 

Late April. Bill Rich comes on as the new worldwide man
ager of marketing. Success or failure? 

Success. o question about it. First of all, Bill has great influence 

through the IBM Corporation worldwide. He deals with the top 

level executives and gains commitments for additional support. 
So we've seen improvements in marketing in all of the geogra
phies [IBM foreign divisions]. What's more, Bill, through his 

years at IBM, has established extremely strong ties with some of 

the largest corporations in the world. Through those ties we've 

been able to establish strategic relationships to customers that 

have yielded huge sales ofOS/2 licenses. 

May 18, Marriott Marquis Hotel in New York. The announce
ment of 2.1. Success or failure? 

I wasn't there. From what I heard, it was successful. But on that 

day, I was in San Diego giving the keynote address at the Bor

land International Conference where Philippe Kahn and his team 
had 4,000 developers congregated. 

Is this where Philippe Kahn asked how many people in the 
audience were using OS/2 and was astonished to see so 
many? 

Actually Philippe was in the front row. He introduced me and I 

was worried because this wasn't part of my planned talk. I said 

"what the heck." I'm going to ask how many people in the audi

ence are using OS/2. I thought maybe 20 percent might raise their 

hands and that would impress Philippe. But more than 50 per

cent of the people raised their hands. I just wiped the sweat off 

my brow and thought, 'Wow, if all these Borland people are using 

it because they are using it to run DOS and Windows applica

tions." I think that will have a very positive effect. Borland did 

ship Borland C++ for OS/2. It's getting very good reviews and the 

sales at such stores as Egghead are very strong. 

What do you know about Paradox and OS/2? 

You'll have to get your answer from Philippe. 

Spring Comdex in Atlanta. OS/2 2.1 unveils. Success or fail
ure? 

Success. I went to both keynotes: Bill Gates' and Jim Cannavi

no's. No question in my mind,Jim outdid him. The reaction from 
the audience was that way too. NT was introduced at that time 

and it was viewed as not a very good announcement. OS/2 was 

launched and Jim gave an upbeat, exciting announcement and got 
very positive reviews. So I call it a success. 
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cation benchmarks. Plus it features a results 
logging facility and Rexx based macro lan
guage to automate testing. 
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Monday, June 14, 10:01 in the morning. Stores open and the 
shelves are stocked for the first time in a long time with 
OS/2. Now 300,000 copies are either in the pipeline, in the 
back room, or on the shelf. Success or failure? 

Big success. Big success. Actually, on Saturday the 12th, we 

shipped early for a big event at the Austin, Texas, Egghead. We 
had a demonstration machine setup with OS/2 and that Egghead 

set their all-time sales record that day, beating their number-two 

day which was when they introduced Microsoft DOS 6.0. They 

even beat their number-one day, their own grand opening day. 

Egghead attributed it to the sales of OS/2 2.1. And we've seen 

that replicated in more and more retail outlets around the coun

try. 

And how long before the shelves were cleaned off? 

The stock at that particular Egghead store lasted to the end of 

the day. Many other resellers during that first week reordered sev

eral times. Although we shipped a large number, it was still lower 
than the demand was those first few weeks. 

Aug. 16, NT releases. Success or failure? Impact on OS/2? 

No question, it's a success for OS/2. Positive impact on OS/2 

because prior to that it was OS/2 versus vapor--promises of what 

NT was to be. So after that date we were able to do famous 

shootouts on similarly configured machines showing OS/2 as the 
clear winner. The Houston Area League of PC Users voted over

whelmingly in favor of OS/2 after their shootout and we've seen 
that elsewhere. Plus, on large corporate bids, Microsoft, to our 

benefit, was telling their customers they need such features as 32-

bit addressing and preemptive multitasking. But when customers 

were able to really get their hands on NT technology and look at 

what drives their current 386 and 486 machines with 8 megabytes 

of memory running their DOS and Windows applications as fast 

or faster--it turns out the answer is OS/2. So we've won bids 

because of the assistance-if you will-of the NT technology say

ing this is what the corporate environment really needs. But 
which systems provides it best today? It's OS/2. 

Aug. 27, PSP Technical Interchange in Orlando. Success or 
failure? 

Overwhelming success. No question about it. We scheduled 

about a half a dozen new product rollouts. But then as vendors 

heard about the show, they jumped on board, and we had a lot of 

impromptu press meetings introducing new products. 

Oct. 17, Palm Springs. The OS/2 Professional Interchange. 
Success or failure? 

Oh, no question about it-a success. Again, another huge audi-
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ence. I stood up on the podium and looked out and couldn't even 

see the back of the room. Every seat was filled as far as I could 

see. 

Do you see any special gains from the other side, from the 
NT side during Q4 of 1993? 

Just bug fixes. Flyswatters. I'm being a little bit flip with my 

answer, but I think they have so much work to do if they want to 

compete with OS/2, to run DOS and Windows applications as 

well as reliably run the 32-bit applications. First of all, regardless 

that it's called version 3.1, it's the initial release of a huge oper

ating system-huge meaning a lot of functions in addition to tak

ing a lot of disk space and memory. You need time to test such a 

system with applications to make sure it reliably runs. OS/2 has 

been through many releases and we've been able to work out a lot 

of bugs. That's important to our corporate customers who know 

that they've been able to test and now have a system that can reli

ably run their business. I think NT has a long road to go and OS/2 

is here now. 

Thank you, Mr. Soyring. ♦ 
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OS/2 ZEALOT 
When Windows tested Father Gregory Salomone's patience, he 

discovered OS/2. But unless IBM makes some serious 
changes Father Gregory may lose his faith. 

BY JULIA KING 

ull off traffic-snarled City Line Avenue and onto the sprawling green 

campus of St. Charles Seminary just outside of Philadelphia, and a sense 

of serenity immediately envelops you. On this brilliant fall afternoon, 

young men dressed in black cassocks stroll under decades-old maple and 

sycamore trees with leaves hinting of scarlet and gold. 

Once inside the main building, the seminarians make their way to afternoon 

classes, crossing a cavernous marble-floored lobby dominated by a larger-than-life 

sculpture of St. John the Evangelist. Beneath the folds of his cloak, St. John's bare 

foot rests inches away from the talons of an equally larger-than-life eagle. 

"St. John the Evangelist is always shown with an eagle because his writing is so 

mystical," explains Father Gregory Salomone, the seminary's resident instructor of 

Greek and 28-yearveteran of the Dominican religious order. "His is writing that takes 

flight." Pointing to another massive statue at the opposite end of the lobby, Father 

Gregory introduces St. Charles Borromeo, a 16th century archbishop of Milan who 

is noted for preaching the merits of regular confession. 

Today, it is Father Gregory who has a confession to make. Despite being the sub

ject of a magazine profile on a successful user of O S/2, he isn't exactly optimistic about 

the operating system's chances for survival. 

He's also more than a little annoyed with IBM, which to his mind is shooting itself 

in its Big Blue foot by not being more aggressive about getting OS/2-based software 

packages on store shelves. 

"Now you may not want to print this, but my biggest problem is that IBM, for some 

reason, doesn't want to push OS/2," Father Gregory confides. With little OS/2 soft

ware available, the operating system will soon disappear, he reasons. And that, he says, 

would sorely disappoint him, "because I think IBM has really got something here. I 

think they've got more than they realize, and I think it's going to go down the tubes 

if they don't do something to push it, and soon." 

Father Gregory, 49, is the first to admit to being something of an OS/2 zealot. His 

conversion, he says, was both immediate and profound, occurring the first time he 
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tinkered with OS/2 2.0, which he had read about in a comput

er magazine; he ordered it directly from IBM the same day. 

Up until then, he used Windows as an operating system to run 

Ami Pro word processing software from Lotus, Ventura's desk

top publishing system, Borland' s Paradox database management 

package, and a solitaire card game to which he's addicted. 

"I had Windows crash on me several times, and I would lose 

everything," he recalls with chagrin. "Because the crash would 

come suddenly, I wouldn't have everything backed up." 

Even when Windows performed up to spec, it tested his 

patience. These tests would usually come after Father Gregory 

had written the monthly recruiting newsletter he publishes, and 

was in the process of printing copies for the 300 or so people on 

his mailing list. 'When I was doing a mail merge with Windows, 

I was stuck without a computer while waiting for the printer to 

finish," he explains. "Until the printing was done, the whole sys

tem was slower, and it was a waste of my time. I had to find a 

way around it." 

The way F~ther Gregory found was OS/2, under which he 

reluctantly continues to run Windows and Windows-compliant 

applications due to the absence of OS/2 versions of the software 

packages he uses on a daily basis. "But my desire," he reiterates 

for the third time in less than a half-hour, "is to go over com

pletely to OS/2 and avoid Windows entirely." 

That, of course, can't happen until more OS/2 software is 

available to buy. And from all indications, including informa

tion he has personally sought from vendors, very few of the big 

software houses have immediate OS/2 plans. "So, I'm slowly get

ting the feeling I'm on a sinking ship," says Father Gregory, 

adding that he'd hate to see OS/2 go the way ofIBM's ill-fated 

PC Jr. computer. 

It's at this point that one gets the impression Father Gregory 

would love nothing more than to cast off the hooded white robe 

of a Dominican for a day and trade places with a blue-suited 

OS/2 marketing executive. After all, Father Gregory does have 

a good deal of marketing experience. Before assuming his sem

inary teaching post this past June, he spent nine years criss-cross

ing the country as a recruiter for his religious order. 

If he were calling the shots up in Armonk, he says, IBM would 

be intensifying and expanding its subsidy of OS/2 software ven

dors as a means of satisfying OS/2 users hungry for application 

packages. Also, IBM would no longer keep an OS/2 user wait

ing weeks and even months for requested information. Nor 
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would users be required to buy a second set of OS/2 diskettes to 

run on their portable computers. Last but not least, all IBM PCs 

and portables shipped out for sale by retailers would come 

bundled with OS/2 as well as a suite ofOS/2-based application 

packages. 

Were policies like these in place at IBM over the last two years, 

Father Gregory might not be so pessimistic about the future of 

OS/2. But IBM has not answered his prayers, leaving him 

doomed to experience all of the problems he describes. For 

example, it was only this morning that IBM faxed him a data 

sheet on Relish, its OS/2-based calendaring application. He had 

requested the information three months ago, back in early July. 

Then there was the time he tried-unsuccessfully-to buy an 

IBM ThinkPad portable PC equipped with OS/2. "I had just 

seen an IBM advertisement for OS/2 that said 'Demand that 

OS/2 be loaded on your next computer,"' Father Gregory recalls. 

Needing a portable PC and already an OS/2 convert, he called 

IBM and did just what the company's ad directed him to do . 

"I called and said I want OS/2, and they said they couldn't do 

it," he recalls. 

"I was told you have to buy OS/2 separately. So I wrote them 

a letter and told them it didn't make sense." Then Father Gre

gory went out and bought a portable by NEC. 

Still, none of these unfortunate episodes with IBM has 

stopped Father Gregory from preaching the merits of OS/2 to 

his 40 fellow priests and teachers at St. Charles, where he is keep

ing the faith as the only OS/2 user. Ask him why, and the OS/2 

zealot in Father Gregory again begins to surface. "Because I 

think it's a better program than Windows," he says. "First of all, 

it's an operating system, rather than a means of dealing with an 

operating system like Windows is. It's also very easy to use and 

is exactly what they say it is-more like my desktop than any

thing else." 

But Father Gregory, appropriately enough, is not a man with

out hope. IBM, he says, could redeem itself. First, however, it 

must acknowledge the marketing and customer service mistakes 

it has made with OS/2. Then, it must atone by listening more 

closely and responding quickly to its loyal base of OS/2 users and 

would-be users. 

Could it happen? It's always possible. Remember, Father 

Gregory is one OS/2 user who still believes in miracles. ♦ 

Julia King is a freelance writer based in Ridley Park, Pennsylvania. 
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THE FIRST ANNUAL 

BEST NEW APPLICATION: 
cc: Mail for Workplace Shell • Lotus Development Corporation 

BEST NEW DEVELOPMENT TOOL: 
WATCOM VX-REXX 1.01 • WATCOM International 

BEST NEW APPLICATION, READER'S CHOICE: 
WordPerfect 5.2 for OS/2 • WordPerfect Corporation 

BEST HARDWARE: 
Lexmark Laser Printer 40391 OR • Lexmark International 

OUTSTANDING IBM EXECUTIVE: 
Bill Rich, General Manager, IBM PSP World Wide Sales & Marketing 

CORPORA TE COMMITMENT: 
Lotus Development Corp. 

TEAM OS/2: 
Dave Whittle 

MARKETING AWARD: 
IBM and Lintas: New York for The Roadblock 

MEDIA A WARD: 
Peter Coffee 

OS/2 PRO OF THE YEAR: 
Ted Salamone, PSP Merchandising Manager 

Edwin Black, Greg Schumacher (Lotus), Peter Hayes (IBM), John Egan (Lexmark), Peter Coffee (PC Week), Terry 
Stepien (WATCOM), Rich Running (WordPerfect), Ted Salamone (IBM), and Brad Kliewer. 
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OS/2 PROFESSIONAL AWARDS 

A.WA~ID 

OS/2 IP'RO OF llHIIE YIEAIR 

Ted Safaimone 
IBM's Independent Vendor /League 

A 
true community is one that supports its members. That 

support can take many forms, but one of the most impor

tant is recognizing members who do more than their 

share-whose actions better not only themselves but all of us. 

That's the spirit in which we created the OS/2 Professional 

Awards: To acknowledge those who have most helped to build 

OS/2 the system and OS/2 the community. 

The first annual OS/2 Professional Awards were presented at 

the OS/2 Professional Interchange held in October in Palm 

Springs. The Awards ceremony, honoring the individuals and 

companies that had the greatest impact on the OS/2 world in 

1992-93, was held pool-side at the Interchange's Casbah recep

tion. In keeping with the reception's theme, OS/2 Professional 

Editor-in-Chief Edwin Black, dressed in an Aladdin costume, 

rode in on a camel to open the ceremony. IBMers John Soyring 

and Lois Dimpfel, as well as the magazine's top editors and writ-

ers, were on hand to present the awards. The evening was a pro

cession of surprise announcements, as each envelope was opened 

and a representative of the company or the individual was called 

to the pool-side stage for acceptance. 

Each award was a stunning rough sculpted curved glass trophy 

with the recipient's name and magazine logo sandblasted into its 

midst. The award was designed by the magazine's art director, 

Elizabeth Black, and produced by Kensington Glass Art studios. 

Behind the glitz and show biz of the ceremony was a very seri

ous process, though. In the months following our announcement 

of the Awards last summer, our readers sent us a constant stream 

of suggestions for every category, as well as their many nomina

tions for the Reader's Choice Award. In addition, we requested 

suggestions from the magazine's extended circle of editorial pro

fessionals . 

All suggestions were screened by the Awards panel, which con-
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sisted of Edwin Black, Bradley Kliewer, Rich Malloy, David 

Moskowitz, Wayne Rash, and Will Zachmann. The final nom

inees-two to a half-dozen in each category-were then dis

cussed and choices debated through a series of conference calls 

and faxes, culminating in a vote-often a split decision-to select 

the winners. The Reader's Choice Award, on the other hand, was 

entirely your pick; all we did was tabulate your nominations. 

The discussions weren't easy. More than once, the judges con

templated a great new application that had just gone gold- but 

which had not been available during the previous year covered by 

the award. Advertising played no role: some of the magazine's 

most important sponsors didn't survive the final cut. Some that 

never advertise were ultimate winners. 

In two cases, the judges elected to split the award. The Best 

Software Award was divided into Tools and Applications cate

gories. The marketing award was split so we could acknowledge 

both the client and the ad agency creating the campaign. 

You bet there were plenty of surprises, not the least of which 

was awarding IBM and Lintas: New York the Marketing Award. 

Readers will recall that the magazine has cracked enough jokes 

about the winning campaign to keep Seinfeld busy for an entire 

show. Indeed, the magazine iconized the "camel" as the symbol 

of IBM advertising-a horse created by an IBM marketing 

committee. But the Awards process was a time for all the funny 

stuff to be set aside and for real merit to be recognized. 

What's more, because the OS/2 movement is a community of 

excellence involving people as well as companies, the Awards 

process was as concerned with honoring individuals as enterpris

es. That's why there were as many award categories for personal 

excellence and devotion to OS/2 as there were for snazzy prod

ucts and corporate stamina. 

We believe the first year's awards were successful in accom

plishing our goal of offering thanks and reinforcement for good 

works. But there's more to be done. So OS/2 Professionalwill soon 

be expanding its Award series. Watch for the announcements 

soon. 

As for the Interchange itself, with the crowds at the Marriott 

clamoring to do it again, the magazine has decided to sponsor a 

second annual Interchange. The date is Oct. 2-5, and it is once 

again in the Desert Springs Marriott. The Interchange toll-free 

telephone line is still operational-just call 1-800-GET OS20. 

Be there. And book your camel early. ♦ 
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The OS/2 camel and Rich Dubin, OS/2 Professiona/'s 
advertising director, mug for the camera. Following 

the Awards ceremony, guests enjoyed camel 
rides and ample buffets of Middle Eastern 

food. Photos: Brendan Conners. 

an entrance to the 
Awards Ceremony 

and "Meet Me at the 
Oasis" theme party. 
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Best New Application: 

cc: Mail for Workplace Shell 
Lotus Development Corporation 

Released:June29, 1993 

Features: Traditional e-mail features including inboxes, message 

folders, bulletin boards, and directories as desktop objects; mes

sage template object, shadowing, and background processing 

through multithreading. 

Price: $495 per platform pack. 

"Thanks to OS/2 Professional 

for awarding cc: Mail the 'Best 

New OS/2 Application.' It's a 

great honor from a great OS/2 

publication. We also thank 

IBM for the object orientation 

provided by its SOM technol

ogy and for the 32-bit power of 

OS/2 2.1. Without this solid platform it would not have been 

possible to build such an innovative and 'award winning' e-mail 

client." Greg Schumacher, OS/2 marketing manager, Lotus 

Development Corporation. (John Soyring presenting.) 

Best New Development Tool: 

WATCOMVX-REXX 1.01 
WATCOM International 

Released: June 21, 1993 

Features: Graphical creation with CUA'91, multithreading, 

SOM, full REXX support, and drag-and-drop programming. 

Price: $199 

"OS/2 Professionaf's award for the 'Best New Development Tool' 

recognizes the impact that 

WATCOM VX-REXX has 

had in a short period of time by 

enabling a broad new class of 

users to rapidly create rich 

GUI applications for OS/2." 

Terry Stepien, marketing 

director, WATCOM Inter

national. 

Best New Application, 
Reader's Choice: 

WordPerfect 5.2 for OS/2 
WordPerfect Corporation 

Released: July 1993 

Features: Workplace Shell 

integration; WordPerfect 

Automatic Document Detec

tion, enhancement notebook, 

details view, full-drag-and drop with data objects, graphics, and 

spreadsheets; multithreaded background printing, HPFS sup

port, flexibility of WP ruler, and button bar view. 

Price: $495 

"I think OS/2 Professional put on a great show at the awards cer

emony. It brought together great accounts, great developers, and 

great voices in the OS/2 community." Troy Monney, product 

marketing manager, WordPerfect Corporation. (Accepting 

above, Rich Running, Director of Marketing.) 

Best Hardware: 

Lexmark Laser Printer 403910R 
Lexmark International 

Released: April, 1993 

Type: Laser 

Pages Per Minute: 10 

Memory: 2MB standard, expandable to 16MB 

Price: $1,599 list 

Best known for: Price Perfor-

mance 

'We are really working hard to 

bring products to the market

place that our customers want. 

To win this award was very 

meaningful." John Egan, 

account executive, Lexmark 

International. (Michael Kogan presenting.) 

Outstanding IBM Executive: 

Bill Rich, General Manager, IBM PSP World Wide 
Sales & Marketing 

Joined IBM: 1962 

Started as: Salesperson in Data Processing Division 
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Work with OS/2: As the 

Number 2 man in PSP, Bill 

Rich has turned OS/2 market

ing into a world class project. 

"Bill has great influence 

through the IBM Corpora

tion worldwide. He deals with 

top level executives and gains 

commitments for additional 

support. So we've seen improvements in marketing in all of the 

geographies [IBM foreign divisions]. What's more, Bill, through 

his years at IBM, has established extremely strong ties with some 

of the largest corporations in the world. Through those ties we've 

been able to establish strategic relationships to customers that 

have yielded huge sales of OS/2 licenses." John Soyring, PSP 

director of software development. 

Corporate Commitment: 

Lotus Development Corp. 

"With SmartSuite for OS/2, 

we've delivered the first full 

desktop suite of industry-lead

ing business tools for the fast

growing OS/2 customer base. 

These applications further 

demonstrate our commitment to cross-platform development, 

with the goal of providing users with the best, broadest choice of 

desktop applications. We are honored by OS/2 Proftssional's Cor

porate Commitment Award and view it as confirmation that we 

are headed in the right direction for OS/2 customers." Dave 

Laverty, director of SmartSuite marketing, Lotus Development 

Corporation. (Greg Schumacher and Georganne Nattress dis

play Lotus' two awards.) 
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TeamOS/2: 

Dave Whittle 

Involvemen t wi th OS/2: 

Team OS/2 is an all-volunteer 

group of enthusiasts promot

ing OS/2. T he group is "not 

bounded by time or space or 
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anything" except a love of OS/2 big enough to go above and 

beyond. Since its founding in 1992, the team has been deliber

ately leaderless. Dave Whittle is the founding member. On 

receiving the award: "I think it's great. I really appreciate it." On 

the future of O S/2: "Nothing but bright." Dave Whittle, IBM 

TeamOS/2. 

Marketing Award: 

IBM and Lintas: New York 
for The Roadblock 

R elationship Es tablished: 

1988 

Roadblock Campaign : The 

so-called "Roadblock" was an 

innovative concept in advertis

ing that literally stopped the 

magazine reader with a sequence of signature ads. The extended 

unit, often up to 12 pages in a given magazine, opened with an 

IBM intro ad, often a two-page spread declaring, "Now's your 

chance to run the World." Immediately following were a sequence 

of right hand pages, each promoting a different OS/2 applica

tion, such as CA-Unicenter, CorelDRAW, or Relish. The unit 

proved to readers the variety and versatility of available OS/2 

applications. 

"I am thrilled to accept this award. This is just another key 

indicator of the success of OS/2 and related application products. 

We're extremely excited by the success ofOS/2 and plan to con

tinue the momentum in the future ." Peter Hayes, PSP director 

of communications, accepting on behalf of Lintas and Wally 

Casey, director of marketing. 

Media Award: 

Peter Coffee 

First OS/2 Story: 1987 / PC 

T ech journal (now defunct 

Ziff-Davis publication) 

Employed by: PC Week 

On receiving the award: "I 

admire the spirit of profes

sional courtesy that OS 12 Professional has taken in highlighting 

contributions to the discussion of users choices, whether pub

lished by themselves or by others." 
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On the future of OS/2: "The continuing drop in the price of a 

fully OS/2 capable machine means continuing growth in the mar

ket of buyers who merely want an operating system that runs 

almost all the software they can buy. OS/2 is perfectly positioned 

today to exploit this trend." 

OS/2 Pro of the Year: 

Ted Salamone, PSP Merchandising Manager 

Years with IBM: 5 years 

Position started in: Program Manager Software Acquisition 

Years with OS/2: Since 1992 

On receiving the award: "I was 

very gratified and appreciative 

of the recognition of my efforts 

to promote OS/2. I thought 

the OS/2 Professional Inter

change was very well run, and 

it presented an excellent bal

ance of serious work and an 

opportunity for relaxation and 

networking. With respect to 

the future ofOS/2, OS/2 is growing its own future." ♦ 

A Middle Eastern feast was served up poolside as 
honored guests reclined on pillows to 
enjoy the banquet. 
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ofN et is settling into its new quarters in one of the office 

parks that seem to spring up overnight like kudzu in the 

north Atlanta suburb of Marietta, Georgia. The October 

move marked the third time the software company had to 

find larger office space in the past three years. 

But this move was different. This time, SofNet's employees 

got to hire moving vans, rather than having to load up their cars, 

rent trailers, and lug the boxes and furniture themselves. 

There's another problem, though. SofNet's new office, situat

ed to the left of the huge red brick arch that marks the building's 

entrance way, is still not listed on the lawn sign, and there's no 

sign on its front door. 

For a company that is determined to keep on growing--the 

staff has doubled to 40 people in the last year--the lack of iden

tification signs grates on Harland La Vigne. The instructions that 

La Vigne, who in June became SofNet's third CEO, got from the 

private company's owners were clear. He was to grow the firm, 

which makes and markets the Fax Works line offax software, from 

its current $5 million in sales to between $20 and $25 million in 

five years. 

But for La Vigne, who has spent the last 25 years managing 

high tech companies, not being able to get the company's name 

on the door seems to bother him more than the sales challenges 

that lie ahead. On that la teer front, 'We are already in the process 

of moving to that level through internal product development, 

improved distribution, and acquisitions," he says. 

hat doesn't mean he thinks reaching that level is going 

to be easy. "Any company the size ofSofNet is struggling to 

reach the next plateau, and we are all addressing the same 

issues-that is, h::.:.ing the marketing horsepower to get the 

recognition ofboth your company name and your products in 

front of the buying masses. That is our challenge every day, 

since the best technology doesn't always result in success of the 

company." 

And the masses are buying. BIS Strategic Decisions forecasts 

the computer fax hardware/software market will grow from just 

over $1 billion in 1993 to nearly $3 billion by 1997. 

To increase its share of that growing market without blowing 

the company treasury, SofN et is placing more emphasis on agree

ments witl1 hardware vendors. In effect, La Vigne's approach is to 

get other companies to sell his company's products with theirs. 

In the summer of 1992, SofNet began signing OEM agree

ments with some of the largest fax modem manufacturers-Boca 

Research, Cardinal, Hayes Microcomputer Products, PC Logic, 

Pure Data, and others-to bundle the FaxWorks OS/2, DOS, 

and Windows products with their modems in place of the 

stripped-down "lite" software packages they had been including 

in their boxes. 

"The [SofNet] software we're bundling with is not a scaled

down version, so it helps differentiate our product on-shelf," 

explains Tom Garrett, vice president of domestic sales for Boca 

Research. "The combined offering of Bocamodem and Fax

Works gives our customers a high-powered fax solution at an 

affordable price." 

SofNet hopes that once the user tries the software, he or she 

will upgrade by adding features such as optical character recog

nition and data management tools. The idea is to sell product and 

at the same time develop SofNct's identity in the marketplace. 

"Our whole idea is to build as much mind share as market share," 

explains La Vigne. 

Prior to the introduction of Fax Works, the company 

wasn't in control of its own fate. Founded in 1990 

and owned by a combination of venture capital firms, 

private investors, and the company's employees, 

SofNet sold a line of products named Faxit, developed 

by Alien Technology. (The line subsequently was bought by 

Digital Communications of Alpharetta, Georgia.) But there 

were problems. The productwasn't distinguishable enough in the 

marketplace. When there were bugs, or ifSofN et wanted changes 

made, it involved a complex, time-consuming process. 

"It was very difficult from an engineering standpoint to try to 

control the Faxit code and fix bugs and perform technical support 

when we weren't in control of the code," explains Suzanne Stew

art, an original company employee who is now marketing com

munications manager. "So we started looking for our own tech

nology, which we got, and now we publish our own." 

The FaxWorks line first appeared in late 1992, with the OS/2 

and the OS/2 for LAN products introduced in March 1993. 

Some of the development of the code for the FaxWorks OS/2 

product was done by the Keller Group in Minneapolis; SofNet 

licenses the code from it. With Keller, though, SofNet can 

manipulate the code anyway it needs to. 

The FaxWorks OS/2 version 1.3 product supports all standard 

fax modems including Classes 1 and 2, Brooktrout and Intel Sat

isFAXtion boards, and allows users to send faxes directly from 

any OS/2, DOS, or Windows application. Using OS/2's multi

tasking capabilities, it's possible to send to one or multiple desti

nations, receive, and print faxes in the background while doing 
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SofNet employees preparing for Fall Comdex. 

other tasks. The product also offers on-screen annotation/edit

ing tools, fax merging, and supports notebook computer "sus

pend" mode fax reception. Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR), which translates the graphic image of a fax into editable 

text or characters, is available as an add-on option. 

Thesingle-userversionretailsfor$149. Ten ($699) and unlim

ited ($1,999)-user LAN versions are available with multiboard 

($499 per channel) and DOS/Windows client ($499) options 

available. 

FaxWorks's OS/2 LAN product is compatible with 

virtually any PC-based LAN including Novell's NetWare, 

LAN Server, Lan Manager, Banyan VINES, LAN

tastic, and many others. It can alert a user when a fax arrives 

so he or she can view, save, or print it. Other features include 

public and private phone books, DID and DTMF inbound 

routing, support of fax merging, and automatic client configura-

tion from any PC. It does not require a dedicated fax server. 

Users ofSofNet's OS/2 products give them high marks. "I'm 

very pleased with the quality of the product," says Jim Murdock, 

who is responsible for finding software for Kemper Insurance in 

Chicago. "I can integrate it with any software running on my PC, 

and I can send anything as a fax. It's very simple to use." Kemper 

uses both the standalone and LAN versions of the product. 

Adds Jay Carter, a software technician for Ralston Purina in 

St. Louis who also uses both the OS/2 offerings, "I like how sim

ple it is to use and its stability. I don't recall the product ever crash

ing on me." 

To further increase its market share, SofNet also plans to sell 
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its fax products bundled with PCs. 'We are working on that market 

right now," says Wally McCourt, SofNet's OS/2 product manager. 

SofNet's goal is to derive 40 percent of its sales revenues from 

its deals with modem and PC manufacturers by the first quarter 

of1994- itwas at 33 percent in 1992 with just its modem man

ufacturer agreements. At the same time, it expects to capture 40 

percent of the overall modem market; it now has about 20 percent. 

SofNet has also beefed up its telemarketing staff selling to cor

porate accounts. Tucked away in gray cubicles, six reps are con

stantly on the phones urging corporate accounts to try the prod

ucts. "The firm is very friendly, helpful, and willing to work with 

you," says Carter. "They are very good about sending evaluation 

software and letting us run it in a number of our plants for a good 

long period of time. I feel they are very confident in what they 

have and what they obviously believe in.You don't always get that 

from larger companies." 

The telemarketing goal is the same as for OEM agreements: 

increase their percentage of sales revenues derived from telemar

keting from 33 to 40 percent. As a result, SofNet expects retail 

sales percentage to drop from one-third to 20 percent. 

La Vigne says the strategy already is paying dividends. Prior 

to March 1993, when its first OEM agreement with Boca 

Research was signed, SofNet's installed base was 100,000 

units. Since the OEM agreements were signed, La Vigne says, 

the company is on target to install its one millionth package by 

the end of the year. 

By the first quarter of next year, the company will add voice 

capabilities to its products. With new fax boards carrying chips 
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that can handle voice as well as fax, PCs will be able to distinguish 

among voice, fax, and data traffic-if they have the right soft

ware. With it, PCs could serve as message centers, allowing 

retrieval of all communications, regardless of the medium, by 

users on the road. 

For now, the CEO is pleased with the success the company 

has achieved, particularly with the OS/2 version ofFaxWorks. 

e do have an excellent OS/2 product," boasts 

La Vigne. "Even though the OS/2 operating 

system doesn't have the volume that the Win

dows operating system has, as an early adopter 

there aren't nearly as many competitors for us in 

the OS/2 market. Plus we have a very strong rela

tionship with IBM, and get a lot of technical support as to what's 

going on with OS/2, 

and early indications 

of what changes are 

coming, and we par

ticipate in their mar

keting programs. For 

a small company like 

us, that is a major ben

efit." 

But there is anoth

er, more fundamental, 

reason for the success 

of its OS/2 product. 

"They have very little 

SofNetlnc. 
1110 Northchase Parkway, 

Suite 150 
Marietta, Georgia 30067 
(404) 984-8088 (voice) 
(404) 984-9956 (fax) 
Founded:1990 
Number of employees: 40 
1992 sales: $5 million 
Estimated 1993 sales: $7 million 
Ownership: Privately held 
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competition in that market right now, so it is a big revenue pro

ducer for them," explains Janet Fugazzotto, a senior market ana

lyst at BIS Strategic Decisions. 

Presently only one other company sells OS/2 fax products, a 

French-owned firm, Microformatic, represented by American 

TeleRep in North America. But since business abhors a vacuum, 

there could be others on the way, especially as OS/2 builds its 

foothold in corporations, warns Fugazzotto. 'With vendors 

developing Windows NT Fax Server products, which is a tech

nology similar to OS/2, they may also go ahead and develop 

an OS/2 version, so there may be more competition in that 

area." She notes, "Still, I think that they have emerged, or have 

the potential to become, one of the leaders of the fax software 

market." 

But to get there, will SofNet de-emphasize OS/2? SofNet says 

no, but it could happen. According to La Vigne the company is 

scheduled to introduce shortly two new Windows LAN prod

ucts, including a high-end product for the Novell market that will 

carry a list price of$3,995. By comparison, the FaxWorks OS/2 

product sells for only $149. Add that to Fugazzotto' s forecast that 

the total after-market for OS/2 fax software, which is only 0.3 

percent of all fax software presently, will rise to just 0.7 percent 

by 1997. 

For now, though, La Vigne has more pressing concerns than 

his product allocation- concerns like getting SofNet's name on 

the door. ♦ 

Mike Filion writes about the computer and telecommunications 

industry from Tucker, Georgia. 
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liNTEGRATOR§ RliDE liNTO TOWNooo 

BY TIBBETT L. SPEER 

W hen it comes to establishing OS/2 as the operating system of 

choice for businesses, systems integrators wield more power 

than IBM's most determined marketers. 

These independent experts make their living by recommending and 

installing technologies to solve business problems. Unbeholden to partic

ular vendors, integrators report they are choosing OS/2 as a business com

puting environment because they believe it's the best microprocessor-based 

system out there. 

"In their own words, 'It's robust and it's industrial-strength,"' says Brian 

Wessner, formerly the systems integration program manager at Input, a 

market research firm in Mountain View, California. 

Sears, Payless Shoes, and Prudential Insurance are just some of the 

industry giants that rely on OS/2. True, the IBM desktop OS has a less 

than commanding presence: Input reports that of the 148 million world

wide installations of the top five operating systems as of the latest available 

figures, for May 1993, OS/2 accounts for roughly 2 percent. (The remain

ing systems: DOS, including Windows/DOS, 81 percent; Unix, 17 per

cent; AS/ 400, less than 1 percent; Microsoft NT -100,000 beta sites.) 

But integrators see things differently. 'While OS/2 is said to only have 

a small percentage of the market, forour Fortune 1000 client base, it appears 

to have a significantly greater presence," says Jerry Grochow, vice president 

and chief technology officer of American Management Systems, an SI con

sultancy in Arlington, Virginia. 
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Chalk that up in part to the phenomenon of the coattail. Big 

companies tend to be IBM-based-have been since the walls of 

the glass house first went up. It's natural for them to tend to stay 

that way. 

That's only part of the explanation, though. OS/2, particular

ly version 2.1, was until recently the only choice for a solid 32-bit 

operating system on which to migrate to on Intel architecture

based machines. With the invasion of NT, however, that is no 

longer a given. Microsoft money, plus Microsoft talent, plus the 

familiar GUI makes for a powerful competitor. But businesses

and the integrators who advise them-need solutions now. OS/2 

remains the mature, reliable system of choice for running mis

sion-critical applications. 

An Enduring Relationship 

Grochow, the American Management Systems executive, start

ed his relationship with OS/2 before it even had a version num

ber. Back in 1988, he was involved with alpha and beta testing. 

His obligations stopped when the OS went gold, yet to this day 

he uses OS/2 as the environment for his own desktop system. As 

a consultant, he recommends OS/2 to about one-quarter of his 

clients-a percentage he says mirrors common practice in the 

systems consultant industry. 

Grochow's recommendations are based on a variety of factors, 

including what he sees as OS/2's chief selling points: multitask

ing, a friendly user interface, and reliability. But he also factors 

into his recommendation what the client is already familiar with, 

the performance capacity of its servers-and, not insignificantly, 

his confidence in OS/2's future. 

Grochow estimates his Arlington, Virginia-based company 

has installed OS/2 for "a couple dozen clients." Many were 

upgrading from DOS, but some were putting in their very first 

workstations. Last spring, Barnett Bank in Florida became one 

of the latter. 

The bank's international trade department included about 100 

employees who used 3,270 terminals to process letters of credit. 

A reengineering study revealed that the mainframe usage costs 

the bank more than client/server technology would. Over the 

course of several months, AMS replaced the terminals with work

stations and servers. 

This project came along too soon for Windows NT, although 

not for Windows. "It's not acceptable to have an application bring 

down the whole operating system," Grochow says of Windows. 

'While the current release ofWindows is a lot better than earli-
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er releases, you still get a lot of that." 

You can solve the reliability problem by going to Unix, he 

notes. "But I see a lot of resistance to going to Unix on the desk

top in organizations where they haven't done it yet." 

As NT invades the scene, Grochow sees it growing, in time, 

into a robust operating system that will be a strong competitor to 

OS/2. "The key words are 'in time,"' he says. "It's unrealistic to 

think that NT will take over the market in just a few months." 

Does he think NT will drive OS/2 out of the market? Not like

ly, says the consultant. "I believe OS/2 will always have a certain 

market share." 

Major Improvements 

The vice president for technology at Houston, Texas-based BSG 

Consulting has a slightly different take on Windows NT. He 

says Twas the luckiest break OS/2 ever got. 

"OS/2 was alone in the field for the longest time. That was a 

disadvantage," Stan Levine says. "Now there's another to com

pare it to, so it can compete to be the best in its field." 

Levine has implemented OS/2 at a list of companies that 

includes Mobil Oil and General Motors. He says that initially, 

OS/2 was a really tough sell, up to and even including Version 

2.0. Skittish clients thought ofit as a server system only, not some

thing for the desktop. 

"The reputation was that it had multitasking, multithreading, 

all these marvelous features, but it still couldn't print," Levine 

explains, "whereas Microsoft Windows was something you could 

just take out of the box and begin happily clicking away with." 

The release of OS/2 Version 2.1 represents a major improve

ment, he says, one that bridges the needs of two distinct user com

munities. IS wants reliability and security. End users require ease 

of use and compatibility. The latest OS/2 marries both, in addi

tion to providing a strong platform for Levine's software devel

opmentwork, building object-oriented client/server applications 

that are both manageable and user-friendly. 

As a business consultant, Levine says he'd like to see OS/2 

repositioned as a product that both MIS leaders and end-users 

can love. He envisions a version that allows for centralized soft

ware updating and change propagation across enterprise net

works, one that also offers performance and diagnostic capabili

ties and the network and desktop management power of LAN 

Net View-all this along with the powerful existing user features 

such as the Workplace Shell, Windows compatibility, and crash 

protection. 
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"After living forever with weak standards like DOS and Win

dows, which were never intended to clog our systems for this long, 

everyone's about ready to accept a grown-up operating system," 

Levine says. 

Multitasking, Multimedia 
When Electronic Data Systems's Tim May and Dave Chipman 

talk about OS/2, they immediately bring up Postal Buddy, a 

multi-million dollar project that's been in the works for more than 

two years. Although the U.S. Postal Service abruptly halted dis

tribution of the automated postal kiosk in September, citing its 

failure to meet revenue projections, the technology has received 

high praise, says Postal Buddy Corp. executive vice president 

Marty Goodman. 

Billed as "the most advanced multimedia self-service, point

of-sale kiosks in the world," Postal Buddy outlets allow the cus

tomerto file a change-of-address notice with the U.S. Postal Ser

vice and private publications. It also provides printed address 

labels, business cards, stationery, postal cards, and more. Twen

ty-seven peripherals are integrated into the kiosk. 

''There were 350,000 customers over a six-month period on 

nearly 200 machines," Goodman says. ''You can do the math. It 

was widely used." 

'We were allowed to evaluate any hardware, software, and 

operating system we wanted to," says May, an account manager 

at the giant consultancy. 'We went through everything." 

This was during the time of Version 1.3 of OS/2; the 32-bit 

version 2.0 was just a beta version. The EDS team carefully 

reviewed the beta, along with Unix, DOS, and a beta version of 

Microsoft's Windows NT. Chipman, EDS's technical director, 

ultimately decided to gamble on the OS/2 beta. It would run over 

DigiTalk's beta version of SmallTalk, an object-oriented pro

gramming environment that would be used to develop the 

kiosk applications. He based his selection on the project's high

level requirements, which involved managing laser printers, 

warm-body sensors, candy machine motors to dispense stamps, 

a linear actuator for wheelchair access, a credit card/debit card 

reader, and LEDs to provide instructions to the consumer. The 

CPU had to control all of this, plus drive a multimedia display. 

"As a systems integrator, we have to marry our customer with 

the best thing out there, whether it's a beta product or what," 

Chipman says. "All of these requirements demanded that we 

have a multitasking, multithreading environment." 

Fortunately for him, version 2.0 arrived on time, in stable form, 
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and with development tools available. There were a few minor 

problems relating to communication ports, but these were 

resolved in Version 2.1. 

With nearly 200 kiosks in operation out of a targeted 10,000, 

EDS remains happy with its selection. Even today, Chipman says, 

Windows NT would fail to get the nod because the product, and 

particularly its multimedia component, has not yet been tested in 

the industry. That's a gamble, he says, he wouldn't want to take. 

"There's an ingrained performance level taught to our public 

based on the ATM," he says. ''This is more complex. However, 

people still expect to walk up to our machine, get what they want, 

and walk away." For EDS, that meant OS/2. 

Great Flexibility 
Mark Tebbe, president of the Chicago-based integrator Lante 

Corp., has implemented OS/2 for perhaps 50 customers. Tebbe 

views the OS mainly as a server-oriented product. 

"If you're going to put in a PC-based SQl.., or Notes server, it's 

the only game in town," he says. The times Tebbe's company has 

ruled against OS/2 were when the necessary applications-par

ticularly general business applications-just weren't there. 

One Lante customer, Hewitt Associates, reports great success 

with its ongoing migration from DOS to OS/2. An employee 

compensation firm based in Chicago, Hewitt sells a custom ben

efits product that uses OS/2-generated screens to present DB2 

data retrieved from an MVS host. The program uses a Hewitt

authored RPC (remote procedure call) to communicate with the 

mainframe, which then runs the SQl.., query. 

"All the data is on the mainframe. OS/2 is there to make pret

ty pictures," says Chris Soehn, OS/2 systems supporter. 

Now Hewitt's own employees, about 3,000 of them, are about 

to move from DOS to OS/2 as their desktop platform. A nearly 

completed pilot phase has 150 users running a suite ofWindows

based Lotus products under OS/2 2.1. Hewitt plans to migrate 

to native OS/2 products from Lotus as soon as it feels satisfied 

with the applications. For now, however, Lotus's Windows ver

sions meet Hewitt's needs for the power and flexibility of a GUI: 

"Our presentations are critical to us," says Soehn. 

Hewitt took part in NT's beta program, but at least for now, 

such a platform demands greater desktop disk space and speed 

commitments than Hewitt is willing to muster. OS/2, currently 

in use mostly as a communications and database manager on 

about 450 client machines and 20 of the company's 40 servers, 

works well for this highly integrated company. 
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"The thing I like best about it is its flexibility," Soehn says. 'We 

can take any product, regardless of whether it's intended for the 

DOS or Windows platform, and get everything to run in some 

fashion on it." 

Towering Migration 

Another Lante project involving no less than 4,500 end users was 

in the works last year. Chicago-based Sears had been, for the most 

part, mainframe-driven. IS staffers were looking at a number of 

projects that involved migrations to client/server technology. But 

approval was tough to get because of the 

REPORT 

writing more applications that take advantage of the new config

urations. And the company will upgrade to version 2.1 by the end 

of this year. 

But OS/2, while solid, is far from perfect, Tebbe says, point

ing to what he sees as a need for major improvements in OS/2's 

user interface. As a result, as the NT marketplace matures, it will 

be a 32-bit contender, he says. 

Well-designed Interfaces 
From his perspective as a programmer analyst for PDA Inc., Chip 

Wilson sees OS/2 as a sophisticated 

need to justify the cost of the desktop 

computer installations. 
How to Contact the Systems 
Integrators Mentioned Above: 

Then Sears embarked on its famous 

move out of the Sears Tower in Chica

go into the neighboring suburb of Hoff

man Estates-a perfect opportunity to 

rethink the way information processing 

was handled. Sears officials accepted the 

principle of replacing dumb terminals 

with networked PCs. The question was, 

what would run them? 

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

product with well-designed application 

interfaces. That's just the package the 

Overland Park, Kansas-based software 

services firm needed to embark on a 

massive, million-code-line project with 

Prudential Insurance Co. Thousands of 

'What drove the OS/2 decision was 

that it was such a very large user popula

tion," recalls John Loranger, the director 

of end user computing for the giant 

retailer's merchandise group. "OS/2 was 

a robust operating system that could 

handle those numbers of users." 

Sears embarked on the OS/2 conver

sion with the installation of a beta ver

sion of2.0, later replaced by the general 

release version. As part of the new strat-

1777 North Kent Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
(703) 841-6000 
Fax (703)841-6704 

BSG CONSUL TING 

11 Greenway Plaza, Suite 900 
Houston, Texas 77046-9249 
(713) 965-9000 
Fax (713) 993-9249 

ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS 

5400 Legacy Drive 
Plano, Texas 75024 
(214) 604-6000 
Fax(214) 605-6796 

LANTE CORPORATION 

35 West Wacker Drive, Suite 3200 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
(312) 236-51 00 
Fax(312) 236-0664 

agents across the country are being 

introduced to OS/2 2.1. ln combination 

with IBM's Communications Manag

er/2, the platform provides the agents 

with immediate access to client and 

market information. 

Since many agents are unsophisticat

ed users, PDA wrote navigation pro

grams so they can avoid dealing with the 

Workplace Shell. Some agents still work 

off 286s at home. To accommodate 

them, PDA ported parts of the new sys

tem to DOS. 

egy, IS officials also began to standardize the tool kits on every

one's desk, settling on Lotus's SmartSuite. Once each week from 

January through September of last year, a new group of 125 

users-including many who had never used a PC- was invited 

to a three-day training class. While they were in training rooms, 

IS staffers replaced the terminals on their desks with IBM PS/2 

PCs. It was a situation ripe for chaos, but as Loranger recalls, "I 

think most people came back and said, 'Gee, this is pretty easy.'" 

NT wasn't around two years ago 

when this project started. For PDA's 

purposes, it still isn't. "Once it stabilizes, 

there certainly could be a possibility for it," says group manager 

Randy Bell. "It's about two years behind. There's certainly no rea

son for us to go back to old technology." 

Tried and True 
Every time systems integrators recommend and install a product, 

they stake their reputation on it. That's why their selection of 

OS/2 tells more about the system than any marketing brochure. 

"From what I've seen, when the systems integration people do 

a major project, they' re doing a lot oflegacy systems replacement," 

says Wessner, Input's systems integration manager. "There's a lot 

of expectation as far as security, backup, and so forth. OS/2 is in 

the best position to provide that, given its birthright is IBM." ♦ 

"The most difficult change was a cultural one," he continues. 

"It was far more than an installation of technology. It really was 

a new way of thinking and doing business." 

Pleased with the results, Sears development groups have begun 
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DOT EXE 
Software for OS/2 

Putting the Squeeze On 
Stacker for OS/2 and DOS 

REVIEWED BY KEN MACKIN 

The DOS storage architecture is an anachronism, a throw

back to the days when just storing data on a 128K flop

py seemed exciting. Today's operating systems manage 

the computer, not just simple input and output, and so include 

numerous DLLs and large executables. As a result, users are 

bumping into the data ceiling. 

There are two potential solutions to the data glut: keep buying 

bigger hard drives, or take advantage of compression. If the 

thought of buying a bigger drive doesn't translate 

ging up a copy of DOS 5.0, all you really need to do is boot your 

system from Stacker Disk 1 to get the two-diskette Setup pro

gram running. 

Once Setup is running, it offers you both Express and Cus

tom installation options a la Windows. As you might surmise, I 

am too paranoid to let an install program compress my data into 

some digital black hole, so I chose Custom. Among other things, 

Custom lists the available partitions and lets you select the par

titions to compress. 

into an empty feeling in your pocket, or a dent 

in your departmental budget, then read no fur

ther. If it does, then Stacker for OS/2 and 

DOS can help you stave off the budget

shrinking impact of more megabytage. 

Stacker supports both DOS and OS/2, in 

each case promising to double your FAT hard 

drive space.Taking Stac at its word, I strove to 

determine whether or not OS/2 users relying 

on FAT drives should consider Stacker and if 

DOUBLE 
YOUR DISK 

CAPACITY. 

My boot partition was listed as unstack

able-I use HPFS. (For the record, HPFS 

functions flawlessly and provides much better 

performance than you could ever get with 

FAT.) Many potential users may reject Stack

er out of hand simply because it will not com

press HPFS partitions. Since my boot drive 

was out of contention, I compressed my sec

ond physical drive, which is a FAT-formatted 

384MB IDE. 

so, what beasts might be lying-in-wait. 

In truth, though, with the recent contro

versy surrounding Microsoft's DoubleSpace 

utility on MS-DOS 6.0-the program report

edly caused numerous problems for some of those using it-I 

wasn't exactly excited about loading any kind of compression 

program. I rely on my OS/2 system for all of my office work, so 

trusting Stacker, as far as I was concerned, meant risking Data 

Doomsday. 

In light of the concerns potential users may have, a more clear

ly written manual would be welcome. The installation process 

further heightened my sense of anxiety: You can't install Stacker 

from within an OS/2 DOS Window. If you try, it simply tells you 

to use DOS 5. 0 and aborts. I spent 20 minutes under various DOS 

configurations trying to make the Setup program work in OS/2. 

As it turns out, the error message is misleading. Rather than dig-

Before loading Stacker, it was 66 percent 

filled with Windows, DOS, and sundry data 

files. Stacker munched and crunched 

the data from 253MB down to 

146MB-58 percent ofits original size. The data was fully digest

ed in about 14 minutes, time enough for compression, verifica

tion, and re-verification. 

Stacker, like Microsoft's DoubleSpace, keeps the original drive 

(D: in this case) visible, and creates a logical drive (E:) where you 

access the compressed data. This would be extremely inconven

ient if all of your application objects were tuned to a particular 

volume as mine were. Stacker works around the problem with a 

SW AP program that loads at boot time-it switches the drive 

letters so that path-sensitive applications see the drive letter they 

expect. 

Stacker does a few other things that make it a sensible and 
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usable program. I use the Boot Manager and can run DOS 5.0 

and Windows 3.1 from a 70MB DOS partition on my first 

physical drive. Stacker allows you to access any compressed 

DOS partition from either OS/2 or DOS-whichever you need. 

This is great for me because I have 

a few Windows programs that 

will not run from OS/2. Fortu-

nately, with Stacker running drive 

E: appears the same regardless of 

whether I select DOS 5 .0 or 

OS2/HPFS from the Boot Man-

ager menu. 

Stacker also supports dual boot 

configurations and includes a 

Stacker 

Stacker 
Stac Electronics 
5993 Avenida Encinas 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(619) 431-7474 

LIST PRICE: 

Stacker: $139.95; 
upgrade from Stacker for 

DOS, $99.95 

CONFIG.SYS file rebuilder and a CREATE utility for Stack

ing floppy drives. A few DOS-like utilities for substituting drive 

EXE 

letters, changing attributes, and REMOVEDRV (for dumping 

Stacker from your system) round out the package. 

While Stacker did not "double my disk capacity," I did see a 75 

percent increase. Your effective compression ratio will vary 

according to the type of data on your disk. Stacker has little effect 

on already compressed files (such as .ZIP files). Database files, on 

the other hand, may compress much more than the claimed aver

age of2:1 (the technical specifications list a maximum compres

sion ratio of16:1). 

Now, having been Stacked, I have more available space and less 

fear of using compressed drives. If only Stacker supported HPFS, 

had a better manual, and was able to run the install under OS/2's 

DOS mode, I would have been really happy with it. In any case, 

Stacker for OS/2 and DOS seems to be a robust and capable pro

gram for getting more data into less disk space. ♦ 

The Citrix Application Server 
REVIEWED BY WAYNE RASH JR. 

C itrix's application server, Win View for Networks, is an 

OS/2-based system that promises to improve perfor

mance for network-based and remote users by off

loading some processing requirements. For network users, this 

means compute-intensive tasks can be run on the application 

processor, freeing workstations for more routine uses. For re

mote users, the Citrix application processor promises to make the 

most of limited bandwidth by performing computing on the 

application processor and sending only screen, keyboard, and 

mouse information across the communications path. 

In offering these capabilities, Win View for Networks joins an 

already crowded marketplace. The ability to off-load some com

puting requirements to a remote processor is part of the attrac

tion of SQ!, database servers. Likewise, image servers or CD

ROM servers offer some of the same features. Where this Citrix 

server is different is that it will work with most OS/2 as well 

as MS-DOS and Windows applications-not just database 

engines. 

In the case of remote access, Citrix promises much the same 

functionality as remote operation packages such as Microcom's 
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Carbon Copy or Novell's Access Server. But Citrix is an OS/2-

based multi-user system that its maker claims will outperform its 

DOS-based competition, provides better security and data 

integrity than DOS-based application servers, and offers the only 

remote access solution for OS/2. 

Inside Citrix 
The product has three parts: the server itself (an OS/2 process), 

a Windows interface, and a N etW are interface. Citrix ships with 

its server a modified copy of OS/2 2.0, which the install process 

will use to overwrite whatever operating system you might have, 

including later versions of OS/2. The Windows interface is a 

modified version of Microsoft Windows 3.1 that supports re

mote connectivity. 

Novell NetWare connectivity includes support for IPX and 

SPX communications, as well as support for the NetWare OS/2 

Requester. This means that remote users can use the connectiv

ity provided by Citrix to log in to their Novell networks. 

Citrix provides remote connectivity through the use of smart 

multiport asynchronous communications cards. For this review, 

Digi International, Inc., of Eden Prairie, Minnesota, provided a 
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Digiboard PC/Xem 16-port asynchronous communications 

board. Citrix can support the dial-in users through the Digiboard, 

network users through the network connection, as well as a user 

on the system console itself Citrix says the company has done a 

number of modifications to the process schedulers in OS/2 and Win

dows to allow this level of access on a single processor system. 

The Test Environment 
We tested CitrixonaNovellNetWare3.ll Ethernet LAN. The 

Citrix application server resided on a Unisys PW2 486/25 plat

form with 16MB of RAM. The Digiboard PC/Xem was locat

ed on this platform. We also used a Gateway 2000 4DX2-66V 

486/66 machine with local bus video. Both machines had an ISA 

bus and both used Intel EtherExpress 16 Ethernet cards. 

The LAN workstations included a variety of AT-compatible 

computers running MS-DOS versions 5 .0 and 6.0. We attempt

ed dial-up access with three different notebook computers run

ning MS-DOS 5.0. For reference, we also dialed into a test sys

tem located at Citrix headquarters in Florida. 

The Installation 
Imagine what it must be like to install OS/2, Windows, Pro

comm, and NetWare at the same time, and you'll have an idea of 

what installing Citrix is like. It takes a while, and you have to 

answer many technical questions. Unfortunately, it also doesn't 

do everything it should do to make Citrix run. 

The most important problem with installation ofCitrix is that 

neither the manual nor the install program itself mentions the sig

nificant performance penalty that results from trying to use Cit

rix on a FAT file system. We were able to improve performance 

on Citrix by more than an order of magnitude by simply chang

ing to OS/2's HPFS. The Citrix manuals made no mention of 

this, and in fact seemed to urge users to stay with the FAT file 

system so that they could use existing programs already on the 

disk. In actuality, the only acceptable approach with Citrix is to 

back up any existing files you might want to have available later, 

and reformat the Citrix server with HPFS. 

Other than a problem with some missing statements in con

figuration files-for example, using the install program as deliv

ered you will miss a cache control statement for the OS/2 CON

FIG.SYS file that is required for best performance on ISA sys

tems, and the installation for the Intel Ethernet cards misses a 

critical statement that sets the Ethernet frame type to 802.3-

Citrix handles what could be a daunting installation well. All the 

installer has to do is sit back and insert the 19 3.5-inch disks when 
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told. The process is tedious, but few things are left to chance. 

Installation was made more difficult by the sparse coverage of 

the process in the manuals. Adding to this problem was the cus

tomer support process, which we found to be both inept and on 

occasion unavailable. With this product, plan on being on your 

own during the installation process. 

In reality, though, most Citrix users will have the product in

stalled by a systems integrator who will also provide the first line 

of support. The Citrix support staff, while it didn't handle all of 

the problems, was able to handle many of the more routine prob

lems, such as configuring workstations, quickly and properly. 

With the help of the support staff we were able to get one appli

cation server running, albeit very slowly and without asynchronous 

support, prior to the arrival of a factory engineer to help us out. 

Using Citrix 
Once you get it installed and running, this product is fairly easy 

to use. You log into the server by running the workstation soft

ware and telling it which Citrix server you want to connect to. 

Once you choose and are connected, you are asked to log in with 

your user name and password, in much the same way you do with 

NetWare. At that point, you're offered a Task Selector menu, 

which in turn leads to a Start Programs menu. That menu gives 

you access to the OS/2 and MS-DOS prompts, and it can run 

programs that the system administrator has added to the system. 

The only difference between accessing Citrix across a network 

and through a dial-up connection is that the workstation software 

for the dial-up connection dials through the modem for the con

nection. Performance using a 14,400 bps V.42 modem seems to 

be about the same as performance across the network. Both are 

slower than running a native MS-DOS session, but neither is 

objectionably slow. 

Once you have access to a system prompt or a program, you 

can get back to the Task Selector by pressing <CTRL><ESC> 

just as you do in Windows. Because this can cause a conflict with 

Windows, you can also change the key combinations that Citrix 

will use. The system administrator makes these changes and oth

ers involving user setup, security, and other configuration options 

through a Start Programs menu that's similar to the one available 

to users, but with more choices. The access procedure is the same 

for both. 

One important advantage to the Citrix server is that a user can 

invoke more than one session. A user might, for example, start an 

accounting program running in a DOS session, and then switch 

to an OS/2 or Windows session, or another DOS session to do 

some other task. Users can switch at will between sessions, and 
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can disconnect from the server completely while tasks execute

an important consideration for dial-up users who might other

wise be stuck for long periods of time watching applications run 

over long distance telephone lines. This capability adds a great 

deal to the flexibility of Citrix as both an application and remote 

access server. 

Problems 
One of the most serious problems we found was that the server 

has a significant amount of trouble dealing with the FAT file sys

tem. While the installation guide says that you can install on this 

MS-DOS file format, you should avoid it. 

The product as originally installed turned in some of the slow

est benchmarks we've ever recorded. The factory engineer that 

assisted with the installation said that a bug was at least partly 

responsible for the fact that the server software was running as 

slowly as it was-roughly one tenth the speed at which it should 

run. This, and its failure to recognize the presence of the Digi

board, was cured by reformatting the server for the HPFS file 

system. 

An application running in a session on the Citrix server will 

perform at about one half the speed of the same application run

ning on the same machine under 

DOS. Considering the overhead 

required to monitor communica

tions, provide security, and to sup

port a multi-user multitasking 

environment, this is certainly 

acceptable performance. 

At the suggestion ofCitrix, we 

attempted some performance 

tuning on the Unisys machine. 

The performance tuning may be 

helpful for some, but in our case it 

Citrix WinView 
for Networks 

Citrix Systems, Inc. 
210 University Drive 
Coral Springs, FL 33071 
305-755-0559 
305-341-6880 

LIST PRICE: 

5-user version, $199 5 
10-user version, $2645 
5-user add-on packs, $695 

resulted in no significant change in performance at all. One thing 

the performance tuning did illustrate, however, was the product's 

weak error-handling. 

When Citrix encounters an error during installation, loading, 

or operation, its typical response is simply to stop working. Error 

messages, when they appear, are usually cryptic. For example, 

when we were testing the dial-up connection to the Citrix serv

er, we lost the modem carrier on one occasion. Rather than sim

ply announce that it had lost the connection, Citrix displayed a 

Windows error message that said the packets had arrived out of 

sync. Even the factory engineer on site at the time took a while to 

figure out what that meant. 
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The system frequently came to a stop during the boot-up 

process ofloading drivers. To get it going again required reboot

ing--a very slow process-and sometimes restarting from flop

py disks-an even slower process. Unlike OS/2, which will allow 

you to drop out of the boot process if the CONFIG.SYS file is 

corrupted or set up wrong, Citrix will not. As a result, we spent 

hours waiting for floppy disks to load so that we could fix one 

problem or another with the way Citrix had configured itself on 

installation. 

Citrix officials say the company plans to fix both the obscure 

and missing error messages, and the problems with the boot 

process. 

Once the product was installed, we encountered the final series 

of problems-difficulties running the video and disk sections of 

our benchmarks. Video problems cropped up only when access

ing Citrix from a remote workstation, such as one that's attached 

through the LAN. The disk benchmarks were prevented from 

operating by the Citrix security system, which prevents low-level 

write access to the hard disk. This helps prevent viruses from 

working, but it caused the server to crash to the point it needed 

to be rebooted. 

One way the company suggests using the application server is 

to invoke the workstation software ( called WIN LAN) from 

EXE 

within Windows. This will allow you to fire off an application on 

Citrix, and then return to whatever you were doing on your own 

workstation. We found, unfortunately, that while we could nor

mally switch between the Windows session on the local worksta

tion and the session (Windows or otherwise) on the Citrix serv

er, part of the time the session on the Citrix server would fail to 

accept remote input. You then must terminate your remote ses

sion and reconnect. Because the server can maintain your remote 

session and return you to where you were when you left, this was 

more of an irritation than anything else, but it happened fre

quently enough to be an irritation indeed. 

Conclusions 
For remote access, it's hard to beat Citrix for performance and 

flexibility, once you get it running. Likewise, if your business has 

a number oflarge, slow operations that are vital but tend to hurt 

productivity when used across a LAN or a WAN, off-loading 

applications to a Citrix server could be very useful. Getting Cit

rix running can be tricky, though. Still, for businesses that require 

the unique capabilities that Citrix delivers, it's a useful product 

indeed. Just make sure you know where your support is going to 

come from before you start, and know exactly what you plan to 

do with it before you buy. As useful as Citrix might be, getting 

there may not be a trivial task for you. ♦ 

GammaTech, Version 2.1 
32-bit utilities for OS/2 Version 2.x 

REVIEWED BY HERB TYSON 

Let's get the first question out of the way right now: The 

Gamma Tech Utilities is a series of 21 32-bit programs 

intended to help you work more effectively and efficient

ly with OS/2. The tools cover a diverse range of system manage

ment tasks, and are similar to those found in DOS-based pack

ages such as the Norton Utilities. 

Among the utilities are programs that will allow you to test your 

drives for defects, flag bad sectors, delete files or directories, recov

er damaged files, defragment FAT and HPFS volumes, undelete 

files easily, as well as a number of others. 

Installing GammaTech is simple and painless-simply click 

on INST ALL.EXE from a Drive object, or open an OS/2 com

mand prompt session and type A:INST ALL. The installation 
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program creates a GammaTech folder, and asks for permission 

before changing CONFIG.SYS. Furthermore, you may override 

the default installation directory. 

Inside the Gamma Tech folder you will find GAMMA.INF (a 

VIEW-able hypertext information file on all of the utilities), eight 

PM utilities, and two text-mode utilities (see the Table on page 

59 for a list of the programs and their descriptions). You run the 

remaining 11 utilities from the command line. 

Using the GammaTech Utilities 
With few exceptions, the GammaTech utilities follow intuitive 

conventions. Consider the HPFS Optimization program: It's 

pretty clear that you select the drives and then click on the Opti

mize button. Less obvious, however, is that you may analyze the 
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fragmentation (without defragging the entire drive) by checking 

the Display Only box before clicking Optimize. If you do, you'll 

be able to see what would happen if you were to turn off the D is

play Only option. 

(This approach to user interface design creates a rather discon

certing effect when used with the Attributes and Delete programs. 

When you select Display Only, 

messages like Erasing TAX

RECORDS.DOC flash by even 

though the files remain intact.) 

In addition to the few oddi

ties, you will find many conve

nient features built into the user 

interface. Veteran OS/2 users 

will welcome two particularly 

useful items. First, you can close 

any of the PM programs using 

the F3 key-as per the OS/2 

Version l.x standard . You'll 

find vestiges of this rapidly dying convention in 

DeScribe, E, EPM, PMComm, Golden Comm

Pass, and a few other long-time OS/2 players, but 

many of the newer PM arrivals shun this tech

nique. Second, the command syntax can be 

obtained for each of the command line utilities by 

including /?-a technique familiar to many DOS 

users. 

Performance 
Without a competitive OS/2 package on the market, it's difficult 

to characterize GammaTech's performance. However, all oper

ations seemed to perform quickly and flawlessly. The HPFS 

Optimize program required less than five minutes to optimize a 

high-traffic 150MB volume. It defragged the entire drive while 

other programs continued to run. Rather than locking the entire 

GammaTech Utilities 
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to do and what it all means. 
GammaTech Utilities 

Version2.l: $149 A key feature for OS/2 users is 

the Undelete capability. While 
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OS/2 does provide an undelete facility, it uses extra disk space, is 

awkward to use, and hampers performance. When OS/2's native 

undelete feature is enabled, "deleted" files are moved to a 

DELETE directory that's limited to a preset amount of disk 

space. Servicing the delete directory requires moving files and 

checking the space consumed. The result is painfully slow per

formance, especially when deleting a large number of 

small files. 

In contrast, GammaTech obtains information 

about deleted files from the file system itself ( the oper

ation is similar to DOS S's undelete). Thus, Gam

maTech's Undelete feature doesn't incur a perfor

mance penalty, and it doesn't require extra disk space. 

Of course, this approach has a disadvantage as well: 

If you wait too long, files may be overwritten before 

you realize they've been deleted. In practice, however, 

GammaTech tends to 
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provide at least the same 

level of undelete insur-

ance as OS/2's built-in 

approach, without sacri

ficing disk space and 

performance. 

It Would Be 
Nice If ... 

For many users, OS/2's 

Drive Object approach 

doesn't provide suffi

cient flexibility. The Drive Objects are sufficient for managing 

files one folder at a time, but they falter at some disk-wide man

agement tasks. For example, OS/2 doesn't provide a good native 

file manager for listing all files matching*.BAKor*.TMP. OS/2's 

PMSeek tries, but it doesn't quite succeed. PMFile in OS/2 ver-

sion l.x came much closer. 

With a bit of extra effort, Gamma Tech could fill the file-man

agement gap. At present, however, it provides partial solutions 

coming from two different directions. The Delete utility gives you 

all-or-nothing deletion for files matching your criteria. Prefer

ably, it would include an option to find the files and then allow 

selective deletion from the list. The Find utility, on the other 

hand, allows such selective viewing, but it does not provide 

options to delete, copy, move, rename, or otherwise manage files. 

Rather than including these features in separate tools, a single 

integrated utility would be a great improvement. Thus far, none 
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of the various third-party and shareware vendors have quite risen 

to the task. Perhaps Gamma Tech can be enticed to provide the 

kind of file management missing from OS/2 2.1 ( unless OS/2 2.2 

or somebody else beats the company to it). 

Nonetheless, Gamma Tech provides some nearly essential fea

tures missing from OS/2 2.1. The price seems a bit steep, how

ever. At $149, it costs more than most users paid for OS/2 2.1 

(and is high enough that most corporate purchasers will require 

preapproval). Nevertheless, if you ever blow away a file and 

EXE 

can't get it back by using OS/2' s built-in UND ELETE, or if you 

ever lose a large data file because a single disk sector has become 

corrupted, GammaTech could pay for itself the first time out. If 

you're a consultant, OS/2 system administrator, or even a system

savvy user, the Gamma Tech Utilities should definitely be in your 

tool bag. ♦ 

Herb Tyson is a computer industry analyst and consultant. He is the 
author of several books, including Your OS/2 2.1 Consultant, 10 
Minute Guide to OS/2 2.1, and the Word far Windows 6 Super Book. 

UTILITY TYPE 

The GammaTech Utilities 

PURPOSE 
ANALYZE.EXE ............... PM .... ... ... ..... .. .... Tests drives and displays information. 

ATTA.EXE .. ...... ... ... ... ..... PM ... ..... .. ...... ..... Change file attributes (hidden, read-only, system, archive, times, and dates) 

BADSECTR.EXE ... ... ... .. . Text .......... ... .. .... Marks bad sectors on a disk to prevent further use by the operating system. 

BEEP.EXE .. .... ... ..... ...... .. Text ... ................ Sounds "beeps" from the PC speaker in any frequency and duration you specify 
(frequency and duration may be stored in a file for playback). 

DELETE.EXE .. ... .. .......... . PM ... .... ....... ... .... Deletes and "wipes" (overwrites with nulls) files from your disk, selecting by file 
specification, size, dates, and times. 

DEL TREE.EXE .. .. .. ... ...... Text ..... ........ .... . .Deletes entire directories, including files and subdirectories. 

FATOPT.EXE ................. Text ......... ... .. ...... Analyzes and optimizes FAT (File Allocation Table) drives (including floppies!) to 
eliminate file fragmentation. 

FATSORT.EXE ..... .. .... .... Text .. .. ......... ...... Selectively sorts subdirectories on FAT volumes, by name, extension, date/time, and 
file size. 

FILEJOIN.EXE .. .............. Text .. ..... ....... .... . Re-joins a Gamma Tech-recovered file that spans several diskettes into a single hard 
disk file. 

FILEREC.EXE ................ Text ...... ....... .. ... . Recovers a file with damaged sectors. 

FIND.EXE .. .. ... .. ... ... ........ PM .... ...... ..... ..... . Searches for files based on name, extension, size, dates, times, comments, and text. 

GTDISK.EXE .. ...... .. .... .... Text ............. ..... . A text-based shell for undelete, file recovery, partition repair, boot sector backup and 
restore, "dirty" flag setting, and sector editing when PM is not available (GTDisk can be 
run from the Gamma Tech installation diskette). 

HPFSOPT.EXE ..... .... .. ... Text ................... Command line program to analyze and optimize HPFS volumes to minimize file 
fragmentation . 

LD.EXE .......................... Text ................... List Directory utility that acts as an enhanced DIR command. In addition to a wide 
variety of display options, the LD command lets you display and set file comments, 
which are maintained as standard OS/2 Extended Attributes. 

MKPATH.EXE ................ Text .... .. ... .. .... .... Creates a multi-level path in one step, creating all necessary subdirectories to 
establish the path (e.g. , MKPATH G:\PROGRAMS\OBJ\DATA). 

OPTIMIZE.EXE .. ........ .... PM ..................... PM program to analyze and optimize (defragment) HPFS volumes. 
REBOOT.EXE ................ Text ....... ............ Reboots the system (functional equivalent of the OS/2 command SETBOOT /8, which 

is similar in effect to pressing Ctrl+Alt+Delete). 

SENTRY.EXE .. ...... ... ..... . PM ... ........... ...... . Monitors the boot sector to prevent changes by accident or by a virus. Also locks 
drives or files against modification and backs up system .INI files. 

SYSINFO.EXE .... .... .. ... ... PM ..................... Provides complete information on your system and hardware (disk, video, devices, 
ports, etc.). 

UNDELETE.EXE ............ PM ............. ..... .. . Undeletes FAT and HPFS files without using OS/2 's DELETE directory approach. 
WHERE.EXE ... ..... ..... ... . .Text .. ... .... .......... Command-line file search utility to locate files based on file specification, times, dates, 

comments, or text within the file. 
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"Our Client/Server tool vendor 
recommended PVCS to keep 
development on track. When 
we bought PVCS we were 
pleased to see it integrated 
into all the tools we use in all 
the environments we support. 
PVCS solved development 
problems that we had been 
working around for years. 
The productivity and quality 
boost is huge. " 

For Productive LAN-based Development, Software 
Configuration Management is Not Just Nice to Have ... 

PVCS gives you a complete SCM 
solution that wraps around all of the 
popular operating systems, development 
environments and object types. In an 
increasingly heterogeneous development 
world, PVCS allows you to avoid 
fragmenting your culture with different 
SCM mechanisms on every desktop. 

... It's a Necessity 
You can't afford confusion. You can't afford changes being 
overwritten, or not knowing who made changes, what they 
were, and why they were made. You need to build systems 
with repeatable accuracy, automatically. You need to be able 
to document everything that gets done, without spending 
your valuable time doing housekeeping. You need PVCS. 

You Need a Complete Solution 
But the last thing anyone needs are important tools that only 
work in a limited environment. PVCS solves the software con
figuration management problem wherever you need it. It 
works the same in all environments. 

10,000 Companies Just Like Yours 
More than 10,000 companies worldwide have standardized on 
PVCS. There's only one reason why more people use PVCS 
than all other SCM products combined. It's the best solution. 
Call for more information. 

Call Today for 
More Information: 
BOD-547-PVCS Ext. 110 

• 

INTERSOLV 

The Standard for Software Configuration Management on the LAN 
Inside U.SA • 1700 NW 167th Place • Beaverton, DR 97006 • 503-645-1150 • FAX 503-645-4576 • E-Mail PVCSINFO@INTERSOLV.COM 
Outside U.S.A. •Abbey View• Everard Close • St. Albans • Herts AL 1 2PS • United Kingdom • Tel 0727 812 812 • FAX +44 727 869 804 
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CONNECTIVITY 

Novell's NetWare Comes to 0S/2 
BY WAYNE RASH JR. 

or the first time since the introduction ofNetWare 386, 

now known as NetWare 3.12, Novell is offering a non

dedicated version ofits top-selling network operating sys

tem. N etW are for O S/2 is designed to share a hardware platform 

with OS/2 2.1, using some of the operating system's input/out

put services, such as interrupt servicing, and its disk operations. 

As a result, users can have a single computer that acts as both a 

NetWare file server and an OS/2 platform. 

Unlike other OS/2-based network operating systems, howev

er, NetWare for OS/2 does not exist as a task within the OS/2 

environment. Instead, NetWare is a parallel operating system 

that shares the processor with OS/2 on an equal basis. In fact, 

NetWare for OS/2 doesn't even make use of the OS/2 file sys

tem; the installation process requires that it be installed on a sep

arate disk partition. 

This method of sharing resources between NetWare and 

OS/2 has both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, 

you can use the same equipment to support both NetWare and 

LAN Server on the same machine at the same time-a real 

resource saver for organizations that are short of hardware. On 

the other hand, any machine that must support two indepen

dent network operating systems will pay a performance cost. 

OS/2 applications 

OS/2 

The magnitude of that cost depends on the relative level of use 

and any overhead required by the two systems. 

In addition, NetWare functions much as it would on a com

pletely separate computer. Despite the fact that both NetWare 

and OS/2 are sharing the same machine, the NetWare requester 

must be installed on that machine-just as it must be on any other 

. OS/2 workstation on a NetWare LAN-if it is to communicate 

with NetWare. This adds slightly to the complexity of operating 

NetWare for OS/2, and to installing it as well. 

Installing NetWare for OS/2 
NetWare for OS/2 consists of two OS/2-specific diskettes, a 

CD -ROM containing NetWare 4.01, a license diskette, and a 

registration diskette. In addition, you may need driver diskettes 

for your specific network interface card, your disk controller, or 

other installed equipment. A floppy disk version ofNetWare is 

available from Novell, but the company discourages its use. With 

good reason: According to Novell spokesman Blaine Homer, the 

full version ofNetWare 4.01 consists of more than 250 diskettes 

and requires more than 18 hours to install. 

The NetWare for OS/2 installation process requires three 

steps. The firs t is disk preparation, in which you must prepare 

separate partitions or drives for OS/2 and for NetWare. Nor-

NetWare for OS/2 
drivers 

OS/2 kernel 

Both OS/2 and Novell 's NetWare use the OS/2 kernel to access operating system services and the computer hardware, making it possi
ble for both to coexist on a single server as parallel operating systems. 
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TCP/IP FOR 0S/ 2 

Supports all released versions of OS/2 
including 32bit API for OS/2 2.0 and above 

mally, this requires that you decide how much space to give each 

operating system, and then create disk partitions that meet those 

requirements. This means that you will need to format your hard 

disk specifically for this installation, so you won't be able to use 

an existing OS/2 drive and have it remain intact. As a result, 

there's no advantage to ordering OS/2 preloaded since you'll have 

to remove it anyway. 

Supports NDIS, CM, and ODI drivers 

etwork access from protected, real and WINOS2 sessions 

Full se1ver operation for telnet, ftp, rsh and send.mail 
IP gateway capability One quick and easy way to partition your disk, and the one we 

used, is to use the FDISK utility available on an MS-DOS instal

lation diskette. The process is a simple one of removing the exist

ing partition, if any, and then creating two new partitions. Once 

the disk is re-partitioned you can remove the DOS diskette, 

reboot the machine, and let OS/2 take over the installation. You 

will need to tell OS/2 to use the existing Drive C: when it for

mats the disk with either the HPFS or FAT file system. 

NETBIOS, NFS ACCESS, SNMP TOOLS 

DOMAIN NAME SERVER 

DEVELOPERS KIT with socket library 

Vfl02 & 3270 emulation for remote login 

TCP/2™-OS/2 TRANSPORT MODULE .... $200. 

A DAN LANCIANI PRODUCT 
For further infonnation contact: Essex Systems, Inc. 

One Central Street • Middleton, MA 01949 After completing the OS/2 installation, you can install the 

Novell etWare Requester for OS/2. This step is required if you 

plan to have the OS/2 on the machine you're installing commu

nicate with NetWare. 

(508) 750-6200 
TCP/2 is a trademark of OLD Consulting. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. OS/2 is a registered 
trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. VT102 isregistered trademark of Digital 
Equipment Corporation. TCP/2 is based in part on work done by the University of California Berkeley. 

eatt'lto«> 
To Get The Right 

Fax Solution 
For Your 

Local Area Network 
(602) 327-1357 

or FAX (602) 321-7456 

It runs with 
........ ~ ·· NetWare 

for 05/2 for LAN Server 
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The Right Fax Solution 
For Local Area Networks 
RightFAX is an advanced network fax solution for multi-platform LANS that provides 
the flexibility and convenience of faxing directly from any workstation on the network. 
RightFAX is scalable to any size network, provides E-Mail integration and meets the 
power and speed requirements demanded by today's corporate environment. 
RightFAX, the right solution for your fax needs. 

NETWORKS SUPPORTED 
• IBM LAN Server 1.3 or better, Microsoft LAN Manager 2.x. , 

Novell Net Ware 2.15c or better 

CAPABILITIES 
• Preseniation Manager (OS/2), Windows, and DOS user interfaces included 
• Up to 32 channels per server 
• Unlimited users; licensed per phone line 
• Automatic backups at specified times 
• Automatic deletions of faxes older than a specified date 
• Record exporting for all sent and received faxes along with billing codes and 

transmission histories into any spreadsheet or database 
• Client/Server design with a multi-threaded database server that allows the fax 

server to handle many clients 
• 32-bit PCL-5 conversion engine for fast fax processing (optional 32-bit 

PostScript engine avai lable) 
• Automatic Inbound Routing (DID, DTMF, Manual, Line, OCR) 
• Optional server based OCR 
• Optional cc:Mail, Lotus Notes, Microsoft Mail and MHS gateways 
©Copyright 1990-1994 Cracchiolo & Feder, Inc. All rights reserved. All products mentioned are registered by their respective companies. 

A Product of RightFAX, formerly Cracchiolo & Feder, Inc., 
4400 East Broadway, Suite 312, Tucson, Arizona 85711 U.S.A. Circle #176 
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Installing the two floppy diskettes for NetW are for OS/2 takes 

a few minutes and prepares OS/2 to accept NetWare 4.01 as a 

parallel operating system. In addition, this installation adds net

work management applications so you can manage your network 

from the OS/2 workstation that's being shared with NetWare. 

Installing NetWare itself is the most difficult and time-con

suming step. This is partly due to the sheer volume of data and 

partly due to inadequacies in documentation and problems with 

OS/2. The only major problem appears when you invoke the 

INST ALL program on the CD-ROM. This program resides in 

the subdirectory dedicated to the language you select to use with 

N etW are ( we used English), and the manual instructs you to type 

the word "INST ALL" to begin the process. 

Unfortunately, OS/2 then executes the first program named 

"INSTALL" that it finds, and this is the one for MS-DOS. 

Because the MS-DOS installation program won't work prop

erly under OS/2, it crashes, and the installation fails in a series of 

cryptic messages. What works is to type "IN~TALL.CMD" so 

that OS/2 invokes the proper program. Novell product man

ager Heather Stone told OS/2 Professional that the company is 

already testing new installation software that will eliminate this 

problem. 

Once the installation program has launched successfully, it 

installs some additional software into the OS/2 portion of the 

disk. It then begins initializing the Net Ware partition and copy

ing software into it. This isn't a package you can launch and for

get, however. The NetWare installation program occasionally 

stops to ask a question, request a driver from a floppy disk, or 

request operator input before it goes back to copying software. 

The actual duration of the installation process depends more 

on the speed of your CD-ROM than on anything else. Plan on 

spending a couple of hours to install the complete copy ofNet

Ware, including the on-line documentation and the computer

based training. Most of this time requires no operator activity, 

although the operator must be on hand to answer questions. Nov

ell says it is also planning to rectify this by changing the installa

tion program to request all needed information at the beginning 

so that installation can proceed without further attention from 

the operator. 

Once the process is completed, the server's console screen 

appears as an OS/2 command line application. You can switch 

into it by clicking on the Command Line icon and switch back 

toOS/2 bypressingthe <CTRL><ESC> keys. WithinNetWare 

for OS/2 itself you'll find the familiar NetWare monitor screen, 

I 

.. 
EVENT CONTROL SERVER 

For The Serious Professional 
BATCH PROCESSING, JOB SCHEDULING, 
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING, PROCESSOR 
SHARING, MANAGEABLE DOWNSIZING 
FOUNDATION, EFFICIENT CONTROLLED 

. AUTOMATION, OPEN & CONFIGURABLE, 
OS/2 & DOS, SECURE, SOLID & PROVEN. 
LAN Server, NetWare & Standalone Versions. 

Vinzant, Inc. 1-800-355-3443 
Circle #111 

llilf•NIJ)I IIIIS® 
J?OJl OS/2 

High Performance and highly customizable OS/ 2 
BBS pkg offers high-speed file xfer, E-mail w/ file 
"attach" capability, CD-ROM support, RJE (background) 
tasks, offline messaging, and much more! 

Optional pipe modules for modemless LAN logon via 
workstations. Great for marketing, sales, product and 
technical support as well as companies with 
telecommuters! Can produce extensive reports, 
custom letters, mailing lists. 

Pricing from $75 to over $1,000 depending on needs 
(up to 33 nodes) and configuration. 

Download MAG7DEMO.ZIP from our BBS @9600 baud 
for a functional DEMO copy@ (805) 379-3450 or send 
$12 for a demo disk to: 

for LAN Server 

GILMORE SYSTEMS 
VOICE: (805) 379-3210 
FAX: (805) 379-1341 
679 SWITZAR LANE 

THOUSAND OAKS , CA 91360,USA 

Circle #133 
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as well as the other NLMs (NetWare Loadable Modules) that 

are available in the stand-alone version ofNetWare 4.01. 

Using NetWare for OS/2 
One of the reasons that NetWare for OS/2 looks so much like 

the stand-alone version of the same product is that it is nearly 

identical. The CD-ROM you use to install NetWare for OS/2 

is the same one used to install the stand-alone version. The only 

differences between the two products are found on the two 

diskettes installed at the beginning, and those really only control 

how NetWare interacts with OS/2. Users won't notice 

any difference at all because from their viewpoint no difference 

exists. 

This conformity between NetWare for OS/2 and stand-alone 

NetWare 4.01 is important to both administrators and users. It 

means that different platforms can be used within a company 

without requiring changes in the way people are trained. Like

wise, because they are essentially the same product, other appli

cations designed to work with NetWare4.01 will work with Net

Ware for OS/2. 

Users also won't see much difference at first if they're chang-

ing over from earlier versions ofNetWare, although the differ

ences are there, and they're important. NetWare for OS/2 does 

away with the NetWare Bindery, for example. The Bindery was 

a flat-file database used to store user names, security levels, and 

passwords. It turned out to be a security problem for Novell; in 

the new version it has been replaced by Net Ware Directory Ser

vices. 

N etW are Directory Services, among other things, manage user 

security in Net Ware. In addition, they provide a domain-orient

ed view of an enterprise network. This means that NetWare 4.01 

( and N etW are for O S/2) will allow you to use a variety of services 

on many servers transparently. Whereas once users had to log on 

to each server individually, if they planned to use more than one, 

now only one log-on is required. 

Should You Use NetWare for OS/2? 
Novell has succeeded in creating a network operating system that 

will share a platform with OS/2. If your organization is short of 

hardware and getting new hardware is difficult, then this is a prod

uct to consider. We found it to work well and reliably, and once 

we got past the installation difficulty, easy to install and use. 

Order your OS/2 Professional t-shirt today. 
Adult (XL) $15 each. Children 's (Adult S), $12 each. 
Specify quantity, shipping address and billing information 
below, and allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 

Please send me adult size t-shirts at $ _ _ _ 

child size t-shirts at $ ___ _ 

add shipping $ 2.00 

TOTAL enclosed $ __ _ 

Name __________ _________ _ 

_________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

Enclose check or money order or charge card authorization. 

Please bill my O Visa O MasterCard 

________ Expiration Date ___ _ 

Dl§C-D-TECH 
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THE PARALLEL SOLUTION 

• TAPE BACKUP 

plugs into any standard 
parallel port, supports DDS, 
OS/2, Windows, NetWare, SCO UNIX 

• Complete with powerful solution-minded software series, including BUSS 
[BackUp Supervisor Software), SM (Script Manager) and SOB (SCSI Disk Backup) 

• Timesaving, simultaneous backup and verify at true 11 MB/min. 

• 250MB4GB capacities in native mode 

• Standard tapes • Mini cartridge devices • DAT • OPTICAL 

• Parallel to SCSI cable 

• QIC industry standard format 

"""' 

II 
•n.nswith 
NeM\n! 

Circle #113 
The Pacesetter in Parallel to SCSI Technology 

INFO AND ORDERS: 1-800-998-7839 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS • 116 S. ClcNTRAL AVE • ElMSfORO, NY USA 10523 • FAX: 1914) 347-4646 

LAN SERVER Users ! 
Do you want to ... 

* Track server capacity and 
performance from your desktop ? 

* Have dynamic notification of server 
errors or performance problems as they 
occur? 

* Compare the activity of different days or 
times? 

* Leisurely analyze activity using 
uncomplicated charts and graphs and 
take intelligent corrective action? 

Then use 

WATCHIT 
"make your server serve" 

Only $299/server for LAN Server 

CSN Inc P.O. Box 370111 
West Hartford Ct 06137-0111 

(203) 233-2951 Circle #148 
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There is, however, always a question of whether non-dedicat

ed servers are a good idea. Because they usually are placed into 

the hands of users, they are subject to being taken down without 

warning, to the frustration of network managers everywhere. 

On the other hand, this option offers a good way to combine a 

network file server with a management workstation so that the 

only user will be the network administrator. This can save the 

company a few dollars and possibly make life a bit simpler for the 

administrator. 

One other feature that may incline some administrators to con

sider this option is that NetWare for OS/2 comes with some 

graphical management utilities that are much easier to use than 

older command-line based programs. 

In bottom-line terms, this is an excellent way to have your Net

W are 4.01, your OS/2 management workstation, and maybe 

even another network OS, all in one box. Your accounting office 

will love you. ♦ 

Why NetWare for 0S/2? 

W hy, we asked Jeffrey L. Turner, did Novell decide to 

create NetWare for OS/2? "Customer demand," was 
his answer. 

Turner, a Novell product line manager at the company's 

Provo, Utah, headquarters, said that NetWare for OS/2 is 

already getting a "very warm" reception, especially in some 

market segments such as the banking community. 

Novell thinks that NetWare for OS/2 is exactly right for 

the branch office environment, a worksitewhere 12 to 15 peo

ple may have to share a network, while at the same time com

municating with an IBM mainframe or needing access to an 

application server. In an environment such as this, the Net

W are server and an OS/2-based communications server could 

exist on the same machine. Likewise, the server could support 

a SQ1, database manager, either on OS/2 or on NetWare. 

"This allows them to leverage their hardware investment," 

Turner explains. 

Reading between the lines, Novell apparently sees other 

IBM sites as well as OS/2 users moving to Net Ware for OS/2. 

Turner noted that he expects the stand-alone version ofNet

Ware 4.01 to be the more popular version of the networking 

software, but NetWare for OS/2 is already, and increasingly, 

a popular product. ♦ 



CONNECTIVITY 

The Review Environment 

Reviewing a product such as NetWare for OS/2 requires 

an extraordinary test environment. While the product is 

capable of running on any OS/2-compatible computer with 

16MB of memory and 150MB of hard disk space, we want

ed to look at this product in the sort of environment that most 

companies would typically use. As a result, we tried two dif

ferent computers. At the low end, we used a Unisys PW2 

486/25 with 16MB and 150MB of hard disk. It's unlikely that 

any company would choose a computer with less horsepower 

than this, and ifit did, it'd be disappointed. At the high end, 

we installed NetWare for OS/2 on Zenith Data Systems' 

impressive Z-Server EX Model 450. 

While the Unisys serverworked adequately, it's the Z-Serv

er's performance that may convince you there is no perfor

mance penalty from a non-dedicated server. The Z-Server is 

designed to be a server rather than a workstation, and that 

approach is obvious throughout the computer. The hard disk 

bays, for example, are on the bottom of the computer, orient

ed so that they face sideways. This keeps SCSI cable runs short 

and reduces clutter, while at the same time making drive 

replacement a cinch. The computer was delivered with a sin

gle 550 megabyte fast SCSI-2 drive, and had room for seven 

more. 

There's more than just room for disk drives. The Zenith 

features ten EISA bus master slots for lots of expansion, it will 

support a full range of floppy drives, CD-ROM and tape dri

ves, and it has a whopping 384-watt power supply. The unit 

we used to test NetWare for OS/2 had an Intel 80486 DX 50 

processor and 32 megabytes of memory. The Z-Server will 

support up to 128MB of memory on the motherboard, and 

up to 384MB of memory using an optional expansion board. 

Preliminary tests suggest that this may be the fastest OS/2 

machine we've ever tested. Zenith has since upgraded this 

machine with a Pentium processor, and we're starting more 

thorough tests for a full review in a future issue. 

The OS/2-certified Z-Server EX Model 450 DE sells for 

$6,599.00. Contact Zenith Data Systems, 2150 East Lake 

Cook Road, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089. For more information, 

call 800-553-0331. ♦ 

The Pyramid/2 
The OS/2 Users' Bulletin Board Service 

Exclusively dedicated to OS/2 and its users, 
the Pyramid/2 offers: 

• On-line OS/2 Support Forums 
• Toe latest in OS/2: 

✓ Shareware, Freeware and Public Domain Programs 
✓ Hard-to-Find Device Drivers 
✓ Corrective Service Diskettes and Patches 
✓ System and Disk Utilities 
✓ Games 
✓ Graphics and Technical Programs 
✓ Communications and Networking Programs & Utilities 
✓ Programming Compilers, Utilities and Source Code 
✓ Documentation & Tricks and Tips 

Call The Pyramid/2 Today! 

BBS: (415) 494-7497 
FAX: (415) 856-6841 

Toe Pyramid/2 offers free basic memberships to all OS/2 users. 

Pyramid Communication Systems - P.O. Box 60075 - Palo Alto - CA- 94306 

Circle #163 

Just B l'x it to us! 
05/2 Professional is now hosting 

a new conference on SIX. 
Join os2.pro on SIX and you can 

talk back to us on a variety of topics: 

to.editors ...... for feedback on our features and reviews 

ossie .............. for the latest industry gossip 

events ........... .to check out the up-and-coming 
conferences 

tips ................ .to pass along your ideas and answer your 
questions 

news .............. with up-to-the-minute reports on this 
evolving industry 

hardware ..... where you can get information on systems 
and options 

software ....... where you can exchange views on the 
latest new 0S/2 apps 

code.cache .. .to retrieve Code Cache listings 

bit.bucket ..... a place to relax and chat about the 0S/2 
lifestyle 
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Relax! When you demand 
guaranteed no-break 
network rotection, 
l\,S)-Sf elivers ! 

You've made a considerable investment 
in your network . ..in dollars, effort and data. 
You want the peace of mind that 
comes with knowing your investment 
is being protected by the BEST 
in the UPS industry. Rest easy .. .it's 
not just our name that's BEST. 

The BEST Product Quality 
Our quality performance and 

reliability consistently outpace the competition, unit after unit. 

The BEST Technology 
Our engineers are_on the leading edge of power protection 

innovation. Our successes have been acclaimed for superior 
design and performance. 

The BEST Customer Service 
Only BEST offers 24 hour, 365 day a year free phone 

support and a lifetime surge suppression warranty that 
covers both our circuitry and the protected equipment. You 
can rest assured, because we guarantee: No Dissatisfied 
Customers. 
The BEST performance. 
All of BEST's UPS products have on-board computers. 

That means they adapt to your site's power conditions, 
for superior performance. 

800-356-5794 
Ext. 4798 

Advanced On-Line Uninterruptible Power 

■ Genuine "no-break" 
power systems. 

■ Five comprehensive levels 
of protection available. 

■ Intelligent and interactive 
systems. 

■ Suitable for any network 
application. 

■ 24-hour service and 
support for life. 

■ FREE system warranty 
up to two years. 

■ On-site servicing 
available. 

■ Interface options 
forOS/2. 

■ See what we mean by the 
BEST? For the full story, 
and for real peace of 
mind, this is the BEST 
number you can call, 

800-356-5794 
Ext. 4798 

Best Power Technology Incorporated 
Peace of Mind 

Telephone: (608) 565-7200 Ext. 4798 · Fax: (608) 565-2221 · P.O.Box 280 Necedah, WI 54646 Circle#174 
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MARKETLINE 
Product News far the OS/2 User 

SCOOPS 

Ferengi has arrived 
A mere 20 minutes after OS/2 As a result, installation requires Surprisingly, our initial tests although our systems used 
2.1 for Windows (aka Feren- six fewer diskettes (notably, show that Windows applica- Super-VGA Windows 3.11 

gi) was delivered to Min- the same number of diskettes tions run faster on OS/2 for drivers, Windows for OS/2 
neapolis, Minnesota, area used by Windows itself). Windows than with WIN- configured all test systems 

Egghead stores, OS/2 Prefes- Oddly, installation time OS/2. Most applications gain with VGA-resolution, thus 

sional became the first buyer runs up to 20 minutes longer a slight performance edge creating an odd-looking initial 
of this new OS/2 variant in than OS/2 2.1 despite fewer under native Windows 3.1, screen (the high resolution 
the Twin Cities. Due to press disks. Nevertheless, users who although one notable excep- configuration remains intact 
schedules, the short lead time plan to Dual Boot between tion, a complex CorelDRA W when switching back to 
left little leeway for exhaustive OS/2 and DOS will save disk document, ran more than DOS). Also, Ferengi still 
testing, but we did notice a space and configuration time twice as fast with OS/2 for exhibits some of the odd 
few interesting items. when adding new Windows Windows. Corel president behaviors ofOS/2 itself, such 

OS/2 for Windows is applications to their systems Michael Cowpland recently as overlapping shutdown mes-

essentially a version ofOS/2 (unlike WIN-OS/2, a pro- told OS/2 Week that Corel- sage windows. 

2.1 that does not include gram installed in OS/2 for DRAW can run 12 percent All things considered, if 
WIN-OS/2 (the custom- Windows will be available in faster in Ferengi. you run mostly Windows 
tailored variant of Windows DOS/Windows and vice We've also run into a few apps, OS/2 for Windows just 
3.1 for OS/2 2.1). Instead, the versa). As such, Windows for quirks. The Windows session might be a better OS/2 than 
system uses an existing copy of OS/2 is best suited for will not exit properly on OS/2. For OS/2 and DOS 
Microsoft Windows 3.1 that machines that run primarily another system (but will close shops, standard OS/2 2.1 may 
resides on the target machine. Windows applications. from the Task List). Secondly, still be the best option. 

New Products 
OS/2 on the shop floor 
Intec Controls Corp. is enter
ing the OS/2 market with a 

new family of factory monitor 

and control products collec

tively known as Paragon 
TNT. The client/server mod
ules, including a man
machine interface, an operator 
interface client machine, and a 

continuous strategy server, can 
be configured to specific 

needs. Since the modules are 
portable, the ease of use is 

enhanced as a company 
changes shape and direction. 

Paragon TNT ranges in price 

from $1,500 to $15,000 
depending on the configura

tion. Intec Controls Corpora
tion, 55 West Street, Wal

pole, MA 02081, (508) 660-
1221, fax (508) 660-2374. 

. . 
. . . . . . 

·7i5:· 
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New AM products 
Some challenging manage
ment issues can be addressed 
using AM Harvest and AM/5, 
two new products from Intel
ligent Environments. For 
users within a development 
team, AM/Harvest eases the 
complexities of shared and re
used code by tracking changes 
within the AM (Applications 
Manager) development envi
ronment. It also documents an 
entire AM application so that 
a programmer can determine 
the impact of the changes. 
AM/5 is an upgrade release of 
the flagship product from 
Intelligent Environments. 
The new release addresses the 
new trend towards object-ori
ented programming by allow
ing programmers to join 
together new and existing 

MARKETLINE 

.. 
Serylces Qplions !:!elp 

_______ Called By ______ _ 

o DI SPLAY FO RM : Sta nd ard Co ntaine r -
Sym Description 

-FORM-

Procedures Calle d __ !:: 
+- J 

Form ListBox/Container 
Form Button, Groupbox Text 
Form Output Fleld/MLE 
Form Table/Array Index 

o Vi+ 1#•J;lti:J;UI4itttttitffliittfif.\Ut414ll 
o a+ CTR: Dropl1t na ble r Event (- >) 
o lo.'+ CTR Event: Standard Container [- >] 

Listbox/Container Length 
Expression 

______ Variable Effects _ _ _ ~ 

Form Expression 
(Groupbox/Listbox/Checkbox .. 
Form Entry-field 
Form Title 

o <llll> CtrCtl(ll).1O 
o +o CtrCll{ll) .TitleS 
00!!! Ctr{II} 
o .m Ctr{ll} .DescriplionS 
o Ctr{ll}.lconS 
o @! Ctr{ll} .TextS 

Pr~vlous ~earch ... 

code modules. AM/Harvest 
costs $5,000 per server and is 
currently available. AM/5 will 
be available for OS/2 in 
March and upgrades are free 
to current AM users. Pricing 
is not yet determined but will 

~)t - Function Parameter 
Form Listbox/Conlainer Colu 
Read Only by Module 

- Write Only by Module 
RcadMrite by Module -

f orward 

not exceed $8,400 per devel
oper, including one year of 
technical support and 
upgrades. Intelligent Environ
ments, 2 Highwood Drive, 
Tewksbury, MA 01876, (508) 
640-1080, fax (508) 640-1090. 

SYJI?p~}~k}JS 
recovery password protection. 
Sytos Rebound costs $99. 
Sytron Corporation, 134 
Flanders Road, Westboro, 
MA 01581, (508) 898-0100, 
fax (508) 898-2677. 

Sytron releases 
Sytron Corporation has re
leased Sytos Scheduler, a Pre
sentation Manager scheduling 
utility, and Sytos Repro, a 
duplication utility that builds 
new OS/2 systems from back
up media. Sytos Repro is aimed 
at the corporate marketplace, 
especially system administra -
tors and integrators who build 
multiple systems of the same 
configuration. Sytos Sched
uler sells for $ 70 before Jan. 

t 
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1st, and $99 thereafter. Sytos 
Repro's pricing is based on the 
number of systems to be built, 
starting at $295 for five sys

tems. Sytos Plus for OS/2, a 
DOS network backup system, 
comes pre-bundled with the 
purchase of the Repro unlim
ited pack. In addition, Sytron 
announced a new version of 
Sytos Rebound, a disaster re
covery facility for OS/2. The 
new version, 1.2, includes a 
non-copy-protected disk and 

Just ask ASK 
ASK VisionPro and ASK 
Qyery and Reporting Tools 
are now available for OS/2 
Presentation Manager. The 
character-based application 
tools from the ASK Group 
allow users to add GUis with
out additional programming. 
ASK VisionPro is an applica
tion generator that unites a 
visual interface, a 4GL, test
ing facilities, and automatic 
code generator. ASK Qyery 
and Reporting Tools are used 
to develop ad hoc query and 
reporting tools. The products 
will ship this month. Vision
Pro for OS/2 PM costs $650. 

The Qyery and Reporting 
Tools cost $400. The ASK 
Group, Inc., 1080 Marina 
Village Parkway, Box 4026, 
Alameda, CA 94501-1095, 
(800) 446-4737, fax (510) 
748-2545. 

Walk this way 
Footprint Software is now 
shipping Footprint Works for 
OS/2, a 32-bit multi-module 
works application. Footprint 
Works offers five modules: 
word processing, spreadsheet, 
data filer, charting, and report 
writing. The product is priced 
at $149. Footprint Software, 
53 Yonge Street, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada M5E 1J3, 
(800) 465-8470, fax (416) 
860-1780. 

IBM networking 
suite 
IBM has a suite of new net
work access products. The 
8235 Traveler is a remote 
access solution that provides 
support for asynchronous con
nectivity. The Traveler costs 
$4,200 for Token Ring envi
ronments and $3,255 for Eth
ernet, and is currently ship
ping. A new card, the IBM 
WaveRunner Digital Modem, 
provides an ISDN connection 
to a PC at a speed of up to 
64kbps. Priced at $545 for the 
ISA bus and $575 for the 
Microchannel version, the 

product will be available in 
January 1994. A third product 
is the NetWorkDoor/2, a 
computing environment that 
manages OS/2-based LANs. 
The software is used to create, 
expand, operate, and use an 
integrated LAN system. Net
Door costs $550 per server. 
Also newly available is LAN 



Distance, a remote access soft
ware package. IBM, (800) 
426-2255. 

Image catalogue 
Media Cybernetics, a Silver 
Spring, Maryland-based com

pany, is shipping HALO 

Corel expands OS/2 
Rumors that Corel Corpora -
tion is pulling out of the OS/2 
market are unfounded. 

Indeed, the company is 

expanding its involvement 
with OS/2, according to an 
interview with Corel Presi
dent Michael Cowpland first 
reported in OS/2 Week. The 
current version of Corel
DRAW for OS/2 remains 

2.5. The company did cancel 
plans for version 4, but only to 
allow it time to create a com

mon API for cross-platform 
development, according to 
Cowpland. 

CorelDRA W 5.0 is expect
ed next year, with the Windows 
version scheduled for a May 
rollout and the OS/2 version 
to be released some three 
months later. Users will find a 
powerful graphics tool in the 

product because Ventura Pub
lisher will be merged into 

CorelDRAW. Porting Ventura 
to OS/2 is already underway. 

Corel sources confirmed 
that for the time being, Win -
dows development will come 
first because of the larger 
installed base. But Cowpland 
says he has become increas
ingly confident about the 
OS/2 marketplace. "Corel-

MARKETLINE 

Imaging Library for OS/2, a 
series of routines used to read 
and manage image files. The 
application is useful for desk
top publishing or other sys
tems that involve manipulat
ing graphics files in most stan
dard formats including TIFF, 

JGP, and PICT. Media 
Cybernetics plans to release 
the next version of the prod
uct, called Advanced Imaging 
Library, in Q1 of 1994. The 
Q1 upgrade is designed for 
more scientific applications 
such as building an application 

News 
DRAW 4in Windows will 
run 12 percent faster in Feren
gi [OS/2 for Windows] than 
it does in just plain Windows. 
The performance is actually 
the same for either Ferengi or 
OS/2 2.1, but Ferengi is less 
expensive." 

Ambra begins to 
preload OS/2 
Ambra Computer Corp., a 
subsidiary of IBM reporting 
to the IBM PC division, has 
agreed to preload OS/2 on re
quest. Until now, Ambra 
computers have shipped with 
DOS and Windows factory 
preloaded. Not surprisingly, 
that has been a source of some 
consternation to IBM PSP 
officials, who contacted senior 
Ambra executives some weeks 
ago. 

Ambra marketing director 
Craig Conrad stated in an 
interview with 0S/2 Week that 
the decision to preload on 
request was not based on pres
sure from Austin, but rather 
on genuine market demand 
following the successful 
launch of the Am bra line sev
eral months ago. The line 
offers more than a dozen high 
performance models, includ
ing the 66 MHz "Blue Light
ening" model which sports the 

IBM-designed 486 DLC 
processor. 

Conrad reports that Ambra 
did not preload OS/2 initially 
because "we are targeting 
the Gateway and Zeos market. 
Right now they aren't bundling 
OS/2. But the small to medi
um companies we are selling 
told us they wanted OS/2. So 
we made the decision." 

At press time no starting 
date for the program was 
known, but senior executives 
declared, "It's a priority." The 
company will continue to fac
tory preload DOS and Win
dows automatically. 

Microsoft upgrades 
SQL Server for OS/2 
In early November, Microsoft 
began shipping version 4.2b of 
SQJ., Server for OS/2. The 
upgrade adds a number of fea
tures including SQJ., Object 
Manager, SQJ., Administra
tor, Network Integration Kit 
technology, revised documen
tation, and a troubleshooting 
guide. This would bring the 
product's features set more 
closely in line with Microsoft 
SQJ., Server for Microsoft 
NT. Microsoft will make a 
pitch to current SQJ., Server 
for OS/2 users to migrate to 
"the higher performance 

used for counting cells under a 
microscope. The Imaging 
Library costs $599 for a single 
user workstation. Media 
Cybernetics, 8484 Georgia 
Avenue, Suite 200, Silver 
Spring, MD 20910, (301) 
495-3305, fax (301) 495-5964. 

Microsoft SQJ., Server for 
Windows NT," which it said 
is fully compatible with its 
OS/2 product. Current users 
can get the SQJ., Server for 
OS/2 upgrade for $199; migrat
ing to the NT product requires 
a license exchange fee of$995. 

Free FileWorks 
UntilJan. 1, 1994, Lorill 
Technologies, Inc., is offering 
a free copy of File Works ver
sion 2.0. File Works is an 
OS/2 data file editor for 
MicroFocus and Btrieve files. 
The software, valued at $199, 
is used by developers in order 
to create, edit, browse, and 
print data while viewing 
COBOL. (813) 377-5430. 

Proportional offers 
compression test 
Proportional Software, the 
developer ofDCF/2, is offer
ing OS/2 2.1 users a compres
sion test utility that can be 
used to determine what the 
results of implementing 
DCF/2 disk compression 
would be. The free utility is 
available on a variety of elec
tronic bulletin boards (on 
CompuServe, GO 
OS2A VEN, and download 
dcatl0.exe from section 6) or 
through the company. (800) 
666-4672. ♦ 
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RQj:]iTM -ware 
Putting You in Control 

ForOS/2 2.x 

VisPro/ REXX features the inherent advantages of 
Presentation Manager, the 0S/ 2 2.x Workplace Shell, the 
Common User Access (CUA) '91 user interface and the 
REXX programming language. 

(!7 VisPto/RO(X tayuut View C;\flS Design 

Your Layout 

VisPro/ REXX offers easy access to 0S/ 2 programming 
features , including buttons, lists, sliders, charts, business 
graphics, DB2/ 2, APPC and HLLAPI. 

Best of all , you don 't have to be a REXX expert to use 
VisPro/ R.EXX: the drag and drop programming feature 
creates the REXX statements for you . 

Drag and 

1o Drop to 

Build Your 

Program 

With VisPro/ REXX, you can quickly develop OS/2 CUA ·91 
applications, build client se1vcr programs and gencrate a 
single .EXE file of your mastcrpicce for royalty-frcc distribution. 

UNLEASH YOUR POWER TODAY! 

$299 $99 
Introductory Price Bronze Edition 

Visl'n1 REX.Xis :.t lr.:tdt·marl,; of 11(>1.-k\\":ul'. lnrnrpor.1tl'd 

OS 2. l>B2 2. (TA ;ind \X'orkpl:trt· Shdl ;trt· rq.\islt·rt,1 trJdt·n1.1rk., of lntl'm;uion;1[ Bu:-.int·:-.., .\bdiine., Corporaticm 

r;. 199j Hock\X'an_•, lnrnrpor;Jtt•d. All righh rt'St'r.l'd 



Getting Started in OS/2 REXX 

R 
EXX is an easy to learn yet powerful program

ming language included with every copy of 

OS/2. While it is certainly possible to use the 

operating system without it, learning to customize oper

ations using this simple but potent language will increase 

substantially the power and control you have available. 

This column will help you get started with REXX, 

delve into the REXX OS/2 Utility extensions, including 

Workplace Shell (WPS) Object manipulation, and issue 

and control OS/2 commands from your REXX pro

grams. As part of our tutorial, we'll help you produce a 

working program that reads through CONFI G .SYS and 

creates a backup, creates a WPS folder, shadow and pro

gram objects, and executes OS/2 commands. 

If you think REXX is simply OS/2's replacement 

batch facility for DOS, think again . This common 

misconception is fueled by the file name similarity of 

OS/2 batch files and REXX programs (both use .CMD 

as the extension). Furthermore, you can convert many 

DOS batch files (.BAT) to OS/2 batch files simply by 

changing the extension to .CMD. (However, convert

ing the files to REXX programs requires at least one 

more step: a REXX file must start with a comment line 

such as /* A standard REXX Comment */.) But if you 

really want to take advantage ofREXX, you will need to 

learn the language. 

OS/2's REXX is an interpreted language rather than 

a compiled language. The REXX interpreter converts 

each statement from its source language into machine 

language and immediately executes the command. In 

contrast, compiled languages such as C convert all of the 

lines into machine language before executing the pro

gram. These converted programs frequently use the 

.EXE file extension. 

In spite of the performance penalty associated with 

interpretation during execution, OS/2's REXX is sur-

BY TONY PEREIRA 

LISTING 1 

A SIMPLE REXX PROGRAM 

/* REXX Interpreter invoked by a comment being the first 

statement*/ 

/* Additional comments document the program*/ 

Say "We ' ll be learning enough REXX to get started!" 

Say Please enter your OS2 boot drive name? 'e.g. C:' 

Pull BootDrive 

If BootDrive =''then 

say 'Not going to "play" our game, eh?' 

else 

say "Thanks! You are indicating OS/2 is on the" BootDrive 

"drive." 

Exit/* Exit ends the program immediately*/ 

LISTING 2 

ADDITIONAL IF ... THEN ... ELSE EXAMPLES 

If {cost+ expenses) > price then say 'Reduce Expenses' 

If BattingAvg < . 300 then call BattingPractice 

Else Say 'Take the day off!' 

Eitheror 1 

If EitherOr then do; a=b+c ; call FirstTime; end; 

Else EitherOr=0 

a= 10 

b 5 

answer 'YES' 

LISTING 3 

CONDITIONAL EXPRESSIONS 
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CODE CACHE 

condition= a< b /* condition=0 or false*/ 

condition= a> b /* condition=l or true *I 

condition= a>= b /* condition=l or true *I 

condition= (answer= 'NO') 

/* condition=0 or false, parentheses not required/* 

condition= (a>= b) & (answer= 'YES') 

/* condition=0. parentheses not required/* 

LISTING 4 

FILLING AN ARRAY WITH RANDOM NUMBERS 

DO a= 1 to 10 

array.a= Random() 

/* Random() is a built-in REXX Function 

evaluated here as a random whole number*/ 

say array.a 

END 

LISTING 5 

AL TEAING FLOW OF A DO LOOP 

DO FOREVER 

If okay= 1 then ITERATE 

ELSE SIGNAL labelname 

END 

labelname: 

/* labels are names followed by a colon(:) */ 
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prisingly fast. REXX gets performance edge through a 

trick: The first time you run a REXX program, the inter

preter stores a tokenized version of the program in the 

file's extended attributes. It's like a partial compile that 

improves the execution speed for subsequent runs. You'll 

find that working with an interpreter really simplifies 

learning the language by encouraging exploration 

through trial and error. 

As you build your first program, you can create and 

modify the file with the text editor or word processor of 

your choice. For demonstration purposes, I selected the 

OS/2 Enhanced Editor (EPM.EXE) found in OS/2's 

Productivity folder. 

As many professional programmers have discovered, 

OS/2's multitasking provides a powerful development 

environment. Like the pros, you can run both the editor 

and a test window simultaneously. To begin, start an 

OS/2 window Command Prompt for your test session. 

For best viewing while editing and testing, split your 

screen into two horizontal windows. Place the Editor 

window at the top of the screen and the Command 

Prompt window below it-you'll be able to view your 

source code at the same time you run your tests. 

To write your first REXX program, type Listing 1 in to 

the editor and save it as FIRST.CMD. After saving, 

don't close the editor! Instead, move to the command 

prompt window, change the directory, and enter the pro

gram name: FIRST. If you typed everything correctly, 

the program should produce the output displayed in Fig

ure 1 (See page 76). IfREXX:returned an error message, 

the error will reference a line number in your program. 

(Most editors identify the line number where the cursor 

is positioned. If you're using EPM, check the status line 

at the bottom of the window). 

If you don't find a problem in the reported line, check 

the preceding line, which can sometimes cause the 

infraction. Many errors stem from unbalanced quotes 

(a missing open or close quotation mark). Forgetting 

the opening comment is another common error. 

As you find and fix errors, you simply save the changes 

(F2 with EPM), bring the Command Prompt window 

to the foreground, and re-execute. Make changes and 

re-execute often! Learning by trial and error is one of the 

benefits ofworkingwith an interpreter like OS/2 REXX. 
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LISTING 6 

THE COMPLETE PROGRAM FOR LISTING AND 
BACKING UP CONFIG.SYS. 

/* REXX Interpreter invoked by a comment being the first 

statement*/ 

/* Additional comments document the program*/ 

Say "We'll be learning enough REXX to get started ! " 

Say Please enter your OS2 boot drive name? 'e.g. C:' 

Pull BootDrive 

If BootDrive =''then 

say 'Not going to "play" our game, eh?' 

else 

say "Thanks! You are indicating OS/2 is on the" BootDrive 

"drive." 

/* Read each statement in Config . Sys 

and display on the screen*/ 

index=0 /* Initialize an array index*/ 

Do until lines(BootDrive"\config.sys") = 0 

index=index+l 

EachLine.index=linein(BootDrive"\config.sys") 

Say EachLine.index 

rc=Lineout(BootDrive'\ConfigBK.sys', EachLine . index) 

End 

EachLine.0 = index 

I* Convention to remember an array size 

Save the# of entries in the . 0 entry *I 

rc=Lineout(BootDrive'\ConfigBK.sys') 

I* "Close" the file*/ 

Exit/* Exit ends the program immediately*/ 

--Top of FNe = 
I• RfXX Interpreter Invoked by a comment being the first statement tt/ 
I• Additional comments documen1 the program•/ 
Say "We11 be lea...nlng enough REXX to get startedr 
Say Please enter yotW 0S2 boot drive name? 'e.g. C:' 
Pull BootOrlve 
II BootOrlve • " then say 'Hot going to "play" our game. eh?' 
else say "Thanks! You are Indicating osn ts on the" BootDrlve "drive." 

Exit /• Eidt ends the pl"Ogram Immediately •I 

Figure 1 
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A Guided Tour 
In addition to the required initial comment, you may 

include commented text anywhere within a REXX pro

gram. Whenever REXX sees a / • it stops interpreting 

until after the next*/. Through liberal use of comments, 

you can document your programming with descriptive 

text that will simplify later modifications and debugging. 

The two lines after the comments include Say instruc

tions. Say instructions display character strings on your 

monitor. The text will be converted to UPPER CASE 

unless you enclose the string in quotes or apostrophes. 

Use quotes (") to enclose strings that contain apostro

phes (') and vice versa. In addition to designating text in 

a Say statement, apostrophes and quotes also isolate 

strings from variables (more about variables later). 

The Pull instruction tells REXX to wait for input 

from the keyboard. The user then keys in any string of 

text and completes the string with the enter key. REXX 

places the string into the argument(s) following the Pull 

instruction. In the example, the argument is the variable 

named BootDrive. 

Most programs act on user input by comparing the 

data to an anticipated answer. This is done through com

parison expressions (such as BootDrive = ") that evalu

ate to either 1 or O (true or false, respectively). 

Comparison expressions usually lie within flow con

trol statements. The If ... Then ... Else ... construct is the 

most common form of flow control. The statement fol

lowing Then executes whenever the comparison evalu

ates to 1. In the example, the program checks whether 

the value is null (i.e., the question was not answered). If 

no answer was given, the program prints Not going to 

"play" our game, eh? 

You may optionally include an Else statement that 

executes if the answer is false. In the example, if the 

answer is not null, the program assumes it really is a cor

rect value and prints Thanks! You are indicating OS/2 

is on the C drive (or whichever drive letter the user 

entered in place ofC:). REXX inserts the drive letter by 

referencing the variable BootDrive. Note that within 

the Say instruction the two literal strings are each 

enclosed in quotes; however, BootDrive has no sur

rounding quotes. This construct lets you display variable 
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information in meaningful sentences. The additional If ... 

Then ... Else examples in Listing 2 highlight variations of this very 

commonly used instruction sequence. 

Variables 
What if you want to expand your program's abilities to include 

simple arithmetic and repeated loops? To track quantities (user

specified numbers and iterations through a loop) you will use a 

variable-a label or symbol to which REXX assigns a value. 

Unless overridden with an assignment operation, the REXX 

interpreter initially evaluates a name as the upper case characters 

of the name. Technically it is not yet a variable. Thus, the sim

ple statement: Say AnyThingAtAll will print ANYTHING

AT ALL on the screen. 

In all cases, except when it is used within a comparison ex

pression, REXX interprets = as the assignment operator. You 

may assign either text strings or numbers to a variable: Any

ThingAtAll ='Variable information' or Any ThingAtAll = 10. 

In the former case, Say AnyThingAtAll would print Variable 

information; in the latter case it would print 10. You can com-

bine text, variables, and expressions within a Say statement to 

your heart's content. Following the assignment to 10, a simple 

Say "10 minus 3 is:" AnyThingAtAll - 3 would print 10 minus 

3is: 7. 

REXX accepts almost anything as a variable name so long as 

you follow a few simple rules: 

1. Do not use a numeral or a period as the first character of the 

name. 

2. Do not use more than 250 characters in the name. 

3. Within the limits of rules 1 and 2, use any of the following 

characters: alphabetic characters a through z; Numerals 0-9; 

and the characters . ! ? and _. 

Variable names are not case sensitive; hence, REXX evaluates 

both aBcD and AbCD as the same name. 

Simple Arithmetic, Logical Expressions, 
and Loop Processing 

For your initial forays into RE:XX, a few simple arithmetic rules 

will suffice. You can find a precise definition of the arithmetic 

facilities in Chapter 6 of the REXX Reference Manual (which 

Do your object systems talk 
to each other, or just to 

II) 
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can be ordered from IBM as Manual# SlOG-6268). 

l. Numbers are character strings. They may have an optional dec

imal point and sign(+ or-): 10,48.03, -.003. You may include 

the letter E to designate exponential notation (e.g., 2.07E4). 

2. Leading and trailing blanks are allowed but ignored. - .003,' -

.003 ', and - 0.003 all evaluate to the same number. 

3. The NUMERIC DIGITS instruction sets the maximum 

number of significant digits. RE:XX uses 9 significant digits by 

default (e.g., 8 / 9 is 0.888888889). NUMERIC DIGITS 10 

would change the setting to 10 significant digits. 

4. RE:XX supports the following arithmetic operators: addition 

( + ), subtraction (-), multiplication (*), division (/), power (**), 

prefix plus (+),prefix minus(-), integer divide(%), and remain

der (//). You have probably used most of these, with the pos

sible exception of the integer divide and remainder operators. 

The integer divide returns only the integer part of a divide: 10 

% 3 returns 3. The remainder returns only the remainder por

tion of a division operation: 10 // 3 returns 1. 

5. Trailing zeros are preserved after all arithmetic operations 
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except division and power, which remove trailing zeros (e.g., 

5.30 + 10 returns 15.30, not 15.3). 

6. Arithmetic operations follow standard precedence rules: first 

evaluated are prefix operators ( +,-),followed by power, multi

ply and divide, and finally addition and subtraction. Ties are 

broken by left-to-right evaluation. You may further alter the 

order of operations by enclosing a portion within parentheses 

(which evaluate immediately). Thus 3*7+4 is 25 (not 33), 

3**2**3 is 729 (not 6,561), and (3 + 5) * 7 is 56. 

Comparison Operators 
The sample program uses the = comparison operator to alter the 

sequence or logical flow of the program. The basic comparison 

operators are equal to (=),greater than(>), less than (<),and not(\). 

RE:XX recognizes many combinations of these basic symbols for 

more advanced operators, among them less than or equal to ( <=), 

not equal to(\=), and strictly equal to ( == ). 

RE:XX supports a total of18 comparison operators. To further 

extend their utility, you can compound comparison expressions 

with the logical operators and(&), or (I), and exclusive or(&&). 
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All such expressions evaluate to either O or 1. See Listing 3 for 

some examples of conditional expressions. In addition to the 

If ... Then ... Else structure, conditionals may be used within the 

conditional Do loops: Do While and Do Until. 

Loop Processing 
Do loops provide the basic structure for repeating a group of 

instructions in REXX. REXX offers several variations on the 

basic Do value End. The following loop between Do and End 

will execute ten times: 

a=2 

DOlO 

a=a *2 

saya 

END 

This Do loop will display the following sequence of numbers: 

4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512,1024,2048 
Alternatively, you may use a variable as both the loop controller 

and an index into an array variable. Listing 4 fills the array a with 

random numbers. 
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Do While is one of the most useful variations of the Do 

instruction. Simply code a conditional expression following 

While. The loop will execute while the condition remains true. 

For reverse thinkers, there's also Do Until. Now the loop will ter

minate when the expression becomes true (or in other words, con

tinue to execute on a false expression). In the following example, 

you could substitute Until a>= c for While a< c: 

a=lO 

b=lO0 

c= 1000 

Do While a< c 

a=a+b 

saya 

END 

A few extra instructions add further control to your Do loops. 

Iterate will force REXX to skip to the End statement (at which 

point it will loop again or return to the first instruction of the 

loop). Signal will cause program execution to jump to a labeled 

line. You would typically use Signal to jump out of a Do Forev-
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er loop, which would otherwise execute continuously (Exit will 

also break out of a Do Forever loop). See Listing 5 for a proto

type Do Forever with an Iterate and Signal instruction. 

1/0 Operations 
REXX provides a number of functions that return system-gen

erated values. We will use three functions that perform I/O oper

ations: LINEIN{filename) which reads a line from a file, LINE

OUT{filename), which writes a line to a file, and LINES{file

name) which acts as an end-of-file indicator. Notice that 

functions have a function name immediately followed by an open 

parenthesis. Atypically, REXX will not allow a space between the 

function name and the parenthetical expression. 

The value ofLINES(filename) is either 1 (more lines are avail

able) or 0 (end of file). Use LINES as the condition of a Do loop 

to read through an entire file. The variable .filename should spec

ify a fully qualified file name (complete drive, path, and name). 

You can use LINEIN with the assignment operator to tem

porarily store lines from a file. lineString = LINEIN(tilename) 

reads a line from the file and places a single record (line) into the 
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variable lineString. You may then alter the string or simply pass 

it along to the screen or another file. 

Should you decide to write the line out to another file, a 

statement such as rc=LINEOUT(filename, lineString) will 

write the data string in the variable lineString to the specified file. 

Note the variable re. LINEOUT returns either a O or 1 after com

pletion: 0 indicates successful completion and 1 indicates 

an error. 

We now have enough REXX tools to list CONFIG.SYS on 

the screen or write a backup copy to a new file (in the next issue 

we'll modify the copy of CONFIG.SYS). Listing 6 contains a 

complete program that incorporates the original prompts from 

Listing l. When you save and execute the modified program, you 

will see the contents ofCONFIG.SYS appear before your eyes. 

Note the Do loop in Listing 6. Unlike the simple Do loops 

shown earlier, we have used a separate line within the body of the 

loop to act as the counter (index=index+l). This lets us execute 

the loop without predetermining the line count in 

CONFIG.SYS. 

We create a unique holding area for each line through the 

EachLine.index structure. The index portion simply creates a 

unique identifier for each line (the number of the line). EachLine 

thus becomes an array that has one element for each line for the 

CONFIG.SYS file. Note that the program also writes a backup 

copy of the file (named CONFIGBK.SYS) as it displays the file 

on the screen. Finally, REXX closes the file when LineOut exe

cutes with only a file name in the function call (in truth, it simply 

repositions file processing to line 1, enabling the file to be read). 

There are many other instructions and built-in functions in the 

REXX language. In future issues we'll explore the REXX OS/2 

Utility functions, and how to obtain important system informa

tion and create and manipulate objects in OS/2's Workplace 

Shell. In the meantime, I encourage you to explore the docu

mentation and try as many new REXX functions as pos

sible to gain more familiarity with this powerful programming 

language. ♦ 

An OS/2 Professional in his own right, Tony Pereira is president of the 

consulting.firm Clear & Simple, Inc. He is an active OS/2 developer, 
educator, consultant, and entrepreneur. His popular OS/2 product 
"PERFORMANCE 2.1 -A Tuning Kit far OS/2" is written entire

ly in RE.XX. 

Cl>jects +--tn, 
Database Class Library 

Inherit The Powerrn 

Database Access The \\ay It 
\\'as Intended. A collection of powerful , 
easy to use database classes that provide complete 
access to SQL aml non-SQL databases: 

Oracle Sybase 
SQL Server Ingres 
IHfonnix DB2/2 
DDCS/2 Netware SQL 
Watcom SQL SQLBase 
Btrievc DB2/6000 

The Ob,jeci-Orienied 
\pproach. o longer are you restricted to 
the lowest common denominator factor when 
developing database applications. Stop using 
simple generic C APis. Inherit the power now. 
Access database specific features with powerful 
C+ + classes. No more embedded SQL or 
precompilers. Realize more flexibility than ever 
before. 

\lulti-Platform Support (16 
and 32 bit). Whether you use 08/2, ~ IX, 
DOS, \Vindows or T, SQL Objects++ 
Database Class Library is designed to take 
advantage of your native environment. Most 
major C/C + + compilers supported. 

NO RISK and XO ROYA1;r11~s. 
Use it for 30 days. If you're not satisfied, return 
it for a full refund. Order today. Prices begin at 
$2-±9. 

Graphical 
Software 
Interfaces, Inc. 

47 Stonewall Street Cartersville, GA 30120 
Sales: (800) 876-6585 
(404) 382-6585 fax (404) 382-6374 

SQL Objects++ and lnheril The J>o..., e r are trademarh of Graphical Soft\\arc Interface-,, Inc. 
All company and product names are lmdernarks or re~istered tradcmarh of their rt·...,pcdct! 
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Are you still doing things the old fashioned way? 
Your software has to keep pace with the ever 
evolving needs of your users. That is why 
you need Updatelt! Updatelt! compares 
your old and new versions, extracts the 
changes from the new version, and loads 
them into a change file. This is 
automatically executed against any old 
version that your clients are using. It is that 
automatic. It is that simple. Updatelt! saves 
you time and money and gets your end users 
up and running in record time. 

Updatelt! is more than just a patch. Unlike 
the outdated patch products presently 
available, you do not need mt1mate 
knowledge of the base file or a thorough 
understanding of the patch. There is no need 
to do all that work to create one patch for 
only one specific file. With Updatelt!, you 
can effortlessly create a whole new version 
of your software in a fraction of the time, 
with minimal effort. 

Updatelt! Saves You Time 
C) Easy to use 
C) One-step update of your directory tree 
C) Automatically changes your user's files 

C) Works on any file 

Updatelt! Saves You Money 
$ One version for DOS, Windows & OS/2 
$ You use less diskettes 
$ Your electronic transfers are short 
$ It's royalty free 

Updatelt! Gives You All This ... 
✓CUA Style Interface 
✓Native Support for DOS, Windows, and OS/2 
✓Optional Password Protection 
✓ Automatic Change File Encryption 
✓Binary File Difference Utility 
✓Fastest Update Available 

✓File Compression Utility 

✓Mouseable Interface 

PLUS ... Updatelt! can compare and create a change file for your entire system. Multiple 
files (.EXE, .DOC, .DBF, .COM, etc.) are automatically updated in a single execution. 

Order today and get up to date with ............ Update/ti 
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ONLY$249 
VOICE: 800-926-4551 / 215-443-9705 
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TIPS AND TECHNIQUES 

I f there's one thing a personal comput

er must do well, it's word processing. 

OS/2's unique features take word 

processing to a higher level. It should 

come as no surprise that three full

function word processing applications 

are now available on OS/2: DeScribe, 

version 4.0; WordPerfect for OS/2, 

version 5 .2 ( the end of the line for their 

native OS/2 development); and Ami 

Pro for OS/2, version 3.0. These appli

cations each have different strengths, 

but all three share a common benefit: 

They were written to exploit the OS/2 

operating system. 

OS/2 provides important advantages 

to applications through its ability to 
support multithreaded programs-pro

grams that run some tasks simultane

ously. All three word processors support 

the most obvious use of multithreading: 

printing as a separate task. While many 

operating systems support print spool

ing, you must still wait while the docu

ment fills the spooler-a process that 

can take several minutes for a long or 

complex document. Multithreading 

substantially reduces that delay and, in 

some cases, eliminates it altogether. 

But the advantages of an OS/2-based 

word processor are not confined to 

printing alone, or even to subjects relat

ed to OS/2's preemptive multitasking. 

OS/2's Templates concept and word

processing programs have a natural syn

ergy. Most users group their word pro

cessing work by style and purpose (let

ters, legal documents, proposals, and so 

forth). Templates let you specify the 

common elements once and use those 
styles repeatedly in many different doc

uments with a minimum of effort. 

The following three tips demonstrate 

the use ofOS/2 Templates for each of 

the OS/2-based word processors. 

BY GORDON SCOTT 

Change DeScribe's "layouts" 
into template objects. 

How to do it: 
• Open the Drives folder and locate the 

icon for the Describe directory. For 

example, if you installed Describe into 
the path D:\Describe, then you would 
find the Describe folder under the D: 
drive icon. Within the Describe folder 

you will find another folder (subdirec

tory) named Layouts. Layouts holds 

about a dozen pre-formatted files with 

names like Ltrhead, Memo, and Fax. 

• Locate the layout files in the Layouts 

subdirectory folder. 
• Select any one of the layout documents 

and open the Settings notebook for it. 

• Select the General tab in this docu
ment's Settings notebook. 

• Select the Template check box near 

the bottom of the page. 

• Close the notebook. 
• Repeat the last four steps with the 

other layout files you will use regularly. 

Use Ami Pro's sample 
document template to create 

pre-styled documents. 

How to do it: 
When you install Ami Pro, it creates a 

sample template for you in the Tem

plates folder. This template will help 

you quickly create and edit documents 

with pre-set styles and content. 

• Open the Templates folder. 

• Select the Template labeled "Ami Pro 

Document.Sam". 

• Press and hold mouse button 2 (the 

right button on a right-handed mouse). 

Notice that the mouse pointer turns into 
an Ami Pro icon. 

• Drag the icon to an open spot on the 

desktop, or into the folder of your 

choice. This creates a new file with its 

own pre-set styles for bullet lists, num-

bered lists, titles, subheadings, and 

more. 

• Rename the file by pressing the Alt key 

while clicking on the icon with mouse 

button 1 (the left button on a right

handed mouse). 

• Double click on the icon to load your 

new document into Ami Pro. 

Use templates from 
WordPerfect's internal 

Templates folder. 

How to do it: 
Rather than add further clutter to OS/2's 

burgeoning Templates folder, Word

Perfect 5.2 for OS/2 creates its own 

Templates folder with five basic docu

ment prototypes. You will find the 

WordPerfect Templates folder inside 

WordPerfect's main folder. You can 

quickly create a new document from 

any one of these boilerplates. 

• Open the WordPerfect Templates 

folder. 

•Select any one of the templates located 

in this folder. 

• Press and hold mouse button 2. Notice 

that the mouse pointer turns into a data 

file icon. 

• Drag the icon to an open spot in the 
folder, or onto the desktop. 

• Rename the file by pressing the Alt key 

while clicking on the icon with mouse 

button 1. 

• Double click on the icon to load your 

new file into WordPerfect. 

Use DeScribe's Data folder 
and tool bar for well-integrated 

drag-and-drop functions. 

How to do it: 
• Open the folder named Data in the 

folder labeled Describe 4.0 (DeScribe 

creates this folder on your desktop 

when you first install the program). 

• Start Describe. 
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• Resize the Describe window and the 
open Data folder so that both fit on the 
screen without overlapping. 

• Drag a Describe document from the 
Data folder and drop it on the insert 
icon on DeScribe's tool bar. (Notice 
that the focus never leaves the Data 
folder window. This lets you repeat the 
action without having to resurface 
the folder.) 

What this buys you: quick 
document operations. 
DeScribe's drag-and-drop functions let 
you drag icons from the Data folder 
onto key areas ofDeScribe's toolbar. 
Using this function you can quickly 
merge several documents into a larger 
single document. Furthermore, you can 
simultaneously print several documents 
without ever opening them. Once you 
start a print job in DeScribe you may 
immediately begin other word process-

TIPS & TECHNIQUES 

ing operations (such as editing a docu
ment or selecting another print run). 

Use WordPerfect's drag-and
drop features to add graphics 
or create tables from spread-

sheets quickly. 

How to do it: 
Spreadsheets: 
• Be sure the WordPerfect program icon 

is in view. 
• Locate a spreadsheet file in the Drives 

folder. (If you have a 123-compatible 
spreadsheet or PlanPerfect format 
spreadsheet on your system, open the 
directory folder where it is placed.) 

• Drag the spreadsheet file onto the 
WordPerfect Program icon with mouse 
button 2. (WordPerfect starts and auto
matically converts the spreadsheet 
data into a table.) 

How to do it: 
Graphics: 
• Begin with an open document. 
• Locate a graphics file in WordPerfect's 

Graphics folder. 
• Drag a graphics file onto the document 

area. (WordPerfect automatically 
imports the image and flows text 
around it.) 

What this buys you: simple 
execution of complex tasks. 
Using drag and drop, WordPerfect (as 
well as Ami Pro and DeScribe) makes 
graphics insertion as simple as a single 
mouse movement. WordPerfect further 
enhances drag-and-drop operation by 
automatically converting spreadsheets 
into tables. Now you can load a DOS 
spreadsheet into an OS/2 word proces
sor and not get an error message! 

Workplace Shell integration, im
proved printing, drag and drop func-

MEGA POWER FOR 05/2 BACKGROUND APPS 
► Set the priority of your OS/2 Apps in Full Screen or Window mode including Apps installed 

as icons. Get information to help prioritize DOS Apps. 

► BIG performance gains in heavy multitasking and/ or memory overcommit scenarios or as little 
as two background Apps via prioritization. 

► Indepth Online Help with Tips, Questions and Answers NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED! 
Find out how faster machines just "spin" faster and mixing DOS and OS/2 is a disaster. 

► The most powerful Application ever designed for OS/2. It is more effective than multiple 
processors for Background Apps. 

► We are the steering wheel and gas pedal for OS/2. If you don't have our products- YOU'RE 
OUT OF CONTROL! 

► "READY FOR OS/2" certification filed (all passed), awaiting approval. 

► 32 bit Presentation Manager Application (works on OS/2 2.0 & 2.1). 90-Day money back 
guarantee! Absolutely required for ALL OS/2 systems. 

► Background Master I/II-32/ 64 priority levels. $39 /$59. 

► Priority Master I/II- 96/128 priority levels. $79 /$149. 

ScheduPerformance Inc. 
3474 N. University Dr. • Suite 217 • Sunrise, Florida 33351 Circle #126 

Voice (305) 486-8299, Fax (305) 486-5018 • M-F 10:00AM to 8:00PM EST 
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES 

tions, single station network installa
tion, automatic document association, 
templates, and REXX integration, are 
some of the benefits users derive from 
OS/2 word processors. OS/2 is great at 
so many things, you would just expect 
that it should be a great word process
ing platform as well. ♦ 

Gordon Scott writes on-fine help and tuto

rials far OS/2 applications at IBM's Santa 

Teresa Laboratory in San Jose, California. 

Share your tips with OS/2 Professional 

readers by sending them via the Internet to 

gscott@stlvm22. vnet. ibm. com. Gordon 

Scott can also be reached normal business 

hours at (408) 463--4483. 

Change of Address 
If you've moved, let us know so we can keep your subscription coming. 
Please peel off and attach your old label, and fill out your new address. 

r------------------------------------------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

OLD LABEL 

L------------------------------------------
New Address: 

Name __________________ _ _ 

Address __________________ _ 

City ________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

Mail t.o Subscription Dept., OS/2 Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55407-3513 

Using and Supporting OS/2 
Two comprehensive support seminars by Mark Minasi, author of 

the # 1 best seller: Inside OS/2 
Some of the topics included in our new course Using 0S/2 2.1 are: 
• How to navigate the Workplace shell (WPS) 
• How to customize the desktop 
• Understanding and configuring objects 
• How to install new applications 
• Explanations of little-used features that can be real productivity boosters like shadow and work-area folders. 

For support staff, Supporting 0S/2 2.1 includes: 
• Fixing WPS problems, including "the disappearing desktop" 
• OS/2 's HPFS and SuperFAT file systems, with a complete explanation of "extended attributes" 
• Understanding and tuning OS/2's multitasking 
• Complete explanations of all the DOS settings so your DOS programs will run quickly and reliably 

Our seminars offer you a quick start to the new OS/2 and shows your support and technical staff the difficult-to
find and undocumented information that they need to effectively support, optimize and use OS/2. We've 
worked with OS/2 since 1987, what has taken us years to research, you can learn about in the convenience of 
your own facility. Call Donna Cook, our Marketing Director, to receive a detailed outline. She can supply 
whatever information you need. 

(703) 276-8940 
Circle #21 
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USERS 
NOW THAT I HAVE OS/2 2.1 ON MY COMPUTER
WHAT DO I DO NEXT?, Second Edition by Steven 
Levenson. Explains IBM's new 0S/2 2.1 Workplace 
Shell. Perfect for beginners: assumes no previous 
experience with OS/2. $22.95 0-442-01832-0 

THE OS/2 2.0 HANDBOOK: 
Applications, Integration, and 
Optimization by William Zack. 
Helps users of OS/2 get up to 
speed with the full power, potential, 
and extended services offered by 
OS/2 2.0. $34.95 0-442-01234-9 

USING WORKPLACE OS/2: 
The Power User's Guide to 
IBM OS/2 Version 2.1 
by Lori Brown and Jeff Howard. 
E;:clusive tips from the designer 
of Workplace Shell. Covers 
Windows 3.1 and provides 
abundant support for 
multimedia applications. 
$24.95 with disk. 0-442-01590-9 

Van Nostrand Reinhold 
115 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 10003 

To place an order, or for a complete listing of VNR titles, call 
1-800-544-0550 (Dept. Z 1592) or GO VNR on the CompuServe® 
Network. To order from IBM call 1-800-568-6294. 
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DEVELOPERS 
CLIENT/SERVER PROGRAMMING WITH 

OS/2 2.1, Third Edition by 
Robert Orfali & Daniel Harkey. 

0S/2 MONTHLY called the 
2nd Edition "The 0&2 Book 

of the Year!" Others said 
individual chapters were, by 

themselves, "worth the price of 
the book." They're right! 

$39.95 0-442-01833-9 

02/2 2.1 CORPORATE 
PROGRAMMER'S HANDBOOK 

by Nora Scholin, Martin Sullivan and Robin 
Scragg. A quick and easy modular approach 

to writing software programs. Gives plenty 
of code examples $39.95 with disk. 

0-442-01598-4 

OS/2 2.1 REXX HANDBOOK: 
Basics, Applications and Tips 

by Hallett German. A one-stop guide to one 
of the most popular command languages. 

Combines a basic tutorial with fast answers 
to all REXX questions. $29.95 0-442-01734-0 

0~ 'iii a reg'i:itered trademark of IBM Corporation. 
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OS/2 Inside & Out 
by Kathy Ivens and Brian Proffitt, Osborne McGraw-Hill, 531 pages, $29.95 

REVIEWED BY ALAN JAY WEINER 

A
nyone can make something complicated. Simplifying 

a subject requires skill and knowledge. Knowing what 

to leave out is as important as knowing the topic itself. 

OS/2 Inside & Out demonstrates the skill and knowledge of its 

authors. The explanations are simple and understandable; Ivens 

and Proffitt keep technical jargon to a minimum and clearly ex

plain technical terms when they are used. 

This simplicity is apparent immediately. Chapter One walks 

you through your computer system, explaining the various pieces 

and their functions. The walkthrough con-

tinues with OS/2's role as the oper

ating system, explaining concepts 

such as multitasking and time slices, 

device drivers and virtual device drivers. 

Written for the non-engineer, these 

functional descriptions will help you feel 

more comfortable talking with those 

hard-core techies from the computer sup

port department. 

Most of OS/2 Inside & Out is for the real

world user, the person who wants to use OS/2 

effectively without needing a technical degree 

to understand the documentation. When the 

authors describe OS/2's built-in Adobe Type 

Manager, for example, you pick up the basic lan-

guage of fonts . You won't be forced to learn typography or the 

inner workings offont engines; OS/2 Inside & Out sticks with the 

everyday activities such as changing fonts, installing them, and 

using them in your documents. 

You'll learn a little bit about everything. Ivens and Proffitt have 

touched on virtually every topic within OS/2. They explain the 

usual-Workplace Shell, command line utilities, help and infor

mation folders, and so on-but they also cover areas where infor

mation is less commonly available. 

The authors teach you what to look for when purchasing new 

programs, for example. Programs written expressly for OS/2 take 

advantage of the many features the operating system has to 

offer, such as a separate thread a program might use to permit one 

file to print while you're working on another file . Simply using 

a DOS or Windows program, or a program that was ported 

without using these additional features, might force you to wait 

until the first file was printed. Knowing the dif

ferent choices developers use when converting 

a program to OS/2 will allow you to choose 

applications that fully exploit OS/2' s advanced 

features. 

On the other hand, many of us have appli

cations we're comfortable with, and don't 

wish to change. There are many settings 

and options to allow these programs to 

work better, to coexist with other pro

grams, or to work with OS/2 at all. Most 

manuals and the on-line help explain 

these settings in obscure computer 

terms. OS/2 Inside & Out does a good 

job of explaining them in under-

standable user-level language. Now when 

you're told to "lower the IDLE_SENSITIVITY and set 

IDLE_SECONDS to zero" you'll know that the program is 

polling and using too much of the system's time (polling is 

explained on page 221). 

Throughout the book tips explain what to do when common 

problems occur, or what changes will make OS/2 faster or more 

convenient to use. A section of insider's tips offers ways to 

prevent problems and how to handle them should they occur. 

Where this, or any other book of this type, falls down is in being 

unable to reflect software changes made since it was published. 

For example, IBM has issued fixes to the shutdown problem, 
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where the final "shutdown is complete" message fails to appear. 

In addition to the day-to-day material, the authors explore 

numerous other areas. Some ofit is of little use--how to play the 

games, for example. But much of it is information you will use 

as you become more familiar with OS/2. You'll likely use the 

System Editor or the Enhanced Editor to change config

uration files and write batch files; Ivens and Proffitt explain 

how to use both. OS/2 offers a simple programming lang

uage, RE:X:X, that expands on the user's ability to automate 

actions with batch files. While significantly more powerful 

than simple batch files, it's easy to learn. OS/2 Inside & Out can 

guide you to proficiency with REXX. 

Overall, this is an excellent handbook for the beginner to inter

mediate user. Those who spend a lot of time tweaking their sys

tems, installing additional equipment and software, and in gen

eral being invasive, will find this book insufficient. But for those 

whose goal is to use rather than optimize, OS/2 Inside & Out will 

help them understand what they're doing with OS/2. ♦ 

Alan Weiner is president of Technology 21 in Waltham, Massachu

setts. He's been inside ofcomputerssince the late '60s. Hecan be reached 

on BIX as ''aweiner" or on the Internet as ''aweiner@bix.com" 

Van Wolverton's Guide to OS/2 
by Van Wolverton and Jim M eade, Random House 

Electronic Publishing, 121 pages, $16.00 

REVIEWED BY ALAN JAY WEINER 

If you support neophyte users, Van Wolverton's Guide to 

0S12 may well be for you- or, more properly, for the users 

you support. Aimed at taking the reader from square one 

to comfortable proficiency, the book emphasizes 

the information needed to work 

daily with OS/2's Workplace Shell. 

In fact, the authors take pride in what 

they've left out. What remains are the 

basics: starting programs, shutting 

down OS/2, and most importantly, how 

to use the help system. 

As you might expect, users will outgrow 

Van Wolverton's Guide to OS/2 rather rapid-

ly; even the slowest learners will know most 

of what's in this book within a month or so. 

But for those first few weeks this book may be 

quite useful. 

Experienced computer users know what they 

want to do. They just need to know how to do it 

with OS/2. Inexperienced users, however, are easily confused; 
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even after initial lessons from technical support staffers, they'll 

need help with basic concepts. Here's where Van Wolverton's 

Guide to OS/2 shines: They can reread the sec

tions they've forgotten. There's no penalty, 

no feeling of inferiority for asking stupid 

questions, no overwhelming mass of techni

cal information to wade through. This sim

plicity is both the book's strength and its 

weakness. 

The technical support department will 

still have its work to do. Despite installa

tion instructions offered in an appen

dix-all of five pages long!-a novice 

should not be tackling installation 

issues. 

However, if this book saves even 

one or two calls to technical support, it 

will have paid for itself. In a month's time, trade it in for a 

more comprehensive book and pass Van Wolverton's Guide to OS/2 

on to the next new OS/2 user. ♦ 



continued from page 13 

your criticisms of Windows and/or 
Microsoft have some basis in fact or 
perception. I accept them in that vein. 
OS/2 Prefessional has a good chance to 
become a valuable magazine. 

I just thought that since I wrote a 
critical letter I could also write a com
plimentary one when your performance 
so well merited it. 
Ernest Fisch 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Split threads 
First let me thank you for producing an 
excellent magazine. I found the article 
on OS/2 vs. NT [Special Report, 
August] most informative. However, I 
would like to dispute one point made 
by Mark Minasi. He states, under the 
heading "Better Interrupt Servicing," 
"It [OS/2] won't switch to the higher
priority thread until the timeslice is 
over." This conflicts with Deitel and 
Kogan who state (The Design ofOS/2, · 
page 117), "A thread runs for its entire 
timeslice unless an interrupt occurs that 
results in making another thread of a 
higher priority class ready to run." 
They also state on page 135, "OS/2 
guarantees that a time-critical thread 
that is made ready to run will be dis
patched within 4 milliseconds." 

This means that if a lower-priority 
thread is not executing a kernel routine, 
the higher thread will be dispatched 
immediately. If it is executing a kernel 
routine then the higher priority task 
will be dispatched within 4 millisec
onds. This means that given worst-case 
circumstances NT could reschedule a 
thread 3 milliseconds sooner. But 
remember this is rescheduling time; the 
critical factor for high performance I/0 
devices is interrupt response time and I 
have always found OS/2's response 
times more than adequate. 

A key point to bear in mind is that 
OS/2 is designed to provide the best 
response to the application that the user 
is working with. This gives the users 
high productivity. With this in mind it 
'might be worth asking that if NT task-

INPUT 

switches so often, how much CPU time 
is wasted when it could be performing 
useful functions? 

October]. Who is Hugh Kenner? Why 
did you bother publishing that review? 
Mr. Kenner states that he doesn't know 
OS/2, doesn't like OS/2, and has never 
even seen OS/2 operating. You might 
as well ask a Catholic priest to review 
the "Kama Sutra." Why would he 
expect to be able to install a new oper
ating system for the non-bootable flop-

Geoff D rake 
Bristol, United Kingdom 

Check that review 
I am puzzled regarding the review of 
"Dvorak's Guide to O S/2" [Bookstax, 

Return 

continued on page 94 

to the 0S/2 
Oasis 

The Second Annual 
0S/2 Professional Interchange 

October 2-5, 1994 

Marriott Desert Springs Resort 
Palm Desert, California 

1-800-GET OS20 
l-800-438-6720 
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BIK: Vour [oach 
to the Internet! 

Give BIX a t ry w ith our new 5 for Free Offer! Join BIX 

today and get 5 hours of evening and weekend access for $5! 

Take the rest of the ca lendar month to explore BIX, and then 

continue for our standard $13 monthly membership fee. 

Further detai ls and complete rate information are provided 

du ring reg istrat ion. Usi ng any communications program, dial 

1-800-695-4882. At the " logon" prompt enter bix. Then at the 

"name?" prompt enter b ix .s2pr. If you have any questions, call us 

at 1-800-695-4775 (voice). Or fax us at 617-491-6642. Send Internet 

mail to info@bix.com. Windows users can order BIXnav, our graphical interface for BIX, 

for easy point and click access. Details are avai lable during registration. 

Under the 5 for $5 plan, daytime rates ($9/hr.) apply for access during prime time hours The 5 for $5 offer is valid ror l1rst-t1me members only 
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The Internet connects you with 

more than 10 million people, at 

universities, companies, and other 

online services. Now, get full 

access to the Internet free of charge 

when you subscribe to BIX! You'll 

also get expert assistance from BIX 

moderators who can help you find 

your way around the Internet. 

These experts can guide you through 

the many services and features 

available, and help you find the 

information you're looking for. 

Anytime you need help, just join our 

special 'internet' conference and get 

fast answers to your questions . 

As you become more familiar with the 

Internet, you'll be able to download 

files from all over the world using FTP, 

connect to other sites and services 

through telnet, read and reply to 

Usenet Newsgroups, access utilities 

like finger and whois, and much more! 

BIX and the Internet together provide 

the largest and most effective technical 

resource for computing professionals. 

And with over 600 local access num

bers in the U.S., plus telnet access via 

the Internet, BIX makes it easy to 

connect. Try BIX today through our 

special 5 for 5 offer - and become part 

of the top technical team! 

IIIX 
If you caH hack it 

Circle #142 



December 
14-15 
SUCCESSFUL NOTES 
DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES 

Boston, MA 
The Successful Notes Deploy
ment Strategies seminar 
addresses how to choose and 
manage Notes pilot applica
tions, how to build a support 
organization, and how to 
grow the use ofNotes while 
ensuring the technology is 
focused on high-impact busi
ness opportunities. Ken 
Lownie, president and chair
man of Connexus Consulting 
Group and an expert in both 
groupware and Notes, will 
lead the seminar. Conference 
cost is $895. Contact: DCI, 
(508) 470-3880. 

JANUARY 
10-13 
OBJECT WORLD 

Boston, MA 
This second Object W odd/ 
Boston will explore object-ori
ented technology through case 
studies. The schedule includes 
one day of tutorials and three 
days of exhibition, designed 
for technology planners, engi
neers, software designers, and 
analysts. Topics will include 
"The Technology of Objects," 
"Objects in Business," and a 
"Software Developer's Track." 
Contact: (508) 879-6700. 

JANUARY 
11-12 
CONNECTIVITY AND 

TECHNOLOGY SYMPOSIUM 

West Chester, PA 

The fifth annual Connectivity 

and Technology Symposium 
is designed for companies 
involved or interested in digi
tal networking, software, 
video, telecommunications, 
multimedia development, and 
systems integration. Two 
thousand attendees are 
expected. Contact: (215) 
296-9611. 

JANUARY 
17-21 
USENIX WINTER 

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE 

San Francisco, CA 

The winter Usenix conference 
marks the 19th year of the 
biannual show for hard-core 
Unix users. The five-day show 
is divided into two parts: tech
nical and tutorial. The techni
cal sessions ($295 for Usenix 
Association members, $360 
for non-members) will be pre

sented on Monday, Tuesday, 

and Wednesday, opening with 
a keynote speech by John 
Perry Barlow of the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation on recent 
developments concerning the 
national information infra
structure and telecommunica
tions regulations. The tutori
als on Thursday and Friday 
($275 per day, $495 for both 
days) include "Essential Unix 
Programming" and 
"Client/Server Development 
with DCE/RPC." Vendors 

will display their products on 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
morning. Contact: (714) 
588-8649. 

JANUARY 
18-21 
CLIENT/SERVER CONFER

ENCE & EXPOSITION 

San Jose, CA 

The Client/Server Conference 
& Exposition seeks to address 
real-life problems and real-life 
solutions. This year's confer
ence offers five tracks: Strate
gic Issues & Case Studies, 
Distributed and Cooperative 
Database Processing, Enter
prise Networking and Mobile 
Computing, Developing 
Client/Server Applications, 
and Client/Server Systems 
Integration &Management. 
Using Fortune 1000 compa
nies such as Chase Manhattan 
and Sara Lee as examples, the 
show explores implementation 
choices in developing 
client/server systems. Contact: 
(516) 562-7460. 

JANUARY 
25-27 
AUDIOTEXT FORUM 

Las Vegas, NV 

This year's Audiotext Forum 
focuses on global opportuni
ties for the Audiotext market, 
which includes communica
tion products and audiotext 
services. It offers an opportu
nity to network with represen
tatives from many countries. 
Dionne Warwick will be 
opening up the conference on 
the evening of January 25, fol
lowed the next morning by a 
keynote speech by Richard 
Gordon of the R.J. Gordon & 
Company on "The Future of 
the Audiotext Industry." 
Contact: (310) 278-8080. 

JANUARY 
26-28 
MEXCOM'94 

Mexico City, DF 

The focus of the tenth Mex
Com is on cellular, mobile, 
satellite, and network prod
ucts. The event, which is cer
tified by the U.S. Department 
of Commerce, offers sessions 
in Telecommunications Policy 
Forum, Technical Sessions for 
Engineers, and Business End
Users. Up to 5,000 corporate 
decision makers are expected 
to view the 200 booths this 
year at MexCom. Contact: 
(305) 670-9444. 

APRIL 25-29 
IBM PERSONAL SOFT

WARE TECHNICAL 

INTERCHANGE 

San Francisco, CA 

The latest and greatest in 
OS/2 technology will be seen 
at IBM's Personal Software 
Technical Interchange in San 
Francisco. Consider this your 
opportunity to the Golden 
Gate of the future. Sessions 
include instruction on current 
Personal Software Products as 
well as leading edge technolo
gies, such as object-oriented 
programming, pen-based sys
tems, and multimedia. In 
addition, the show will offer 
sessions that explore the avail
able device driver technology 
for both new and existing sys
tems. Price of the show is 
$895, but attendees can save 
$100 with early registration. 
Contact: (800) 872-7109. ♦ 
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INPUT 

continued from page 91 

py? Did he ever try that with MS
DOS? I mean a new installation, not 
the upgrade. In his own words, "Bah!" 
My apologies if the criticism offends, 
Mr. Kenner, but you should not have 
accepted this assignment. I want a mag
azine about OS/2, not a journalism 
course on how to review or compare 
technical publications. 
Ralph Wenzel 
Westminster, California 

The October issue of OS/2 Prefessional 
included a review ofDvorak's OS/2 
book by Hugh Kenner. According to the 
article, Mr. Kenner has never used 
OS/2. Wow. I read that part three times 
and I'll bet I'm not alone. Furthermore, 
the reason given (that he uses Stacker 3.0, 
and that ifhe used the OS/2 version it is 
for qfteryour OS/2 is running) is false. 

Stacker for OS/2 and DOS does pro
vide for an OS/2 install after being 
stacked. Granted, it is a very ugly proce
dure. I suggest the following, assuming 
you are using Boot Manager with DOS 
also on the system: Always put OS/2 in 
its own partition of about 40 megs. If 
you need to install or re-install OS/2, 
just delete all Stacker references to that 
drive in the DOS config and autoexec 
files, reboot, format that drive, install 
OS/2, then restack. 

I was in the beta groups for both 
OS/2 2.1 and the OS/2 Stacker prod
uct. Suffice to say that I had the oppor
tunity to exercise the above procedure 
repeatedly and I found it to be the 
cleanest and easiest way to fix my world. 

Following the beta period Stacker 
sent me a copy of the retail product and 
it has proven fast, flawless, and invisible. 
IBM apparently agrees as Stacker is now 
bundled with OS/2 2.1 in Europe. 
Johann B. Kemsuzian 
Fairfield, Ohio 

Reviews of the review 
I just finished reading the review of 
WordPerfect 5.2 for OS/2 [September]. 
I found the review very complete, but 
I have a few problems with the 



performance results. 
It was stated that in almost all areas 

WordPerfect for Windows was faster 
when run from native Windows or from 
WIN-OS/2 than the OS/2 version. I 
have not found that to be true. I have 
both the Windows and the OS/2 ver
sions loaded and in most areas I find the 
OS/2 version a bit faster, particularly in 
the menu response. The only area I found 
the Windows version vastly superior 
was in printing with True Type fonts. 

You don't mention in your article 
what memory configuration you're 
using. I think that information is valu
able for potential users. My perfor
mance difference may be from running 
with 16MB of RAM. 

Keep up the good work with the 
magazine. I always enjoy the topics 
discussed. 
Michael Hughes 
Pitts.field, Massachusetts 

I enjoyed reading your review of 
WordPerfect for OS/2 v 5.2 
[September]. Even though I don't "live 
and die by a word processor," I do a 
fair amount of word processing--about 
two hours a day with my home com
puter, a 486/33 with HPFS drives. 
Therefore, I consider myself a moderate 
user, which I believe most of your 
readers are. 

I would like other readers to be aware 
that for moderate users, WordPerfect 
for OS/2 is an excellent product. It 
starts faster than WP for Windows in a 
WIN-OS/2 session, and the multi
threaded printing is a real treat, which 
more than compensates for the slower 
file loading times you reported (right on 
the money). My only wish is that the 
native WordPerfect for OS/2 v. 6.0 
got here faster. Viva WordPerfect for 
OS/2! 
Juan Ramon Falcon 
New York Users Group 

Nightmare on 05/2 Street 
I've been reading OS/2 Professional for 
about six months- it's the only com
puter publication I read cover-to-cover. 

INPUT 

Thank you for being a reliable source 
of OS/2 information. I know you're 
only trying to present all points of view 
but it's very disheartening to see those 
letters that talk about OS/2 nightmares. 
I've never had any such problems (I 
started with v 1.3). I know they happen, 
but I hope they don't scare more people 
away. 

I started with OS/2 because I use a 
voice-response application that requires 
it. Now I can't imagine not using it. At 
work I'm forced to use Windows 3.1 
and the memory problems alone drive 
me absolutely crazy. It's simply unbe
lievable what that same 8MB of memo
ry will do when controlled by OS/2. 
I use DOS database software, a 
Windows word processor, and the 
OS/2 voice-response software; they 
all work together and they can all run 
at the same time-what more can you 

ask? 
I run the Twin Cities Arts Hotline 

on three phone lines, fax software on 
one modem, a small BBS on another, 
and a scheduler to do daily mainte
nance. And I can do other things on 
top of that! The DOS-based voice
response systems do let you run multi
ple phone lines but, of course, they take 
over the CPU so you can't do anything 
else. And the Unix-based products are 
very efficient but impossible to admin
ister without a MS degree in Computer 
Science. 

I'm about to start my own business 
to do 1-12 line voice applications for 
small to mid-sized companies. I look 
forward to showing OS/2 to my 
prospective clients and debunking some 
of the myths. I just hope they haven't 
already heard from the folks who've had 
nightmares or I may have quite an 
uphill battle. 
BobMalos 
University efMinnesota 

Hands on, please 
I found October to be a very good issue. 
I'm looking forward to more technical 
information and examples along the 
line of SOM, DSOM, and PSOM, not 
to mention the Workplace OS. I hope 

to see some "how to" articles and "here's 
what you can do." The potential is great. 
Jeff Stratford 
(A499311@btvlabvm.vnet.ibm.com) 

Using Sytos Plus 
Users of Sytos Plus often complain 
about its complicated restore proce
dures. If you need to reformat your 
OS/2 partition you will be caught in a 
Catch-22, since the tape software runs 
only on OS/2. This means that you 
must first reload OS/2 from the distrib
ution disks to the partition, then load 
the tape software, then run restore with 
redirection of systems files, and then 
finally move the .INI files to their prop
er places. 

I would like to share with the readers 
a neat way to use Sytos, which is now 
capable of backing up my DOS parti
tions as well as the OS/2 system with
out interference. Full backups and 
restores can be made without the need 
to reload OS/2 from the distribution 
disks when you have to do a full OS/2 
restore. This is how: 

I have partitioned my primary hard 
drive into one primary partition (C) and 
two logical partitions (D and E). The C 
partition runs DOS and the D partition 
OS/2. The E partition is 11MB large 
and is located at the end of the disk. 
Using the BOOT2X utility I obtained 
from the OS/2 Shareware BBS (703-
385-4325), I've loaded a bootable OS/2 
skeleton on the E drive. Sytos is also 
loaded on the E drive, since the t~pe 
software requires OS/2 to run. Now, 
with Boot Manager installed, I simply 
boot the E drive and run Sytos Plus 
from there whenever I want to back tip 
or restore either or both the C or D 
drives. The entire operating system can 
be backed up without interference from 
the system files, which would be busy 
(and not be backed up) had I run Sytos 
from the main OS/2 partition. The 
restore procedure runs equally smoothly 
and no redirection is necessary. ♦ 
Harry D. Fisher 
Reseda, California 
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LET THE CHIPS FALL 

You can see the Forest for the Trees 

I BM-bashing is the current rage in the microcomputer industry, with the PSP division, 

responsible for OS/2, getting more than its fair share of the attention. While the compa

ny is re-inventing itself to become more adaptable, competitors such as Microsoft use their 

PR machine and advertising clout to sway public and editorial opinions. Other software ven

dors decry IBM's lack of focus on or commitment to their products, and customers become 

lost in a maze trying to get answers from our blue "monolith." 

There are differences, however, between IBM's re-invention and external criticisms, par

ticularly Microsoft's. While most internal, and a majority of the external, forces expose IBM's 

problems so they can be eliminated, mitigated, or otherwise repaired, other parties delight in 

constant negative flow due to their special (commercial) interests. 

After all, that is the premise behind free enterprise: Either provide a superior product or 

make customers believe it is. Then sell it for what the market will bear while forcing your com

petition into oblivion. Darwin could have been describing market economics as well as evo

lution when he decided that only the fittest survive. 

The customer must decide what is the truth and what is marketing fiction. The loudest 

voice may be heard the best, but it does not necessarily sing the sweetest song. Customers 

look to IBM and its competitors for information about their respective products-informa

tion that will ultimately drive purchasing decisions. Therefore, it is in each party's interest to 

put its best foot forward. 

While there are many areas open to improvement, I can say that PSP provides a great deal 

of useful product information on OS/2, PC-DOS, LAN, and its other products. Take a look 

at the size of and activity on the PSP CompuServe forums; the widely attended and critically 

acclaimed worldwide developer conferences, workshops, and technical interchanges; the road 

show seminars that tour the U.S. evangelizing PSP products; the breath of fresh air that has 

invigorated and revitalized the advertising campaigns; the success of the Independent Ven

dor League in getting publishers to bring almost 70 PSP product books to the market; the 

growing number of OEM hardware vendors bundling OS/2 with their systems; the emer

gence of first-rate applications from Lotus, Computer Associates, 

and on and on. If people are having a hard time getting their hands 

around this thing called PSP, it isn't because we're not telling the 

story-it's because there are so many "trees" to talk about. 

This outpouring of information is in response to customer needs 

and demands and, while we are still improving, the arrogant, aloof 

IBM of the recent past is receding quickly. 

So, when I ask you to let us know what we are doing wrong, or 

what we are not doing that needs to be done, bash away! There 

are those inside IBM who will be listening, working to solve the 

problems. ♦ 
Ted Salamone 

PSP Merchandising Manager 
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Overwhelmed 
lmagePlus®/2 is designed to enhance the 
way you process documents and other 
paper-based information: with • Scan your document into lmagePlus/2 

• Index it 
• Save it. 

Readyl ™ paper? 
Now you can 

• Search the electronic file room 
• View, zoom, rotate, print your image 
• Fax documents in or out. 

Never lose a document again! 

for OS/2 ImagePlus/2 offers powerful business functions such as: 
• Document and folder management 
• Automated workflow 
• Stand alone or client/server OS/2 workstation 
• Extensive APl's, 

yet it is easy to install, learn, and use. 

ImagePlus/2 
solves Im lmagePlus/2 Desktop - JOHN lllif 

file Q.elect Y._iew .t!elp 

your Fileroom John's Basket (3) 3119 Scanner Local Facsimile 

IBM's lmagePlus/2 is just right for a variety of 
industries and applications. Virtually any business 
can enlist the capabilities of ImagePlus/2 to improve 
efficiency and reduce paperwork for such 
applications as: 

• Personnel, accounting, payroll 
• Corporate and client correspondence 
• Customer service and billing 
• Warranty contracts 
• Legal and organizational compliance 
• Corporate libraries 
• And more. 

lmagePlus Systems Development has been assessed and registered as 
meeting the requirements of ISO 9001/EN 29001 /BS 5750 Pt1 . 

® Registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation 
'" Trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 

'----------' © 1993 IBM Corp 

problem. 
If you have a lot of paper moving around your office, 
lmagePlus/2 could be your ticket to increased 
productivity! Call today for more information or to 
order CD-ROM: 1-800-3-IBM-OS2. In Canada, call 
1-800-465-7999, ext. 660. 
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Your Project Management Software Should Work As Smart As You Do. Switch To CA-SuperProject. 
---------Competitive Upgrade For Only $149. ---------

How To ...,._,.. age The 
Future Today. 

Introducing The First Project Management 
Software Everyone can Use. 

Beginners Love It 
Because It's So Easy. 

ll - Ill 

Only CA-SuperProject'" 
offers a special Beginner 
Configuration with sim
ple, easy-to-understand 
menus and an on-line 
"PM Assistant" that 
walks you through 1 , , , 

procedures and teaches the basics (W 
of project management. Lots of ~ 
sample data and excellent tutorials ~-::::::.. 
make it fun to learn and super easy to use. 

Experts Love It 
Because It's So Powerful. 

CA-SuperProject has all the f1exibility and 
power you need to 
manage extensive 
projects without any 
constraints. It's 
more sophisticated, 
more effective and, 

)ii ♦ ··--MICROSOPI'. 
WINDOWS. 
C0MPA'I1BlE 

Buy one version, 
get the other FREE. 

according 
to NSTL 
(Seftware 
Digest), 
it's the 
"best 
program 
for users 
who require a very powerful project 
manager with the most complete tools for 
modeling and managing resources, 
analytic functions and the most efficient 
resource leveling available."* 

To Order, See Your Local Dealer Or 
Call 1-800-225-5224, Dept. 62501 

Whether you're a novice or a pro, call right 
now to find out about CA-SuperProject. 
The first project management software 
everyone can use -
and the best way 
to manage the 
future today. 

GOMPUTER. 
J'ISSOCIATES 
Software superior by design. 

New CA-SuperProject 3.0 
'Software Digest. Vol. 10. No. 4, 1993. Software Digest is a registered trademark of NSTL. Inc., a McGraw Hill Co. Dealer prices may vary. 
© Computer Associates International. Inc .. Islandia. NY I 1788-7(XX)_ All product names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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